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Exorcising the Illusion of Bon “Shamans”:
A Critical Genealogy of Shamanism in Tibetan Religions

By Zeff Bjerken (College of Charleston, USA)

In descriptions of the Bon religion in Tibet by western missionaries, travelers, and scholars over the last century, the term that has become most associated with Bon is “Shamanism.” Shamanism has been used to re-name what is widely regarded as Tibet’s primordial native religion; its endurance as a category demonstrates a need to designate the indigenous religion in familiar western terms. There is a deep longing felt by many scholars, both past and present, to recover Tibet’s silent origins, to identify the tracks of Tibet’s prehistoric religious development, and then to discover whatever modern manifestations might exist on the margins of Tibet. This longing exerts a powerful pull on the imaginations of Tibetans and Tibetologists alike. In introducing his study of the myths and legends of ancient Tibet, Erik Haarh expresses his own fascination with exploring Tibet’s uncharted territory:

Studying the ancient Tibetan concept of life and death means intruding upon virgin soil. This feature of old Tibetan culture is, indeed, so utterly unknown and unexplored, that the ideas which have been advanced above, in the first instant may even appear with the cast of chimera…. Very few Tibetologists have ventured forth to explore, even superficially, this blank spot on the map of ancient Tibetan culture and history.

Haarh’s description of the pre-Buddhist period as a “blank spot” on the Tibetan map might seem apt when one considers the paucity of archeological and textual evidence available today about pre-Buddhist Tibet. Yet there seems to be a magnetic quality to this lacuna. The “blank spot” has been filled in by the imaginative projections of pioneering Tibetologists, with Shamanism as the label of choice for mapping this territory. We will see that Shamanism itself has “the cast of chimera,” for it is an elusive term that tells us more about the history and needs of the western researcher than of ancient Tibet.

Like its conceptual kin “Tantrism” or “Lamaism,” “Shamanism” proves to be a remarkably complex, multivalent term that has informed our

---

2 Both of these terms have served as emblems of Tibetan Buddhism in popular and academic discourse, and their usage has been investigated in a number of recent studies. The category of “Tantrism” has been scrutinized and its discursive purposes reviewed. See Christian K. Wedemeyer, “Tropes, Typologies, and Turnarounds: A Brief Genealogy of the Historiography of Tantric Buddhism” in History of Religions 40.3 (2002), 223-259. For an examination of the term Tantra in the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist context, see Donald S. Lopez, “The Heart Sutra as Tantra” in Elaborations on Emptiness (Princeton University Press, 1996), pp. 78-104. For a genealogy of Tantrism within the British colonial imagination, see Hugh B. Urban, “The Extreme Orient: The Construction of ‘Tantrism’ as a Category in the Orientalist Imagination,” in Religion 29 (1999), pp. 123-146. Urban has examined the role of the category of Tantrism in New Age religious discourse in “The Cult of Ecstasy: Tantrism, the New Age, and the Spiritual
interpretation and evaluation of Tibetan religion, and especially the relationship of Bon to Buddhism. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, many western writers used Shamanism as a monolithic category to subsume a great variety of religious phenomena. Most often it was assigned to the “native” tradition of Bon, with its dark occult practices. Black magic, fetishism, sorcery, divination, demonolatry, necromancy, exorcism, ecstatic trance, spirit possession, and various other supernatural powers were all thought to lie at the heart of Bon Shamanism. Though this noun was used loosely and indiscriminately, its function as an emblem of Tibet’s ancient religious substrata becomes most evident when it is working behind the scenes in the drama of Tibetan history, a drama in which scholars cast Buddhism in the spotlight. For many of the early Tibetologists, aboriginal Bon was regarded as “given” or “uninterpreted,” which gave them license to impose their own categories to label its strange features. Like so many other categories used in the study of “native” religions, shamanism begs to be analyzed as an exotic essence that is used for identifying the religion of the other, marking a “primitive” stage of religious and social evolution.

This article will trace how the pejorative evaluation of Bon shamanism comes to be challenged in the mid-twentieth century with the development of phenomenological studies of Tibetan religion. These “scientific” studies of Tibetan shamanism systematically catalogue its typical features, and the investigators often eschew the barbaric rhetoric that had been used to dismiss Bon as “primitive.” Once the features of shamanism are identified, and the shaman’s social function is described, the phenomenologist devotes considerable attention to describing the shaman’s experience and to interpreting the shaman’s symbolism. There is no hiding the fascination that these scholars feel for the Bon shaman as the exotic explorer of the netherworlds, with his wild theatrical appearance. Some scholars seem under a nostalgic spell when they idealize shamanism as Tibet’s genuine archaic spirituality.

Among recent anthropologists, shamans in Nepal and Tibet have come to be understood in relation to Buddhist lamas, with their social and religious roles interpreted dialectically. In pitting shamans in duel and dialogue with Buddhist lamas, the shamans are often celebrated as spirit mediums whose “deconstructive voices” subvert Buddhist textual authority and the hegemony of clerical values. Here shamans have been salvaged by anthropologists as authentic healers, whose ecstatic experiences place them in a privileged position to criticize and resist the official orthodoxy of Buddhist lamas. For some anthropologists the shaman, whose roots go back to ancient Bon, is a trickster who undermines the elitism of their Buddhist opponents, subverting their moral seriousness and their dependence on textual knowledge.

Some Tibetologists remain skeptical of the value of “shamanism” in plotting the religious features of Bon, for they recognize that the term itself has the “cast of chimera.” Numerous European scholars who study Bon

literature have pointed out that the abstract noun “shamanism” has no equivalent in the Tibetan language, and thus it is not a “native” category. They deny that the Bon tradition has any precise analogue to the Tungus Šaman of Siberia. “Shamanism” in their estimation, is simply inappropriate for describing Bon, or indeed for describing any aspect of Tibetan religion. These textual scholars have sought to banish the ghost of “shamanism” from the study of Bon entirely. Their wish to deflate the term’s value in academic discourse about Bon and Tibetan religion has not proved successful, however. Shamanism has earned a widespread currency in academic exchange, a much-inflated value in popular western spiritual circles, and even acceptance among Tibetans practicing in the west today. Current anthropologists, not to mention western enthusiasts of Buddhism and Tibetan Bonpos themselves, continue to find new manifestations of shamanism in Tibetan religion. Despite the protests of some of the leading western Tibetologists then, shamanism continues to resurface in the literature available on Bon and Buddhism, proving its resilience as a critical term.

From a vantagepoint located at some distance from the field of Tibetan Studies, it will become clear that shamanism is not a single natural object that has been progressively disclosed by the objective scrutiny of western scholars. Rather, shamanism is a term that has been employed for a variety of ideological purposes. What makes the Bon shaman such an interesting image to track, from the benighted primitive to the post-modern visionary, from the diabolical priest to the New Age spiritual healer, is that it serves as a mirror that reveals much about those who have sought (and found) the shaman. The Bon shaman has been variously identified and represented according to the changing imaginative and social needs of the investigators. Wherever it has been identified—whether in texts, or in a lived social environment, or in symbol systems—its location has influenced the form of reasoning used to render it intelligible. As Jean-Pierre Vernant stated succinctly, the subject of a scholar’s study is constrained by the reasoning and the disciplinary methods available:

Reason does not exist until human beings attempt to understand some aspect of reality and to apply what they learn. Scientific

---

3 For a study of “critical terms” in the discipline of religious studies, see Critical Terms for Religious Studies ed. by Mark C. Taylor (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), especially pp. 16-18. Also see Critical Terms for Literary Study, ed. by Frank Lentricchia and Thomas McLaughlin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). In the Introduction to this latter volume, the editors offer the following etymology: “A ‘term’ is a boundary line, a line of demarcation. It defines a field in which work can be done, within the limits of the term. But like all boundaries, even those meticulously surveyed, terms are social and arbitrary, not natural and inevitable. What divides my property from my neighbor’s is not a natural boundary but a social system within which certain definitions or property prevail. It is important to remember that terms function in the same way. They limit and regulate our reading practices. But they do not do so by divine fiat.... It is not the job of this text to regulate those boundaries more carefully. Rather, these essays attempt to de-naturalize the limits that our critical system imposes.” In this article I argue that “Shamanism” qualifies as such a “critical term” in the discourse on Bon.
rationality defines itself as it constructs the subject matter and methodology of each new discipline. In the human sciences, moreover, there is no virgin territory to explore; the fields of investigation are continents mapped by tradition and explored by religious thought. Trails have been blazed, itineraries set out. The problems that arise in any new field of study are always in some sense echoes of current social concerns, questions of identity: society seeks to know its roots in the past, its responsibilities in the present, and its fate in the future.

Far from being “neutral” or “objective,” the methods used by historians, philologists, and anthropologists are inevitably socially conditioned and informed by religious tradition.

Vernant’s comment that there is “no virgin territory to explore” in the human sciences applies to both ancient Tibet and modern Tibetology too, and it raises questions about Haarh’s earlier assertion. When scholars like Haarh have set out to map the territory of prehistoric Tibetan religion, their representations have followed the paths already blazed by Tibetan Buddhists, who developed their own images, categories, and classificatory schemas to describe Bon as “other.” What went unrecognized by many Tibetologists is how much their imaginative construction of ancient Tibetan history and Bon Shamanism was indebted to Buddhist apologetics and polemics. It is therefore a mistake to dismiss Bon shamanism as merely the product of the scholars’ own disciplinary methods, religious biases, and intellectual fads, for their evaluation of Bon and their fixation on its strange “shamanic” features were informed by Buddhist polemical images too.

The purpose of this article is to explore some of these complex interconnections, the interplay between certain Tibetan and western categories in the evaluation of Bon as an object of study. In addition to presenting a rough chronological survey of the western study of Bon, and examining the varying features regarded as its shamanic characteristics, I will consider why the category shamanism is used and what discursive purposes it has served. Although a number of well-known Tibetologists have dismissed the word as inappropriate for describing Bon, I will not simply rehearse their objections but offer a critical genealogy of the term, which continues to be used in representations of Bon. My task is to historicize a category that has too often been treated as “natural” in discourse on Tibetan religions. In order to understand the fluctuating evaluations of Bon in terms of Tibet’s religious development, I will also tease out their implicit historical models, noting at times their indebtedness to Tibetan histories and Buddhist-Bon polemics.

At the heart of this project lies a problem that has been identified as the “age-old distinction between the Same and the Other.” Seen in the Tibetan context, this is the problem of how to represent the Other (Bon) without

---


collapsing it into the categories and definitions of the Same (the west, or Buddhism), and without making the Other so different and unique that interpretation becomes impossible. I do not pretend to offer a solution to this age-old problem here, but rather to show how this tension has been played out in a specific field of discourse, with a reflexive awareness of the inherent tensions in representing the other. Some degree of freedom may be possible once one recognizes the constraints of one’s field.

The Pioneers Who Mapped Tibetan Bon as Shamanism

The earliest studies of Tibetan religions by Sarat Chandra Das, L. Austine Waddell, and Charles Bell, at the end of the nineteenth century and into the first few decades of the twentieth, were truly pioneering efforts. These authors were colonial administrators, civil servants, and explorers, who served as functionaries for the British imperial government that sought to exploit the unknown reaches of the world. Their interest in Tibetan religions as amateur Orientalists intersected with their government’s colonial interests, particular in their effort to gain control over potential Tibetan subjects. In mapping out Tibet’s ancient religious world, they relied on western categories and created comparisons with more familiar religions. As the pre-historic religion of Tibet, Bon was regarded as unmarked territory, which gave these Orientalists license to impose their own names on the primordial tradition: to name the native religion in western terms was to claim it. The labels used by these scholars for identifying this primitive religion varied, but they included “animism,” “fetishism,” “nature worship,” as well as “shamanism.” What these seemingly interchangeable categories share is their place in late nineteenth century western discourse about the evolution of religions, lying at the very origins or the earliest stages of religious development in uncivilized cultures. However labeled, this primitive religion was regarded as static and a-historic, incapable of changing or developing on its own. Vestiges of it were thought to still exist in remote areas of Tibet and in tribal border regions, for example among the Lepchas of Sikkim, or the Naxi of Yunnan. It is from their exposure to the beliefs and practices of tribal peoples in their travels that these amateur Orientalists were able to flesh out the features of pre-historic Bon. The isolation of these tribal people was thought to make them living fossils that preserved the indigenous features of “original Bon.”

The early students of Tibetan religion all accepted that Bon changed once Buddhism came to Tibet from India. Buddhism was regarded as an agent of civilization, and the followers of Bon could not help but feel inferior to these newcomers, with their impressive texts, their profound philosophy, and their soteriology. The Bonpos responded by imitating Buddhism, adopting its symbols and placing their own practices in the service of Buddhist soteriology. In doing so, it is claimed that the Bonpos developed a literary tradition that mimicked Buddhism in form and content. The interaction between the native Bon and Buddhism created some confusion among Orientalists over how to assess their relationship, often described with metaphors of impurity and mixture. However, there is consensus among Orientalists that Buddhism was the more evolved and authentic religion.
Another common tendency found in these early reports and studies of Tibetan religion was to compare foreign Bon with more familiar beliefs and practices. Making sense of the strange in terms of the familiar, these frontier comparativists resorted to analogies between Bon practices and known religions and superstitions.

Let us begin by looking at how “Bon” was defined by H. A. Jäschke in his *Tibetan-English Dictionary* published in 1881.

Bon 1. n. of the early religion of Tibet, concerning which but very imperfect accounts are existing (v. *Report of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Science*, 13 Jan. 1866); so much is certain, that sorcery was the principle feature of it. When Buddhism became the religion of state, the former was considered heretical and condemnable, and *lha chos* and *bon chos*, or shorter *chos* and *bon*, were placed in opposition, as with us christianity and paganism (v. *Glr [Rgyal rab gsal ba’i me longs]* and *Mil. [Mi la ras pa rgyud ’bum]*; at the present time, both of them seem to exist peaceably side by side, and the primitive religion has not only numerous adherents and convents in Central Tibet, but manifold traces of it may be found still in the creed of the Tibetans today.—2. = *bon-po*, follower of this religion.6

There are a few aspects of this definition worthy of comment. First, Jäschke points out that despite so few reliable western descriptions of early (pre-Buddhist) Bon being available, what can be said with confidence is that its main feature was “sorcery.” He does not offer any explanation of what this “sorcery” entails, neither does he cite any Bon practices as examples. This might be asking too much from a dictionary entry, yet Jäschke himself promises in the Preface of his Dictionary that he will “give a rational account of the development of the values and meanings of words” and offer “accurate and copious illustrations and examples.”7 The simple metonymy (Bon —> sorcery) requires no further explanation because “sorcery” is not

---


7 H. A. Jäschke, *A Tibetan-English Dictionary*, pp. iii-iv. In a letter written to Sir Henry Yule on the topic of Bon, Jäschke reiterates that not much is known about this religion other than what Emil Schlagintweit published. “So much seems to be certain that it was the ancient religion of Tibet, before Buddhism penetrated into the country, and that even at later periods it several times gained the ascendancy when the secular power was of a disposition averse to the Lamaistic hierarchy. Another opinion is that the Bon religion was originally a mere fetishism, and related to or identical with Shamanism; this appears to me very probable and easy to reconcile with the former supposition, for it may afterwards, on becoming acquainted with the Chinese doctrine of the ‘Taossé,’ have adorned itself with many of its tenets.” Sir Henry Yule, *The Book of Ser Marco Polo* (1870, reprinted in New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1903), p. 324. The parallels between Bon and Taoism were often discussed and debated in the early scholarship on Bon. See note 28 below.
meant to describe Bon in any detailed way, or serve an analytic purpose; rather, the term evokes the essential character of Bon: dark, opaque, even sinister. It seems that Jäschke uses “sorcery” as an empty placeholder rather than an analytic description of Bon. Its usage evokes a sense of mystery about Bon while placing it at the primitive stage of cultural evolution, more akin to superstition than religion proper.

Jäschke adds, however, that when Buddhism was adopted as Tibet’s state religion, the Buddhists condemned Bon as heretical, just as Christians condemned pagan heresies. The tense relationship between chos/bon is described in Tibetan religious literature, and here Jäschke mentions two well-known Buddhist texts. What is noteworthy is that he accepts without question the Buddhist evaluation of Bon as heterodox. His comparison of Buddhism/Bon to Christianity/paganism is quite telling, and it foretells the Buddhist bias presumed by so many subsequent students of these two religions. “Original” Bon becomes equated with the dark and static native tradition, while Buddhism is likened to the enlightened and uplifting force of missionary Christianity. A Moravian missionary, Jäschke believed that Indian Buddhism had a civilizing impact on Tibet, for it prepared the Tibetans to accept the higher teachings of Christianity. In fact his dictionary was composed with the intention of disseminating Christianity among the Buddhists in the Tibetan-speaking regions of Central Asia. Although Jäschke did not define Bon as “shamanism,” his confident characterization of it as a primitive religion represented by its “sorcery” would be accepted by his Orientalist successors. However, many would dispute Jäschke’s claim that primitive Bon continued to be practiced in convents in Tibet. Whereas Jäschke’s definition treats Bon as a flourishing though primitive religion in central Tibet, we shall see in later accounts how Bon becomes marginalized, forced to the Tibetan frontier.

The next scholar after Jäschke to compile a Tibetan-English dictionary was the Bengali Tibetologist, Sarat Chandra Das. While Das was a well respected Bengali Babu, with numerous impressive titles (C.I.E., Fellow of the Royal Society, Fellow of the Royal Geographic Society), he also served as a spy for the British Survey of India. He conducted fact-finding missions in

---

8 The term “placeholder” is borrowed from Wayne Proudfoot, who uses it to describe how certain terms function in the “ineffable” discourse of mystics. See his Religious Experience (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), pp. 127-129.

9 H. A. Jäschke, A Tibetan-English Dictionary, pp. iii. Jäschke’s missionary purpose in compiling his dictionary was hardly unique. His predecessor, Alexander Csomo de Körös, the “Father of Tibetology,” noted at the beginning of his Dictionary published in 1834 that “When there shall be more interest taken for Buddhism (which has much in common with the spirit of true Christianity) and for diffusing Christian and European knowledge through the most eastern parts of Asia, the Tibetan Dictionary may be much improved, enlarged, and illustrated by the addition of Sanskrit terms.” This is quoted in the Preface of Sarat Chandra Das’s Dictionary as the reason for compiling yet another dictionary with more Sanskrit terms. See Sarat Chandra Das, A Tibetan-English Dictionary (Alipore: West Bengal Government Press, 1902; reprinted in Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1992), p. v.
Tibet while posing as a Buddhist pilgrim. Equipped with survey tools and a sextant, with a compass secretly stashed inside his prayer wheel, Das visited Tibet twice and managed to reach Lhasa undetected in 1882. The disguise worked for a while, but when the Tibetan authorities in Lhasa grew suspicious of his true identity, they banished him from the country. Das’s excursion in Tibet proved not only useful for the British government, but his ethnographic studies of religion, his knowledge of colloquial Tibetan, and his smuggling of important texts out of Tibet, made a lasting impact on Tibetan studies.

The contributions of Sarat Chandra Das to the development of Bon studies in particular cannot be underestimated. His very first publication in the *Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal* was devoted to “The Bon (Pön) Religion.” This article featured an English translation of a short chapter on Bon excerpted from a lengthy text entitled *The Crystal Mirror of Doctrinal Systems* (*Grub mtha’ shel gyi me long*), a doxography written by the Buddhist scholar Thu’u bkvan Chos kyi nyi ma. Although Das only translated the section on Bon from this encyclopedic work without offering any of his own commentary, its content became the authoritative source for western representations of Bon, at least until quite recently. In addition to this article that we will discuss below, Das later published a Tibetan edition of a Bon history that he had smuggled out of Tibet, a fifteenth century Bon text named by Das as *Rgyal rabs Bon gyi ’byung gnas (The Origins of Bon, a Royal Genealogy).* This is the first Bon historical text made available to western Tibetologists. While it received some attention from European scholars, the *Origins of Bon* played a less significant role in shaping how western scholars evaluated Bon than the short chapter that Das had translated earlier from *The Crystal Mirror of Doctrinal Systems.*

---

10 Sarat Chandra Das’s exploits as a secret agent for the British government served as a source of inspiration for Rudyard Kipling’s novel *Kim*, in which he was the model for the character Hurree Chunder Mookerjee, the Bengali scholar and spy. More recently the character Hurree Chunder Mookerjee has been immortalized in a novel by the Tibetan writer Jamyang Norbu, *The Mandala of Sherlock Holmes* (New Delhi: Harper Collins India, 1999), where Mookerjee serves as the traveling companion and sidekick to Sherlock Holmes, who travels incognito to Tibet as the Norwegian explorer Sigerson.


12 Sarat Chandra Das, *Gyal Rab Bon-Ke Jüng Neh* (Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat Book Depot, 1915; an earlier edition appeared in Darjeeling in 1900). The Tibetan text also appears in *Three Sources for a History of Bon*, edited by Khedrup Gyatsho (Dolanji: Tibetan Bon Monastic Centre, 1974), pp. 1-196. The name of this text is misleading, for Das invented it in the absence of the first page of this text. Das reported that these pages were lost, but that he had translated the content of the first page shortly after discovering the work in Tibet. Among Bon historians, this work by Khyung po Blo gros rgyal mtshan is known as *Gling gzhi [=Gleng gzhi]* bstan pa’i ’byung khungs. A section of the *Gleng gzhi* appears in Namkhai Norbu, *Zhang Bod Lorgyus: la storia antica dello Zhang Zhung e del Tibet* (Napoli: Comunità Dzogchen, 1981), pp. 102-128. Three of the twenty-six sections of this text were translated into German by Berthold Lauffer in “Über ein tibetisches Geschichtswerk der Bonpo,” in *T’oung pao* Serie II, Vol. II. (1901), pp. 24-44.
Perhaps Sarat Chandra Das’s most important scholarly contribution was his Dictionary, which became a standard resource tool for translating Tibetan texts into English. In it we find the following definition for Bon:

**Bon**

1. The ancient religion of Tibet which was fetishism, demon worship, and propitiation by means of incantations. The word *chos* which ordinarily means religion is used as the antithesis to *bon*. Bon now signifies the kind of Shamanism which was followed by Tibetans before the introduction of Buddhism and in certain parts still extant; of this there were three stages, namely: 'dsol bon, 'khyar bon, and bsgyur bon.13

This definition presents both parallels to and contrasts with Jäschke’s earlier characterization. Both definitions note the opposition between *chos/bon*, an indigenous Tibetan distinction; but here *chos* is associated with religion, while we are told that *bon* is the antithesis of *chos*, namely “fetishism, demon worship, and propitiation by means of incantations.” Das then substitutes the umbrella term “Shamanism” for all of the superstitious practices of the Tibetans before the appearance of Buddhism. The identification of Bon with shamanism receives no further elaboration by Das, just as Jäschke simply substituted “sorcery” for Bon without any explanation or examples. Shamanism is the single term that Das chooses here and elsewhere for translating Bon.14 While shamanism is never specified in any detail, Das does add that Bon appeared in three different stages in Tibet, namely 'dsol bon, 'khyar bon, and bsgyur bon, terms that are left untranslated and uncredited to any Tibetan writer. The reader is left with the impression that these three phases of Bon, which Das correlates to the periods of reign of specific “historical king [s] of Tibet,” constitute the Bonpo’s method of classifying Bon religious development. Yet the source for this three-fold schema of Bon historical development cannot be found in the *Origins of Bon*, the history Das later published, nor is it used in any Bon history. Instead, we must look to the chapter on Bon found in the *Crystal Mirror of Doctrinal Systems* (hereafter CMDS) as the source relied upon by Das. For reasons that will become clear, Das accepted the conceit of this doxography that it was a “crystal mirror” that accurately reflects the history of the Bon religion, while any Bon history was of questionable authority.

The meaning and content of the three-fold scheme found in the CMDS will be briefly reviewed here, and its appeal to Das and other scholars will be addressed. Thu’u kvan’s short chapter on Bon serves as a survey of the religion, but it is certainly contentious, a not so subtle attempt to undermine and delegitimize Bon as an authentic tradition. This becomes apparent once the names for the three stages of Bon are translated properly. According to Thu’u bkvan the first type of Bon to appear in Tibet is *brdol Bon*, although Das writes this as ‘dsol Bon’ in his Dictionary. In his translation of the CMDS, Das leaves the first phase untranslated as “Jola Bon.” This simple transliteration is unsatisfactory. The Tibetan term *brdol* has a polemical tone

---

14 The identification of Bon with Shamanism is also made in Das’s preface to the *Gyal rab Bon-ke Jung nek* (p. 1) where he appends a note: “Bon signifies religion in the terminology of the Bon-po, the early *Shaman* of Tibet.”
to it, meaning the Bon that “erupts” suddenly or “breaks out,” like a boil or a pimple that mars the fair white landscape of Tibet. The formula used by Thu’u bkvan to encapsulate this primordial stage of Bon, when it erupted during the reigns of the first seven Tibetan kings, is that it “suppressed the demons below, made offerings to the ancestral gods above, and expelled [impurities] from the household hearth in the middle.”15 Other Buddhist polemists agree that early Bon was downright barbaric, consisting primarily of black magic, untrustworthy divinations (ju tig), and the suppression of vampires (sri gnon).16 In fact, the Buddhist descriptions of Bon correspond to some degree with late-nineteenth century stereotypes about primitive magic, sorcery, and demonolatry. By uncritically relying on these polemical images, Das and later scholars have used the generic category of “shamanism” to describe Bon in its earliest manifestations. What is common to both western and Buddhist conceptions of this earliest phase of Bon is their denial of any legitimate development to the tradition: it remains frozen in the past, like a fossil from Tibet’s dark ages.

The second diffusion is called “erroneous” or “debased Bon” (’khyar Bon) because it required bloody animal sacrifices (sogs dmar). Upon the death of the eighth Tibetan king Gri gum btsan po, three Bon funerary specialists were said to have been invited from Kashmir, Gilgit and Zhang zhung to perform the necessary rites for the king’s corpse. In addition to introducing these mortuary rites, they also brought with them new forms of magic and divination, which had not previously been practiced in Tibet. Thu’u bkvan also notes that the Tibetan Bonpos later developed their philosophical views, which were a mixture of “debased Bon” with the tenets of Šaivite heretics (tirthika).17 This passage is the locus classicus for the diffusionist model of foreign influence on Tibetan Bon. From this initial germ of Šaivism the “virus of influence” will spread contagiously in later western scholarship to include Hinduism, Taoism, Manichaenism, Nestorianism, and even Gnosticism as the real source of “deviant Bon.” Here we see a pattern often used in the representation of indigenous religions, namely the use of a genealogical model of history. The strange beliefs and practices of Bonpos were said to be derived from more familiar ancient sources outside Tibet, but in the process of their diffusion they became corrupted and mixed (’dres ma), hence “deviant Bon.”

15 Thu’u bkvan Blo zang Chos kyi nyi ma, Thu’u bkvan grub mtha’ (Lanzhou, Gansu: Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1984), p. 381. Sarat Chandra Das’ translation of the same passage is much more dramatic: “The Bonpo of that age were skilled in witchcraft, the performance of mystical rites for suppressing evil spirits and cannibal hobgoblins of the nether region, the invocation of the venerable gods above, and the domestic ceremonies to appease the wrath of malignant spirits of the middle region (Earth) caused by the ‘pollution of the hearth.’” “The Bon (Pön) Religion” in Tibetan Studies, ed. by Alaka Chattopadhyaya (Calcutta: K. P. Bagchi, 1984), pp. 5-6.
16 For example, see Shes rab ‘byung gnas’s polemic against Bon, the Dgongs gcig Yig cha, translated by Dan Martin in Unearthing Bon Treasures (Leiden: Brill, 2001), p. 189.
17 Thu’u bkvan, Thu’u bkvan grub mtha’, p. 381.
The last stage of the dissemination of Bon is called “transformed” or “plagiarized” Bon (bsgyur Bon), which refers to the deceitful appropriation of Buddhist or quasi-Buddhist ideas in Bon texts. Thu’u bkvan identifies three separate occasions when individuals recovered apocryphal texts that were Buddhist in content but were claimed as Bon revelations. These individuals were not always Bonpos themselves, for he mentions specifically a “blue-robed pandita” (pandi ta sham thabs sngon po can) who wrote heretical teachings (chos log) and hid them as “treasure texts” (gter ma), only to reveal them himself and then mix them with Bon. Since these recovered texts were cached ahead of time by the so-called “treasure revealer” (gter ston), these texts are disqualified as fakes, or what we might call “pseudo-apocrypha,” since they were not genuine revelations but merely heretical teachings or plagiarized Buddhist texts. Here Thu’u bkvan debunks the entire genre of Bon revealed treasure literature, which delegitimizes Bon claims to authenticity and severs their connection to the venerable past. It is easy to see how scholars like Das, who uncritically accepted Thu’u bkvan’s presentation of Bon, adopted a dismissive attitude and a suspicious point of view toward Bon literature. Bon texts were never what they claimed to be.

At one point in his chapter, Thu’u bkvan apologizes almost parenthetically that he did not himself find a (Bon?) text that explained in detail how Bon spread and what its philosophical positions are; but he relied upon the account given by the “sage of ‘Bri gung” for his explanation of how Bon arose during the three periods of dissemination. Thu’u bkvan’s

---

18 Thu’u bkvan, Thu’u bkvan grub mtha’, p. 382. Sarat Chandra Das identifies sham thabs sngon po can in his Dictionary (p. 1231) as “a Tirthika Pandit who preached a perverse system of Tantra and used to wear a blue petticoat,” and he cites a passage from the Biography of Atisa (Jo bo rje Ati shi’i rnam thar). This passage is translated in his Indian Pandits in the Land of Snows ed. by Nobin Chandra Das (Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1893, reprinted New Delhi: Asian Educational Services, 1992), p. 56: “A certain heretic priest of the blue robe order has been preaching immorality and obscene doctrine. By admixture of these foreign elements the sacred doctrine of Buddha has been very much debased.” This blue-robed Pandit frequently appears in Tibetan polemical literature, sometimes representing the perverse and lustful nature of Bon clerics (who wear blue robes), but at other times representing Buddhist tantrikas gone bad. This emblematic figure appears in a song attributed to Milarepa, when he is debating with a Bon priest and arguing why it is nonsense to believe that Bon is the “elder brother” of Buddhism. Here is an excerpt from Milarepa’s song that provides a humorous etiology for the “blue-robed Pandit”: “According to more modern sources [sings Milarepa] a very clever Buddhist pandit in the land of India visited the house of a whore. Arising before dawn, he dressed, but by mistake wrapped himself in the woman’s skirt instead of his own. Returning to the monastery at dawn, he was seen wearing the blue skirt and expelled from the community. He made his way eventually to Tibet and with hard feelings in this land of exile created a perverse religion and named it Bon.” From the Rje tsun Mi la ras pa rdo rje’ ngur druk sogs gsang rgyun thob bu ba ‘ga’, trans. by Lama Kunga Rimpoché and Brian Cutillo in Drinking the Mountain Stream: New Stories and Songs by Milarepa (Lotsawa Press, 1978), p. 148.

19 Thu’u bkvan, Thu’u bkvan grub mtha’, p. 389.1-3. The “sage of ’Bri gung” refers to Shes rab ‘byung gnas (1187-1241), who wrote an anti-Bon polemical tract entitled the Dgyungs gcig Yig chia, translated by Martin in Unearthing Bon Treasures. Thu’u
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acknowledgement of his indebtedness to an earlier Buddhist author went unnoticed by Sarat Chandra Das and later scholars of Bon until quite recently, when Dan Martin showed that the CMDS is almost entirely derivative, a patching together of various earlier Buddhist polemical sources against Bon. By placing the CMDS in the context of early Tibetan polemics and demonstrating its constructed, intertextual character, Martin’s research certainly diminished the authoritative status of this chapter on Bon. Today Thu’u bkvan’s Crystal Mirror has been cracked, its anti-Bon polemical agenda revealed, and its reliability called into question because of its sectarian motivation and ideological agenda.20

Nonetheless during the period when Das first introduced this survey of Bon, Thu’u bkvan’s critical perspective proved so persuasive that Bon texts were read with suspicion or with disappointment. Das’s translation of this work in 1881 coincided with Anton Schiefner’s German translation of a Bon Sutra (Klu ’bum dkar po) entitled Über das Bon-po Sutra “Das weisse Naga-hunderttausend.”21 The impact of the CMDS on subsequent scholarship was far greater than that of the Bon Sutra, this despite the polemical character of the former and the genuine canonical status (in Bon terms) of the latter. While the Bon Sutra presented a complex cosmogony and a detailed picture of the chthonic spirit (klu) realm, it lacked the encyclopedic scope and simplicity of the CMDS, and its overtly mythic character could hardly compete with the historical narrative set forth by Thu’u bkvan. The simplicity and vagueness of Thu’u bkvan’s representation of early Bon especially excited western scholars who were drawn to its seemingly archaic and primitive aspects. The Bon Sutra, on the other hand, contained far too many themes that were recognizable as Buddhist. One student of Bon noted that when Schiefner’s translation of The White Naga Hundred Thousand appeared, “the scientific world was disappointed for it was considered not to be different from a Buddhist Sutra.”22 That is, the content of the Bon Sutra...

bkvan’s indebtedness to Sher rab ’byung gnas was noted by the Bon scholar Dpal ldan Tshul khrims in G.yung drung Bon gyi bstan ’byung (Dolanji: Tibetan Bonpo Monastic Centre, 1972, Vol. 2, p. 535.


22 Joseph Francis Rock, The Na-khi Naga Cult and Related Ceremonies (Roma: Istituto Italiano Per Il medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1952), p. 1. The Bon text translated by Schiefner, the White Naga Bon Sutra, is discussed by William Rockhill in Land of the Lamas (1891) where he notes in a footnote on pages 217-218 that the “Lu-bum karpo” simply substitutes Bon terms for Buddhist words: “This work does not contain any theories or ideas antagonistic to the ordinary teachings of the
was not foreign enough, and it could only have contained what Thu'u bkvan identified as “plagiarized Bon” (bsgyur bon). What scholars were most interested to learn about was “original” or “revealed Bon” in its raw state, when it could be labeled as shamanism.

Another early pioneer in the study of Tibetan religion, who followed in the footsteps of Sarat Chandra Das, was a Japanese Buddhist pilgrim and scholar named Ekai Kawaguchi. Like so many other Buddhist pilgrims before him, Kawaguchi left his native Japan for India, Nepal, and Tibet in search of important Mahāyāna Buddhist texts, with the goal of bringing them back to the libraries of the Japanese Imperial University. Kawaguchi actually studied with Sarat Chandra Das in Darjeeling before setting out for Tibet disguised as a Chinese pilgrim. His Tibetan travelogue, written in a style similar to other travelers’ tales about Tibet, emphasizes the exotic and is prone to exaggeration. Even the title of his book *Three Years in Tibet* is misleading, since he was there for barely two years. Kawaguchi’s overall impression of Tibet and its Buddhism was quite unfavorable, and he repeatedly condemns the Buddhist monks he meets for being filthy, for their ignorance of true Buddhism, their greed for meat and sexual pleasure, and worst of all, their cruelty in the punishment of sinners. Filled with hatred, ignorance and greed, how could these Tibetan monks be true Buddhists?

What Kawaguchi finds especially repellent in Tibet are married monks who practice the “peculiar and ridiculous form of wedlock” known as polyandry, a perverse practice that he claims has its roots in “Old Bonism.” What exactly constitutes “Old Bonism” is never explained by Kawaguchi, other than to mention a few depravities still enjoyed by Tibetans, such as animal sacrifice and the use of intoxicants. For the most part, however, he affirms that Bon “continues to exist only for its name’s sake.” 23 That is, Bonpos insist upon their distinctive name despite the fact that their doctrines and practices are copied from Buddhism. He explains that once Tibet adopted Buddhism, the Bonpos borrowed Buddhist teachings and practices and made them their own, hence his label “New Bonism:”

In sooth, Buddhism is so deeply ingrained in the country that no other religion can exist in Tibet, unless it be explained by the light of Buddhism. Thus, the Old Bon religion has been greatly modified and has indeed entirely lost its original form and been replaced by the New Bonism, which resembles the Ryōbu Shinto

---

23 Ekai Kawaguchi, *Three Years in Tibet* (Madras: Theosophical Publishing House, 1909), p. 131. Kawaguchi’s comments on polyandry and Bon can be found on p. 373. Kawaguchi’s distaste for Tibetans as dirty, aggressive, violent, and promiscuous can be heard echoing in the work of another Japanese scholar Hajime Nakamura, who characterized the Tibetan *mentalité* in a very similar manner. Like Kawaguchi, Nakamura argued that Tibetan marriage customs (and polyandry in particular) are quite ancient in origin, and their persistence is said to account for the unimportance of family lineage and filial piety. Like Kawaguchi, Nakamura also notes the similar characteristics between Bon and Shinto, “both of which are of shamanistic origin.” See *Ways of Thinking of Eastern Peoples* (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1964; reprint, 1985), p. 304, 309, 333.
of Japan, in which the Sun God is interpreted as the incarnation of Buddha; but the Tibetan goes further than the Ryôbu Shintoist did. By Bon is meant Shinnyo or Truth, or rather the incarnation of Shinnyo, and it is considered to be one branch of Buddhism.  

It should not surprise us that Kawaguchi, a Buddhist monk, would accept the notion that Bonpos sought to recast their somber religion in the enlightened image of Buddhism, and were so successful at adopting it that their new religion is Bon “in name only.” Elsewhere he writes that this religion is, in truth, “only Buddhism under another name.” His distinction between “Old” and “New” is meant to unmask the masquerade of Bon, that it merely mimics authentic Buddhism while still claiming the Truth for itself. To name is to claim, and once false names like “Bon” are revealed as empty designations, we see Kawaguchi staking claim to it with more familiar labels.

Kawaguchi seems struck by how much New Bonism resembles the syncretic tradition of his native country, Ryôbu Shinto (“Two-Sided” Shinto). Here Kawaguchi engages in a form of ethnographic comparison that posits an analogy between Bon-Buddhist.syntheses in Tibet and the Shinto-Buddhist combinatory patterns in Japan, where native Shinto kami were reinterpreted as Buddha manifestations. Ethnographic comparison does not rely on geographic proximity or any direct historical connections between Japanese and Tibetan religions, as a genealogical model would require, but it relies instead on the travelers’ impression of similar features. The traveler uses comparison as a way to link the foreign world he encounters with the familiar world in which his narrative of the other is recounted, and thereby pass from one to another. With an apt metaphor François Hartog captures how travelers’ comparisons operate:

It is a net the [traveling] narrator throws into the waters of otherness. The size of the mesh and the design of the net determine the type and quality of the catch. And hauling in the net is a way of bringing home what is “other” into proximity with what is the “same.” Comparison thus has a place in the rhetoric of otherness, operating there as a procedure of translation.  

The net used by our Japanese traveler here is designed to identify Tibetan patterns of religious synthesis and assimilation. Just as “New Bonism” reinterprets Tibetan indigenous deities as the manifestations of Buddhas and bodhisattvas, so does “Two-Sided Shinto” identify the native Sun Goddess and ancestress of the imperial family (Amaterasu at the Ise Shrine) with the Sun Buddha (Mahāvairocana). This comparison between Buddhism/Bon and Buddhism/Shinto might yield considerable fruit were Kawaguchi to consider the esoteric Buddhist themes in Japan and Tibet that enable these

---

24 Ekai Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, p. 562.
25 Ekai Kawaguchi, Three Years in Tibet, p. 131.
combinatory systems to operate. However, his casual broaching of the comparison reveals no interest in exploring these structural parallels in any sustained manner.

What troubles Kawaguchi about the transformation of Old Bon into New Bon is what is lost in the process of assimilation, almost as if the indigenous Bon deities and practices, once robed in Buddhist symbols, become robbed of their distinctiveness. Kawaguchi notes how the Tibetan stubbornly insists that “Bon” represents Truth, or in his own language, “Bon” incarnates “Shinnyo.” It is not altogether clear to me what Kawaguchi intends here. It is possible that he wishes to underscore the discontinuity between “Old” and “New”, since all that they share is their referent, the empty term “Bon.” But if “New” Bon incarnates “Truth,” and this singular Truth is identified by Kawaguchi with Shinnyo (Skt. tathātā), understood as the very root of Buddhism, then Bon must be seen as an offshoot (or “branch”) of Buddhism. Kawaguchi appears to shift from an impressionistic feeling about the similarities between Tibetan and Japanese religions to a genealogical comparison once he locates the real root of Bon (“Shinnyo”). This linguistic sleight-of-hand makes New Bon truly Buddhist, but it leaves Old Bon nowhere.

Kawaguchi is certainly not the first outsider to see striking similarities between foreign Bon and his own “native” tradition. We know that the Chinese who encountered Bonpos in eastern Tibet considered them to be Taoists, and some believed that Gshen rab, the founder of Bon, was really Laozi. In return, there were Tibetans who regarded as Bonpos the Chinese Taoists, whose founder Laozi was merely a manifestation of Gshen rab; in fact, Thu’u bkvan himself advances such a claim in his Crystal Mirror of

27 Kawaguchi’s ethnographic comparison of Buddhist/Bon synthesis in Tibet with Buddhist/Shinto synthesis in Japan could be elevated to a more systematic comparison by examining the use of honji suijaku theory in the esoteric Buddhism of Japan and the use of mandalas, upāya, and emanation bodies (sprul sku) in Tantric Buddhism, especially in the “Universalist” (Ris med) movement.

28 William Rockhill testifies that the Bonpos in eastern Tibet were usually identified by the Chinese as Taoists, and Gshen rab identified with Laozi, but Rockhill himself dismisses this comparison as superficial. Bon, he argues, bears much more similarity to Buddhism than Taoism in terms of its present doctrine, dress, monasteries, and so on. Rockhill does not go as far as Kawaguchi in identifying Bon and Buddhism, for Bon contains non-Buddhist indigenous theories and practices that antedate Buddhism, and he adds that they are especially proficient in “juggling and magic.” See Land of the Lamas, p. 217-218, n. 2. Nonetheless, the views about Bon and Taoism expressed by the Chinese that Rockhill sought to discredit remained quite popular, as noted by Tsung-lien Shen, in his book Tibet and the Tibetans (Stanford University Press, 1953, reprinted in New York, Octagon Books, 1973), p. 37: “Bon-Po, one form of Shamanism, is considered by some scholars to be a Tibetan copy of a later decadent phase of Chinese Taoism. It lacked depth, having, in default of a philosophical base, a mixture of exorcism and primitive worship. However, by borrowing too freely from the abundance of Buddhism, it was not long before Bon-Po lost its own characteristics and became absorbed into its rival.” This particular genealogy of “original” Bon sees it as derived from a decadent phase of Chinese Taoism, with very few distinctively Tibetan features except perhaps its mixture of exorcism and primitive worship.
Doctrinal Systems. It should not surprise us that a certain Tibetan Buddhist Lama, who once visited the Ise Shrine in Japan, remarked of the Kagura-dance performed there, “It is just like the sacred dance of the Bon religion.” Such comparisons do not shock us since we all need to make the foreign familiar. It is only “natural” for non-Tibetans to see in Bon and in Buddhism a mirror of their own religion as it relates to another. But in seeing these similarities, experienced subjectively like the uncanny feeling of déjà vu, the comparativist often puts forward some objective explanation, as Jonathan Z. Smith points out in his essay “In Comparison a Magic Dwells."

In the vast majority of instances in the history of comparison, this subjective experience is projected as an objective connection through some theory of influence, diffusion, borrowing, or the like. It is a process of working from a psychological association to an historical one; it is to assert that similarity and contiguity have causal effect. But this, to revert to the language of Victorian anthropology, is not science but magic.

Smith’s sly observation here, that comparative studies as an enterprise bear more resemblance to magic than science, will be more challenging (and embarrassing) for later comparatists who claim their work is “scientific,” such as for Helmut Hoffmann and Réne de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, two phenomenologists who produce detailed descriptions of Tibetan Bon shamanism that we will examine shortly. For the Europeans to first encounter Tibetan religion, the Christian missionaries who preceded scholars like Das and Kawaguchi, the similarities they saw between Tibetan religion and their own Christian tradition could only be explained by “magic.” More precisely, the eerie resemblances they sensed were regarded as the worst form of “black magic,” being the work of the Devil. The mirror-like images they encountered in Tibet, where monks also wore robes, rosaries and vestments, with sacerdotal mitres on their heads, were understood as demonic plagiarism.

The first European Catholic missionaries to gain contact with Tibetan monks frequently observed how familiar they seemed in their dress and ritual performances, with their liturgical chants and baroque ceremonies,
altars and images, candles and incense. Yet these apparent similarities caused them consternation. For the near mirror image they saw before them could only be explained as the work of the Devil, the demonic other incarnate. There is a strong sense of anxiety apparent in the words of the Jesuit Athanasius Kircher, who said of the Tibetan’s faith in the Fifth Dalai Lama:

Here are plainly evident the wiles of the Devil. To make a mock of holy things and rob God of the honor due unto Him the Evil One has by a trick of his usual cunning caused these barbarians to imitate us, and induced them to pay to a human being the reverence due to God and Jesus Christ alone. He profanes the most holy mysteries of the Catholic Church by forcing these poor wretched creatures to celebrate these mysteries at the place where they keep hideous idols. Because he has observed that Christians call the Pope Father of Fathers, he makes these idolatrous barbarians call that false god Grand Lama or high priest.  

The Tibetan barbarian’s mimicry is deeply menacing to Kircher, who relies on the theory of demonic plagiarism to account for the similarities between Catholicism and Tibetan religion. The idea of demonic plagiarism was invented by Justin Martyr and the early church fathers of the second and third centuries to explain away any apparent correspondences between the Catholic and rival pagan traditions. Since the Catholic Church must of necessity be entirely unique and original, any similar religious practices must be demonic copies. The Devil’s wily handiwork knows no geographic boundaries of course, and thus He can coerce the credulous Tibetans to express their devotion towards their pseudo-pontiff, the Dalai Lama. Through this strategy, the Christian missionaries were able to co-opt the purity of origins and assign their Tibetan counter-parts the corrupt state of the derivative. The Tibetan monk becomes most threatening to Catholic missionaries not when seen as utterly other, as a pagan idolater for instance, but when seen as too-much-like-us. Distance between the Tibetan monk and the Catholic missionary can be restored once the other is revealed to be demonic and derivative. Still, the demonic double of the Dalai Lama and of mocking monks unsettles the presence of the belated missionary in Tibet.

---


34 Here I am indebted again to Jonathan Z. Smith who made the following observation in his University lecture in Religion at Arizona State University entitled “Differential Equations: On Constructing the ‘Other.’ “ Rather than the remote “other” being perceived as problematic and/or dangerous, it is the proximate “other”, the near neighbor, who is most troublesome. That is to say, while difference or “otherness” may be perceived as LIKE-US or NOT-LIKE-US, it becomes most problematic when it is TOO-MUCH-LIKE-US or when it claims to BE-US.” Cited by William Scott Green in “The Difference Religion Makes,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 62.4 (Winter, 1994), p. 1205.
The earliest Catholic missionaries were largely ignorant of any real (or imaginary) differences between Tibetan Buddhists and Bonpos. Later Protestant missionaries and amateur Orientalists, including Jäschke and Das, were well aware of two distinct religious traditions in Tibet. We have seen the invidious distinctions that they made between Buddhism and Tibet’s native “pagan” tradition, distinctions that were reinforced by the binary categories and polemical labels used by the Tibetans themselves. During the Victorian period another development can be detected in the western descriptions and evaluations of Tibetan Buddhism and Bon. Protestant missionaries and travelers brought into Tibet a certain amount of polemical baggage from home directed against Catholicism. In particular, the pure “true religion” of Protestantism was contrasted with the “pagan-papism” of Roman Catholicism, understood to be a complex of magic, fear, the deification of the dead, and the worship of objects in the forms of icons, statues or relics. What seems ironic, in light of Smith’s observation from “In Comparison a Magic Dwells,” is how Victorian scholars projected and transposed into Tibet their critique of Roman Catholic magic and superstition, which they found lying at the very core of Bon and lurking in “Lamaism.” Their imaginative juxtaposition of Catholic and Tibetan magic and idolatry, of popes and lamas, reveals the mark of their own magical thinking.

The Victorian scholar whose studies of Tibetan religion played a central role in the codification of “Lamaism” as a descriptive category for Tibetan Buddhism was L. Austine Waddell. A British functionary based in Sikkim for ten years, Waddell learned enough Tibetan to read some Buddhist texts, but he confesses that he could not make much sense of the Tantric texts and practices without the assistance of lamas, who were bound to oaths of secrecy. In the preface of his The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism (1895), Waddell describes his ruse to gain the confidence of the local lamas of Sikkim, an act of “participant observation” that established his own ethnographic authority:

35 In The Book of Ser Marco Polo (1870), translated and edited by Sir Henry Yule, there is a note written by Yule on Marco Polo’s description of a group of extreme ascetics who ate nothing but bran mixed with water and who wore black and blue hemp robes. Yule identifies this as a reference to the Tibetan Bonpos, and he summarizes all that is known about this religion. He mentions a missionary named Rev. Gabriel Durand who visited a Bonpo monastery in Tsodam (Tsaïdam?) Eastern Tibet in June 1863. The Rev. Durand wrote, “In this temple are the monstrous idols of the sect of Peunbo; horrid figures, whose features only Satan could have inspired. They are disposed about the enclosure according to their power and their seniority. Above the pagoda is a loft, the nooks of which are crammed with all kinds of diabolical trumpery; little idols of wood or copper, hideous masques of men and animals, superstitious Lama vestments, drums, trumpets of human bones, sacrificial vessels, in short, all the utensils with which the devil’s servants in Tibet honour their master.” One of the “monstrous idols” he identifies as that of Tamba-Shi-Rob, the great doctor of the sect of the Peunbo, that is, Ston pa Gshen rab. This might be the first clear description of a Bon monastery by a missionary, and in it we see the same rhetoric of the demonic, and demonic plagiarism at work.
Realizing the rigid secrecy maintained by the Lamas in regard to their seemingly chaotic rites and symbolism, I felt compelled to purchase a Lamaist temple with its fittings; and prevailed on the officiating priests to explain to me in full detail the symbolism and the rites as they proceeded. Perceiving how much I was interested, the Lamas were so obliging as to interpret in my favour a prophetic account which exists in their scriptures regarding a Buddhist incarnation in the West. They convinced themselves that I was a reflex of the Western Buddha, Amitābha, and thus they overcame their conscientious scruples, and imparted information freely.... Enjoying in these ways special facilities for penetrating the reserve of Tibetan ritual... I have elicited much information on Lamaist theory and practice which is altogether new.36

Waddell’s strategy of gaining an insider’s insight into Tibetan religion differs from that of S. C. Das and Kawaguchi, who both donned a disguise as pilgrims to gain access to Lhasa. Waddell instead remained outside Tibet and played the role of a lay patron by purchasing a Buddhist temple and gaining the lamas’ confidence. Waddell’s patronage was received by the lamas as the generous act of a pious western layman (sbyin bdag), and they apparently welcomed him as an emanation of Amitābha. Waddell felt no need to disabuse the lamas of their misunderstanding, for he believes that he has been accepted as a genuine “insider,” not simply a western Buddhist but the Western Buddha Himself.

Viewed by the lamas as a Buddha, Waddell refuses to see his lama informants as true Buddhists. In his opinion, the religion they practice is such a corruption of what he considers the original teachings of the Buddha to be that it is best described as “Lamaism.” He maintains an attitude of dismissive contempt towards Tibetan Buddhism and especially towards the “popish” lamas. Yet he also correctly points out that the term “Lamaism” is not used by the Tibetans themselves:

The Lamas have no special term for their form of Buddhism. They simply call it “The religion” or “Buddha’s religion;” and its professors are “Insiders,” or “within the fold” (nang-pa), in contradistinction to the non-Buddhists or “Outsiders” (chi-pa or pyi-ling [sic.]), the so-called “pe-ling” or foreigners of English writers. And the European term “Lamaism” finds no counterpart in Tibetan.37

Waddell’s observation here reinforces his authority by displaying his knowledge of emic categories. His interpretation of the Insider/Outsider distinction is somewhat idiosyncratic, and perhaps self-serving. The Buddhists of Tibet do identify themselves as “Insiders” (nang pa) and non-

37 Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, pp. 28-9.
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Buddhists as “Outsiders” (phyi pa), but those usually designated as “Outsiders” by Buddhist polemists are Hindu “heretics” (mu stegs pa) and the Bonpos, not the “so-called ‘pe-ling’ or foreigners of English writers.” His gloss suggests that Europeans are the usual targets of Tibetan Buddhists as “Outsiders.” Such a characterization reinforces his own position of authority, as we have already learned that he, an Englishman, was accepted by the lamas as a Buddha, thus an Insider. What he fails to mention is that the Buddhists of Tibet were not the only ones to regard themselves as “Insiders.” Bonpos also use this label for themselves, while their Buddhist rivals might be dismissed as Outsiders. Thus the Insider/Outsider distinction in Tibetan is more elusive than Waddell indicates, for its meaning depends entirely upon who is in the position to assign others as outsiders. One can imagine that a Bon monk in Sikkim might dismiss Waddell’s description of Tibetan religion as inaccurate and heretical, the work of an Outsider.

Waddell’s understanding of Bon’s impact on the formation of Tibetan Buddhism does help explain why he insists on using the neologism “Lamaism,” despite it not being an emic term. He prefers “Lamaism” to “Tibetan Buddhism” because the Tibetans place their faith in Lamas, the sacerdotal priests whose “cults comprise much deep-rooted devil-worship and sorcery,” and these practices are of Bon origin. “Lamaism,” he opines, “is only thinly and imperfectly varnished over with Buddhist symbolism, beneath which the sinister growth of poly-demonist superstition darkly appears.” Here Waddell introduces his own inside/outside distinction: once the historian strips away the thin surface of Lamaism (with its veneer of Buddhist symbolism) he reveals the dark depths of non-Buddhist superstitions, swollen to sinister proportions. Again we hear echoes of the demonic rhetoric used by Waddell’s missionary predecessors, although he does not rely on the theory of demonic plagiarism to account for its sinister character. In his opinion, there are two primary sources for the demonic dimension lurking in Lamaism: it originates in part from the primitive paganism of Bon, and in part from Indian Tantrism. We need not review Waddell’s historical account of how the rational and ethical teachings of the Buddha, free of all superstition and ritual, gradually degenerated in India with the development of Mahāyāna ritual, Yogacara mysticism, and debased Tantric demonolatry. Our interest lies in his interpretation of Bon and its impact on Tibetan Buddhism, so we will pick up his historical narrative in the seventh century in Tibet, when Buddhism first came to Tibet.

Waddell paints in broad brushstrokes a dark and savage picture of pre-Buddhist Tibet:

Tibet emerges from barbaric darkness only with the dawn of Buddhism, in the seventh century of our era.... Up till the seventh century of our era, mankind had wandered in darkness, in ignorance, in error, and in sin. Only with the advent of Buddhism, the light of truth, now does the darkness begin to lift. And yet in the very beginning, when Buddhism first came to light, the people were not enlightened: the light of truth was dimmed and hidden by the smoke of ignorance, and man was lost in the darkness again. The advent of Buddhism is like a ray of sunshine breaking through the clouds; but while the sunshine is welcome, it must not be supposed that the darkness is at an end, for it is but a ray that breaks through the clouds, and leaves the world still in darkness. The advent of Buddhism is like a sunbeam breaking through a cloud; but while the sunbeam is welcome, it must not be supposed that the darkness is at an end, for it is but a sunbeam that breaks through the cloud, and leaves the world still in darkness.

[38] Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, p. xi. Also see pages 29-30.

[39] For Waddell’s discussion of how the noble and human teachings of Śākyamuni Buddha came to be corrupted with supernaturalism, ritualism, idolatry, metaphysical speculation, and sexual perversion found in Mahāyāna and Tantric Buddhism, see The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, pp. 5-17. For an analysis of Waddell’s historical model of degeneration, see Donald Lopez, “Foreigner at the Lama’s Feet,” pp. 259-263.
century Tibet was inaccessible even to the Chinese. The Tibetans of this prehistoric period are seen, from the few glimpses we have of them in Chinese history about the end of the sixth century, to have been rapacious savages and reputed cannibals, without a written language, and followers of an animistic and devil-dancing or Shamanist religion, the Bön, resembling in many ways the Taoism of China.40

This image of pre-Buddhist Tibet assumes a Chinese vantagepoint. Tibet is judged as backward and barbaric when seen from the perspective of the civilized Chinese. Waddell seems unconcerned with the possibility of ethnocentrism, or the Chinese propensity to view all of the peoples on their frontiers as barbarian savages. Even his comparison of Bon to Taoism follows an association that the Chinese were apt to make. His characterization of Bon as an “animistic and devil-dancing or Shamanist religion,” however, reveals less debt to the Chinese (for whom none of these labels are familiar), than to contemporaries like Sarat Chandra Das. While Das introduced terms like “fetishism” and “demon worship” to describe Bon, only to replace them with the generic “Shamanism,” Waddell uses “animistic” and “devil-dancing” in apposition to the Bon “Shamanist religion.” None of these terms are ever explained or illustrated with any examples, for their function is less descriptive than evocative of barbarism. Bon “Shamanism” is shorn of any context, either historical or literary, for it is assumed to be static and lacking any literature. This proves to be an effective rhetorical strategy because no interpretive questions arise. Bon Shamanism is treated as self-evident; nothing about it is problematic.

Much like Das and the Buddhist apologists before him, Waddell subscribes to an evolutionary model of Tibetan religious development. He ascribes a positive value to the introduction of Indian Buddhism to Tibet, a catalytic event that transformed Tibetan culture from an essentially barbaric state to a more civilized and humane one:

The current of Buddhism which runs through its tangled paganism has brought to the Tibetan most of the little civilization which he possesses, and has raised him correspondingly in the scale of humanity, lifting him above a life of wild rapine and selfishness, by setting before him higher aims, by giving milder meanings to his mythology, by discountenancing sacrifice, and by inculcating universal charity and tenderness to all living beings.41

This passage indicates Waddell’s evolutionary theory of Tibetan religion. Indian Buddhism bears the light of civilization to Tibet, while dark and sinister shadows are cast by the native tradition of Bon. For Bon is the source of the savage mythology and the barbaric sacrifices to which he refers, the religion that promoted the life of “wild rapine and selfishness.” The shift Waddell describes from barbarism to civilization, from selfishness to compassion, and the discountenancing of bloody sacrifices, can be found in both Buddhist and Bon narratives about the impact of their own religion on

40 Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, pp. 18-19.
41 Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, p. 566.
Tibet, although Waddell seems under the spell of the Buddhist versions. I will briefly review some of the themes found in Buddhist narratives in order to illustrate how the images of Tibetan “paganism” found in the scholarship of Waddell and his contemporaries are not fabrications that western scholars alone have invented. For these western pioneers too were charting territory that had already been mapped by Buddhist polemicists.

In the Tibetan Buddhist myths that address how and why Tibet converted to the true religion, we find a Buddhist mission civilisatrice expressed in moral and pragmatic terms: the country needed to be tamed, civilized, and in fact totally reconstructed, not simply set on the Buddhist path to enlightenment. Crucial to this project is the creation of a negative image of pre-Buddhist Tibet. It is depicted as an insignificant border region to India, paralyzed by the influence of dark demonic forces, its benighted human inhabitants living in fear, lust, and lawlessness. According to these narratives, pre-Buddhist Tibet is the “land of the cruel ones” (gdug pa can gyi yul), a country “beyond the pale” (mtha’ khob). The Tibetans themselves are depicted as stupid and savage, with an innate propensity for violence and a thirst for bloody sacrifices as “red-faced flesh-eaters” (sha za gdong dmär). This barbaric state of affairs in Tibet was destined to change upon the arrival of Buddhism, which introduced literacy, a legal system and moral code, a higher standard of living, as well as bringing Buddhist enlightenment to the land of darkness. Buddhist historical narratives tell how Tibet was providentially civilized by Mahāyāna, when it introduced new spiritual and practical techniques for cultivating the snowy land of Tibet, sowing the seeds of karma, merit, and enlightenment. Tibet’s conversion to Buddhism is represented not merely as a “spiritual” event but as a cultural revolution, impacting everything from law and politics, morality and native intelligence. All of these things were of a piece, resulting in the complete reformation of Tibet from a backward, barbaric place to a civilized nation under the rule of enlightened kings.

While Waddell’s theory of religious evolution in Tibet may mirror Buddhist narratives, his version of “pure” Buddhism departs significantly from the standards of orthodoxy accepted by Tibetan Buddhists. Whereas Tibetan Buddhists maintain the conceit of having inherited Indian Buddhism in all of its richness, culminating in the sophisticated practices of the Vajrayāna, Waddell disparages Tantra as a degeneration from Mañjuśrī’s pure message, a teaching that promoted morality, reason, and agnostic idealism, free of all superstition, sacerdotalism, and sexual perversion. Waddell’s Orientalist assessment of Tibetan religions is in no way taken whole cloth from Buddhist apologists, attached as it is to Protestant polemics against the “Catholic” elements in Tibetan Buddhism. He regards the Lamas not as genuine Buddhist monks but as priests (crypto-Catholics), who play upon the credulity and fear of Tibetan lay people by

42 These descriptions of Tibet and the Tibetans all appear in the Bka’ thang sde lnga, namely the Lha ’dre bka’ thang, the Rgyal po’i bka’ thang, the Tsun mo bka’ thang, as well as the Mani bka’ ’bum. All are quoted by Rolf A. Stein in Tibetan Civilization trans. by J. E. Stapleton Driver (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1972), pp. 40-1. Also see Janet Gyatso, “Down With the Demoness: Reflections on a Feminine Ground in Tibet,” Tibet Journal 12.4 (Winter 1987), p. 38.
promising them relief from demons if they support the priests’ performance of exorcism rituals:

A notable feature of Lamaism throughout all of its sects, and decidedly un-Buddhist, is that the Lama is a priest rather than a monk. He assigns himself an indispensable place in the religion and has coined the current saying “Without a Lama in from there is no (approach to) God.” He performs sacerdotal functions on every possible occasion; and a large proportion of the order is almost entirely engaged in this work. And such services are in much demand; for the people are in hopeless bondage to the demons, and not altogether unwilling slaves to their exacting worship.

The sensitive reader today is struck by Waddell’s sovereign confidence in being able to single out what is truly Buddhist, while dismissing his lama informants as un-Buddhist. For him, true Buddhism can only be found in the texts that record the words of the Buddha, not in the contemporary rituals of Tibetan Lamas, whose practices have become so corrupt and distant from noble Śākyamuni’s original teachings.

Waddell’s attitude of dismissive contempt towards his Tibetan informants is not unknown among scholars today. Sometimes the disdainful scholar is himself a Tibetan Buddhist. The Buddhist teacher Chogyam Trungpa wrote an imperious article that surveyed Bon, wherein he describes in familiar fashion how the Bonpos adopted and adapted Buddhist ideas. In doing so, Trungpa claims that the Bonpos diluted and even forgot their own unique teachings and practices. It is pointless, Trungpa asserts, to ask a contemporary Bonpo about pre-Buddhist Bon beliefs, since he is only familiar with the hodge-podge of Buddhist-Bon ideas found in these late texts. For Trungpa (as for Waddell), the contemporary Tibetan informants
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43 Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, or Lamaism, p. 153.
44 Waddell’s views on Buddhism are very much of his times, a Victorian evaluation based on a textual ideal, as summarized by Philip Almond: “The image of decay, decadence, and degeneration emerged as a result of the possibility of contrasting an ideal textual Buddhism of the past with its contemporary Eastern instances. Simultaneously, this provided an ideological justification for the missionary enterprises of a progressive, thriving Christianity against a Buddhism now debilitated.” The British Discovery of Buddhism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p. 40.
45 Chögyam Trungpa, “Some Aspects of Pön,” Himalayan Anthropology: The Indo-Tibetan Interface, ed. by James F. Fisher (The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1978), p. 306. He writes: “The investigation of the Pön religion is further complicated by what is called in Tibet “white Pön,” which is what amounts to a Pönnized Buddhism. In “white Pön,” Buddhism has been adopted basically, but Buddha is called Shenrap, the Buddhist vajra is replaced by an anticlockwise swastika, and the bodhisattva is called yungdrungsempa [yungdrumsems-pa], that is swastikasattva. Where a text mentions “dharma,” the word “pön” is substituted. There are Pön equivalent names for all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, and also for the ten stages of the Bodhisattva Path, that is, the Sanskrit bhumis. The contemporary Pön believer is therefore a poor source of information concerning the pure tradition of his religion.”
who call themselves “Bonpos” are really “outsiders” with regard to the origins of their own tradition.

After Waddell published his study of Lamaism in 1895, the next scholar to write a survey of Tibetan religion was Charles Bell in 1931 with *The Religion of Tibet*. Like Waddell, Bell was a British colonial administrator and member of the Indian Civil Service, who in 1901 was transferred to Sikkim, where he began his lifelong relationship with Tibet. His career culminated when he became the British Representative in a diplomatic mission to Tibet. Unlike earlier travelers to Tibet like Das or Kawaguchi, who donned a disguise in order to enter Lhasa secretly, Bell went to Tibet as an invited guest and personal friend of the Dalai Lama. His presentation of Tibetan culture and Buddhism is generally more sympathetic than that of his predecessors. He gained access to a large number of Tibetan historical sources, and his discussion of Tibet’s history makes generous reference to them.

Bell does not cite any Bon histories in *The Religion of Tibet*, however, and his interpretation and evaluation of Bon has much in common with his predecessors. Here is how he introduces “the old faith” of Bon:

Before Buddhism came to Tibet, the religion of the people, known to themselves as Pön, appears to have been a form of Shamanism or Nature worship. It is over a thousand years since Buddhism established itself, and it is therefore difficult to give direct influence as to the form which Shamanism assumed in Tibet. The Tibetan histories pay but little attention to the pre-Buddhist period, regarding it as unworthy of serious attention. Such few references as there are show a belief in spirits of earth and sky, spirits good and bad, the worshipping of the former, and the propitiation of the latter. Magical tambourines were among the necessary equipment of a professor or priest of this religion, enabling him to travel in the sky. 46

Bell’s use of Shamanism here is placed in conjunction with “nature worship,” another term used in evolutionary theories of religion to describe the most primitive stage of belief, made popular by Max Müller. Bell is well aware of the scant evidence that survives about Bon, and he suggests that the rise of Buddhism eclipsed the original religion. Compared to earlier descriptions, Bell’s characterization of Bon is more specific, mentioning the belief in spirits, their propitiation and veneration; later he adds that some other features of Bon include the exorcism of demons who bring sickness, as well as animal and human sacrifice. 47 Most notably, Bell mentions the “magical tambourine” used to fly in the sky, and we will see how this drum (*phyed rnga*) becomes the symbol most often singled out in identifying a Bon shaman, especially in the taxonomies created by phenomenologists of religion.

---

47 Bell, *The Religion of Tibet*, p. 10.
Bell does not limit his characterization of Bon to ritual practices as described in ancient Tibetan and Chinese sources. He also believes that one can gain some insight into ancient Bon by examining the primitive practices found in tribal regions bordering contemporary Tibet, especially in the eastern Himalaya and western China, among the Lepchas, Limbu, the Lolo, Lissu, and Moso tribes. “It is probable that in those rites we have to this day a survival of the Pönist religion but little changed from its life in Tibet two thousand years ago.” Bell’s suggestion here, that Bon can be found still practiced on the margins of Tibet, among the primitive tribal peoples, was accepted by many of his contemporaries and by later Tibetologists. Even today many anthropologists continue to study shamans in the Himalayan regions bordering Tibet with the ethnohistorical purpose of reconstructing Tibet’s pre-Buddhist religion.

The notion that the study of contemporary “primitive” societies will offer insights into the religious orientation of archaic or prehistoric societies was first formulated by Edward Tylor. Most famous for his evolutionary theory of religion that plotted human progress from savagery to civilization, Tylor noted that even today’s civilized peoples retain vestiges of the most primitive religious attitudes, such as the animistic belief that the world is pervaded by spiritual beings. Tylor developed his “doctrine of survivals” to account for the persistence of archaic ideas in the present, although he offers little explanation for why the “survivals” have, in fact, survived. The best place to look for these relics of a more primitive age and mental condition would be in the simple tribal societies located on the periphery of the

48 Charles Bell, The Religion of Tibet, p. 10. On page 15 he adds; “If one seeks for the nearest approach to the old Pönist faith, he will find it among the aboriginal tribes of the eastern Himalaya and western China, and among Tibetan tribes, such as the people of Po in south-eastern Tibet, who live in close contact with these aborigines or in similar surroundings.”

49 Alexandra David-Neel, in her Magic and Mystery in Tibet (originally published as Mystiques et magiciens du Thibet Plon: Paris, 1929, English translation Claude Kendall, New York, 1932, reprinted by Dover 1971), repeatedly states that one can find evidence of Bon, “the shamanist aborigine,” still practiced in the remote regions on the frontiers of Tibet. See pp. 36-39. One of the tribes of western China mentioned by Bell, the Mosso, were later studied by Joseph Rock, who found remnants there, and especially in the neighboring Na-khi, of ancient Bon practices. One reason why Rock spent so many years learning to decipher the pictographic texts of the Na-khi is that he believed that their literature was “of purely Bon origin.” Drawn to the Na-khi’s pictographic script, he was convinced that the texts were Bon fossils, and the Na-khi living remnants of the ancient Bon religion of Shamanism. See Joseph Francis Rock, The Na-khi Naga Cult and Related Ceremonies, (Roma: Istituto Italiano Per Il medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1952). For a critique of Rock’s identification of the Na-khi literature and ancient Bon, see Anthony Jackson, “Tibetan Bön Rituals in China: A Case of Cultural Diffusion,” Himalayan Anthropology: The Indo-Tibetan Interface, ed. by James F. Fisher (The Hague: Mouton Publishers, 1978), pp. 309-325.

modern civilized world. Tylor’s theory of “survivals” informs not only Bell’s claim that primitive Bon can be found among Himalayan tribal regions, but it survives too in the work of contemporary anthropologists.

It is easy to smile somewhat condescendingly at the missionaries and pioneering Tibetologists, who worried so much about idolatry and demonic plagiarism, and who subscribed to evolutionary theories of Tibetan religion that today seem so outdated. There is an implicit teleology lying behind the scholar’s smile of superiority, for it arises from the assumption that we are no longer subject to the biases and naivete that afflicted earlier scholarship. Today, of course, scholars are dubious about the quest for the origins of religion, and evolutionary theories of religious development have fallen out of favor. When reviewing the work of earlier Tibetologists, it is tempting to distance ourselves from that past, and to protest that we don’t do that sort of thing now. Yet despite our discomfort with evolutionary models of religion, we have hardly abandoned the conviction that the field of Tibetan studies must advance beyond the errors of the past. By denying the formative influence of past scholarship on the present, we blind ourselves to the historicity of our disciplinary formation, including the constitution of “Bon” as a research subject. The denial of our own on-going entanglement with issues debated by past scholars results from a fantasy that, once the past has been denied, we are now located “on the clean slate of the present, where there is nothing but ‘the real data’ to confound us.” This fantasy continues to motivate some scholars of Bon literature today, who distance themselves from earlier students of Tibet, whether for their armchair scholarship, or for their Buddhist biases, or for their ignorance of canonical Bon literature. By disavowing past scholarship, these philologists place themselves on the tabula rasa of the present, where their task is to provide a more historically accurate etymology of the terms found in Bon texts, including “Bon” itself. What remains dubious about this approach is the assumption that the scholar can retrieve the history of Bon or Buddhism from primary sources alone.

The pioneering scholars of Buddhism and Bon introduced a number of comparative strategies and historical models that were used by later scholars. For instance, there is a common tendency to shift from analogical comparisons (Bon is like central Asian shamanism, or Tantric Buddhism) to a theory of causality or genealogy (shamanism or Buddhism is the source of Bon). The genealogical model of comparison always establishes a relation of dependence or borrowing, with one religion serving as the more prestigious and pure source, while Bon is consistently designated the later “mixed” tradition. Too, the pioneers that we have reviewed relied on binary categories to distinguish “original” Bon from Buddhism that prove long lasting. These binary distinctions include the association of Buddhism/Bon with adjectives like active/passive, developmental/static, light/dark, and ethical/barbaric. These binarisms derive in part from Buddhist apologetic literature, as well as from a distinction introduced in nineteenth century scholarship between “ethical” and “natural” religion.

---

It is striking, for instance, how many of the pioneering scholars claimed that the most important contribution of Buddhism to Tibet was the ethical doctrine of karma, described as “you reap what you sow.”

Buddhism civilizes and uplifts the Tibetans because it introduces them to a noble soteriology, ethical teachings based on karma and “charity,” and virtues such as tolerance and gentleness. Moreover, it is a missionary religion based upon the dissemination of sacred texts, with a proselytizing ethic and universal orientation that is familiar to western scholars steeped in Christianity. Bon, on the other hand, was represented as strange and sinister. Its shamanism served as the demonic other, the religious matrix of the Tibetan natives. When Indian Buddhism crossed the Himalayan threshold in the seventh century it penetrated the Bon matrix of Tibet, and the product of their intermingling was a bastard child identified as “Lamaism.” Lurking behind the image of Lamaism as a corrupted form of Buddhism lies Bon shamanism. Everything about Lamaism that seemed frightening and demonic, antithetical to “pure” Buddhism, was identified as the legacy of primitive Bon. In this historical narrative, Bon shamanism serves the purpose of establishing temporal and cultural distance from the pure origins of Indian Buddhism, marking Bon as the sinister other that is indigenous to Tibet.

Shamanism Afloat A Sea of Family Resemblances

In the 1950s, shamanism acquired a distinctly different meaning when used by Mircea Eliade, Réne de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, and Helmut Hoffmann to describe Tibetan religion, and Bon in particular. In their work, we see a new approach to shamanism emerge that is explicitly comparative, “scientific,” and grounded in both ethnology and textual study. These authors are all schooled in the phenomenology of religion, and this influence is apparent in their effort to catalogue systematically the typical features of
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52 Ekai Kawaguchi identifies two valuable characteristics in the “creed” of the Tibetans: 1) they recognize the existence of a superhuman being and protector; 2) their belief in the law of cause and effect. *Three Years in Tibet*, p. 561. Sarat Chandra Das devotes an entire lecture to the “Doctrine of Transmigration” in *Indian Pandits in the Land of Snow*, where he notes that the interest in causality has so penetrated the Tibetan popular consciousness that “the priesthood has constructed elaborate works on the art of divination, and necromancy, based on astrology.” Das’s point here seems somewhat critical of the role assumed by the “priests” of “Lamaism.” But he also adds that the Lama meditates on the transcendental virtues of the Bodhisattva, and “with indifference, [they] dismiss the doctor and endeavor to become lost in meditation for the purpose of being restored to a higher stage of human existence after death.” (pp. 81-2). Waddell generously notes of Lamaism that “notwithstanding its glaring defects, Lamaism has exerted a considerable civilizing influence over the Tibetans. The people are profoundly affected by its benign ethics, and its maxim, “as a man sows he shall reap,” has undoubtedly enforced the personal duty of mastery over self in spite of the easier physical aids to piety which are prevalent.” *The Buddhism of Tibet*, p. 154. Thus the individualistic ethical orientation of karma appeals to these writers as a civilizing force on the Tibetans’ psyche.
shamanism, in their preoccupation with its morphology. For them, the original form of shamanism is to be found in the hunting cultures of North and Central Asia, but pre-Buddhist Bon constitutes the national Tibetan form. All agree that shamanism is found among hunting peoples, which accounts for the sacrality of bones, feathers, weapons, and blood in shamanic rituals. These features are described with much more detachment than their predecessors. As good phenomenologists striving for epoché, they manage to avoid much of the barbaric rhetoric and lurid labels that were commonly used by their predecessors to describe Bon shamans as devil-dancing sorcerers of a sinister sort. Despite their best intentions to bracket their own judgments about the truth or falsehood of the shaman’s vocation and experiences, their evaluations of shamanism and Bon become apparent. When conflicts between Bon shamans and Tibetan Buddhists are discussed, the representations of the Bonpo are inevitably drawn from Buddhist apologetic sources. The Bonpos come off as the historical losers in their confrontation with their more sophisticated opponents, forced to the margins of Tibetan religious development, or assimilated into “Lamaism.”

What all three scholars display as phenomenologists is an interest in classifying shamanic phenomena systematically, with numerous comparisons drawn to the shamanism of North and Central Asia. There is a noticeable shift away from simply labeling the primordium of Tibetan religion as “shamanism,” towards interpreting this term as a constellation of ingredients that manifest interrelated patterns. Once these shamanic elements are identified and placed in some meaningful order, these scholars shift to an analysis of the shaman’s function in society, his religious and healing role. Their identification of Tibetan shamanism is not limited to Bon, for they find shamanic elements surviving in the practices of Lamaism. Their approach reveals a tendency to decontextualize contemporary Bon and Buddhist practices and see them as remnants of something more primary, an archaic substrate of shamanism. How each scholar evaluates the substrate varies.

The single most influential study of shamanism is Eliade’s *Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy*, first published in 1951. Although not a Tibetologist, Eliade’s role in defining shamanism and identifying its essential features plays a formative role for these and subsequent scholars of Tibetan religions. At the very outset of his sweeping study, he offers an essential definition of shamanism; however, his conception expands as the work progresses to include a broad range of functions and symbolic motifs, until the phenomena become truly ubiquitous. According to his definition, the single most essential element involves the shaman’s ecstatic experience: “the shaman specializes in a trance during which his soul is believed to leave the body and ascend to the sky or descend to the underworld.”

Ecstatic soul travel enables the shaman to establish a relationship with a celestial being. Eliade claims that the shaman’s interaction with a Supreme Being residing in the heavens was the original underlying ideology of
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shamanism. This ideology is based on the ecstatic experience of soul flight, an experience that he sharply distinguishes from spirit possession, when deities are persuaded to descend into a medium’s body. It is his controversial judgment that spirit possession is a later degenerate development, and not properly shamanic at all.

The shaman’s ability to abandon his body and roam to the spirit world enables him to serve as a healer, when he combats evil spirits who are responsible for causing illness among ordinary folk, and to function as a psychopomp, who guides the souls of the recently deceased to the netherworld. In addition to describing the various social roles of the shaman, Eliade broadens his conception even further when he identifies certain symbols as archetypical “shamanic motifs.” These include the shaman’s exotic paraphernalia, his feathered costume, the tools of his trade (e.g. the drum), as well as more abstract features like the odd numbers commonly appearing in cosmological classificatory schemas. Eliade insists that all of these shamanic symbols are integrated in a religious microcosm, and their intrinsic meaning remains unaffected by their changing roles in different traditions. In constructing this ideal type, Eliade turns the shaman into a timeless mystery, almost a metaphysical being, who soars effortlessly across cultural boundaries, transcending historical particularities. By applying such loose criteria to a myriad different phenomenon, he finds shamans and shamanic elements everywhere, Tibet included. For Tibetologists like Hoffmann and Nebesky-Wojkowitz too, there is a great deal of excitement in discovering the shaman in his Bon incarnation, or in his Lamaist disguise.

There is striking agreement among Eliade, Nebesky-Wojkowitz, and Hoffmann in what constitutes shamanism and where its manifestations might be found in Tibetan religions. Their consensus is no coincidence, for they were all familiar with each other’s research, as evidenced from their mutual referencing in their citations. All agree that the classic example of a Bonpo practicing shamanic flight occurs in the tournament of magic at Mount Kailash between Milarepa and a Bonpo. In that story, Naro Bon chung flies to the summit mounted on a drum and wearing a blue cape, just like the shamans of central Asia. Other instances of the flight of Bon magicians are declared shamanic, as well as their healing rituals recalling lost souls (bla khyer), their reliance on thread crosses (ndo) as “spirit traps,” and their use of effigies (glud) during exorcism rituals. The effigies are understood to be a substitute for the bloody animal sacrifices that were

54 Eliade, Shamanism, pp. 505-507.
originally practiced in pre-Buddhist Tibet. The early Bon priests who presided over the funerary rites for the Tibetan kings are also viewed as psychopomps. Eliade and Hoffmann concur that there is plenty of evidence for the “supreme being ideology” in the Bonpos’ preoccupation with heaven, and in the early kings’ celestial descent and ascent via the sacred rope (dmu thag). However, both Hoffmann and Nebesky-Wojkowitz depart from Eliade’s conception of what is properly shamanic when they consider examples of spirit possession, the Tibetan mediums and oracles (lha ’babs) that they believe emerged from ancient Bon.

In a chapter from his classic study, Eliade protests that “it would be chimerical to attempt in a few pages to list all the other shamanic motifs present in Bon-po myths and rituals and persisting in Indo-Tibetan tantrism.”56 “Chimerical” though it may be, the remainder of his chapter attests to his interest in cataloguing a broad range of shamanic techniques and symbols that originate in Bon and persist in Lamaism. These motifs range from the most abstract elements found in their cosmologies to mundane materials like fur and feathers, or the mirrors and drums used by Bon and Buddhist ritual specialists. Nebesky-Wojkowitz and Hoffmann are no less zealous in revealing shamanic motifs, which they list in encyclopedic fashion. All three scholars agree that the pre-Buddhist cosmology, which divided the world into three cosmic realms (heaven, earth, and underworld), is shamanic in origin, especially when ritual specialists are believed able to transport themselves and communicate between the realms. Furthermore, the penchant for odd numbers (especially 7, 9, and 13) found in Bon texts for classifying groups of deities and texts is cited as a shamanic motif, since these “mystical” numbers are frequently used by Siberian and Mongolian tribes too.57 These numerological parallels between Bonpos and central Asian shamans may seem to us entirely superficial, if not misplaced. However, we must remember that it was only natural for these scholars trained in comparative phenomenology to search for (and find) structural similarities between the little known pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet and the neighboring shamanism of central Asia.

By far the most frequently cited examples of shamanic motifs focus on the apparel worn by Bonpos, as presented in literary descriptions. Their cataloguing of shamanic symbols pays particular attention to the exotic accouterments and costumes of Bon priests. The paraphernalia include the tambourine drum (phyed rnga) and the mirror (me long), the thread crosses (ndo) used as spirit traps, the use of felt mats (phying stan), arrows (mda’ dar), daggers (phur bu), and swords (gri); the costumes feature feathered coats (stod le), felt hats (phying zhva), and blue capes (sham thabs ngon po)—all of which seem to them to be nearly identical in appearance and function to those worn by Siberian, Altaic, Buriat, or Mongolian shamans.58 These materials, the dramatic emblems of power, add considerable weight and
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solidity to their identification of Bon shamanism that is otherwise missing in
their flights of fancy about “mystical” odd numbers.

Yet it is important to realize that for these scholars the mundane materials
are not as earthly as they seem at first sight. Their value for Eliade and
others lies in their abstract religious meaning; they are regarded as cosmic
symbols that disclose “hierophanies” of the sacred, and patterns of
“metapsychic itineraries.”59 It is assumed that the ancient Bonpo priest
understood, perhaps only intuitively, the authentic sacred reality (the
“depth of meaning”) in the symbolism of his costume. Furthermore, as these
shamanic symbols and forms have genuine ontological status for Eliade,
they cannot be destroyed or lost, only mutilated or camouflaged when
assimilated into later Lamaist rituals. This form of interpretation leads to a
de-historicized perspective on Tibetan shamanism as an abstract type, an
ideal type that was manifest most purely in the distant past.

The fascination with the theatrical costume and equipment of the Bon
priest is not limited to western historians of religion and anthropologists,
however. Bon historical texts also describe the foreign origins of the priest’s
“wild” (rgod) costume and ritual paraphernalia, although there is little or no
interest in interpreting their symbolic significance. According to their
historical perspective, most of the exotic materials were offered to the Bon
priests as decorations of honor by Tibetan kings during the pre-Buddhist
period. Bon histories present an idealized image of pre-Buddhist Tibet,
when Bon flourished and Bon priests served as the royal “bodyguards” (sku
srung gi gshen), who protected the kings and offered them sage political
advice. A stock phrase repeated in many Bon historical texts sums up this
golden age, when Tibet was under Bon rule:

At that time, the Tibetan kingdom was the land of Bon; the kings
were great, the priests were dignified, laws were strict, and the
subjects were happy. In Zhang zhung and Tibet as kings were
gods, human beings were well protected. As the priests served as
royal bodyguards, the kings were able to live long. As they lived
mainly in virtue, they were happy in all their rebirths. As the
divine rope hung from heaven, the ladder for ascending [to the
heavens] was solid. As they invoked undefiled gods, they
received protection from them. As the ministers were wise in their
counsel, the government was stable: the activities of the unified
religio-political system spread and flourished.60

The texts add that the Tibetan kings patronized Bon monks, and they
especially revered the Bon priests and yogins who possessed supernatual
powers. In recognition of their superior spiritual status, the kings paid

59 Eliade, Shamanism, p. 145.
60 This phrase appears in many Bon texts, with some variation. The version quoted
appears in Shar rdza Bkra shis Rgyal mtshan’s Legs bshad rin po che’i mdzod (or A
170.12ff; but also see Rgyal rabs Bon gyi ‘byung gnas (from Three Sources for a
History of Bon), p. 115.4 ff; G.yung drung Bon gyi rgyud ‘bum, p. 22.1ff; and Spa
ton Rgyal bzang po’s Bstan pa’i rnam bshad dar rgyas gsal ba’i sgron me (Beijing:
homage to the Bon priests in three ways, in honor of their body, speech, and mind. Most important for our purposes were the crowns and clothes given by the king to his Bon priests as signs of respect for their body (sku la gtsigs byin):

Their strands of hair were tied in a topknot and left uncut. In their white silk turbans were stuck tufts of eagle feathers, the king of birds. They wore a golden bird horn crown and a turquoise forehead ornament. They were dressed in a cloak of white lynx and jackal fur. They were given tiger, leopard and caracal paws, and aprons made of white lion fur, and a pair of silken shoes with silver laces.

While Eliade would surely see the bird horns and feathers as ornithological symbols that recall shamanic flight, while the white fur resembles the costume of the Buriat shaman, Bon texts present these materials as royal rewards for the priest’s magical power and counsel.

One Bon history, The Collected Works on Eternal Bon (G.yung drung Bon gyi rgyud ’bum) even offers an explanation of how the kings acquired such exotic emblems. According to this text, the Tibetan empire expanded significantly during the time when Bon flourished, well before the reign of Srong btsan
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61 Rgyal rabs Bon gyi ’byung gnas p. 116.3 ff. For a shorter version, see G.yung drung Bon gyi rgyud ’bum, p.22.3; Legs bshad rin po che’i mdzod p. 171.5ff; Botan pa’i rnam bshad dar rgyas gsal ba’i sgron me, p. 142.13ff; Sgra ‘grel (or Bden pa bon gyi mdzod sgo sgra ‘grel ‘phrul gyi lde mig in Srid pa’i mdzod phugs kyi rtsa ‘grel (Sarnath: Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Yungdrung Bon Student’s Committee, 1993), p. 23.18ff. The term “bird horn” (bya ru) is not one of those stock phrases quoted in Tibetan monastic debate to illustrate non-existent phenomena (such as “the horns of a rabbit” or “bird tracks in the sky”). Rather, the literal referent for the term bya ru are the horns that appear on the head of the mythical khyung bird, the bird most sacred to the Bonpos, which became identified with the Indian garuda. However, more commonly bya ru refers to a device found atop the finials of Bon chortens. But in this context it appears that the “bird horn” is a symbol of royalty. For a discussion of this symbol, see Giuseppe Tucci, The Religions of Tibet pp. 237-8; Roberto Vitali, The Kingdoms of Gu.ge Pu.hrang (Dharamsala, 1996), pp. 162-164; and Dan Martin, The Emergence of Bon and the Tibetan Polemical Tradition, pp. 118-137. Both Vitali and Martin argue that the bird horn is a royal symbol that originates from Persia, where the Sassanid kings wore winged crowns.

62 For Eliade’s analysis of the Buriat shaman’s white fur, see Shamanism, p. 150. The fur of a white lion is not only found as an emblem of distinction in the Bon tradition, for Buddhist historical texts also present it as a mark of honor. See Dpa’ bo Gstug lag phreng ba’s Mlhas pa’i dga’ ston, ed. by Rdo rje Rgyal po (Beijing: Mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1986), p. 379.2-3, where a collar made from the fur of a white lion was awarded to a member of the powerful ‘Bro clan; another passage cited by Vitali in Kingdoms p. 169 n. 231 comes from the earlier Buddhist text, Lde’u ja sras chos ’byung (Lhasa: Bod ljongs mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1987), p. 112.8-12., where it is stated that another member of the ‘Bro clan “owned the white lion fur collar. This was his sign of greatness.” From these two examples, Vitali concludes that the white lion fur denotes the ‘Bro clan, as its special mark of distinction. Such a conclusion would certainly be contested by the Bonpos, who offer their own etiology for the white lion fur.
sgam po, the king usually acknowledged as Tibet’s empire builder. It records how the Tibetan kings would lead their armies on expeditions to the frontiers “to subdue the border regions” (mtha’ ’dul). Each campaign proved successful, due in no small part to the assistance of Bon priests who performed various rituals, such as the ritual to suppress demonic enemies (dgra sri phyogs gnan). As a reward, the Tibetan kings decorated the bodies of their Bon priests with the booty and spoils from the defeated countries. From Nan-chao (‘Jang), a Bon priest was decorated with three wild markers as insignia of rank (yig tshang du rgod gsum): a turquoise bird horn crown, a cloak of white eagle feathers, on which were attached tiger paws. After defeating China, the Tibetan king presented his helpful Bon priest with a white silk turban, and the text notes that “even now Bonpos wear turbans on their head as an everlasting sign.” After Bhutan (Mon) was conquered with the help of ritual bombs (btso) prepared by a Bon priest, he was rewarded by the king with a cloak of tiger and leopard skin, and the author explains “this is the reason why the Bonpos wear tiger skin cloaks.”

The point of this narrative is clearly to present an etiology for the foreign-looking garments and gear that Bon ritual specialists wear and use even today on special ceremonial occasions. But the narrative also glorifies the mythic past, when Tibetan kings heeded their Bon priests, and “the king’s power was generated by Bon” (rje'i mnga' thang bon gyis skyed). What is noteworthy about these narratives is that they present the Bon priests as political actors and ritual specialists, rather than as shamanic healers, psychopomps, or masters of ecstatic trance. Their power is represented as less “spiritual” than political, for it supports the centralized authority of the king and his goals of imperial expansion. The “wild” symbols are not “borrowed” by the Bon priests from neighboring shamans, rather these neighbors are conquered and “tamed” by the powerful rituals of Bon priests working on behalf of a centralized imperial government, and their “wild” resources are appropriated. The bold display of these emblems is meant to embellish both the Tibetan king’s and the Bon priest’s power as a form of symbolic conquest and metonymic domination. Such a picture, however fantastic and mythical, does not fit well with the traditional representations of Bon “shamanism” by western scholars.

With the arrival of Buddhism in Tibet, Tibetan histories agree that Buddhism and Bon came into conflict. According to Bon histories, once pro-Buddhist kings came into power, most notably Khri srong lde btsan, the Bonpos were horribly persecuted, being forcibly converted to Buddhism or sent into exile from Central Tibet. This forced assimilation or marginalization is only a temporary setback according to the Bon histories, for after a few generations the Bon “treasure texts” (gter ma) that had been hidden in the ground were rediscovered, and a Bon renaissance takes place. A somewhat similar scenario is imagined to occur in the narratives of western scholars. “Original” Bon is suppressed by Buddhism but it does not disappear altogether; for its shamanic elements went underground, as it

63 G.yung drung Bon gyi rgyud ’bum, p. 30.4-31.4.
64 For a revisionist perspective on the shaman and his political role, see Shamanism, History and the State ed. by Nicholas Thomas and Caroline Humphrey, (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994).
were, to become the religious substratum of Tibet. How well shamanism survived there in the substratum, and what impact it had on Tibetan culture, was debated.

Although Eliade was not a historian of Tibetan religions, he hazards that “Lamaism has preserved the Bon shamanic tradition almost in its entirety. Even the most famous masters of Tibetan Buddhism are reputed to have performed cures and worked miracles in the purest tradition of shamanism.” He acknowledges that some of the esoteric practices found in “Lamaism” might have Indian Tantric roots, yet he insists that many of these practices are motivated by the shaman’s pursuit of an ecstatic experience. Using the metaphors of surface and depth found so often in the analysis of Lamaism, he claims that if one peeled away the thin veneer of Buddhist theology and symbolism in many Lamaist rituals (e.g. the dismemberment rites (gcod), skeleton dances (’cham) and visits to Buddhist hells (’das log), one will find underneath the “soul” of archaic shamanism, with its initiation rites, ecstatic techniques, and psychopomp function. While these shamanic practices and symbols have been reinterpreted to fit into a Buddhist theological framework, and thus redirected away from goals that are properly ecstatic, Eliade insists that Bon shamanism somehow remains preserved in Lamaism. In his own theological argument, he makes the problematic claim that the normative Buddhist doctrine of no-self (anātman) presented a serious challenge to the realistic doctrine of the soul that is essential to shamanism, yet he sees the archaic shamanic spirit surviving in Lamaism, animating many of its rituals. It is as if the essence of shamanism, its very soul, anchors the transhistorical category for Eliade, bringing it back to earth. Without it “shamanism” might float free as a signifier into space, like the limbs of a body disassembled in the Tibetan ritual of gcod. The archaic Bon substratum preserves more than distant memories of shamanism, for in certain remote areas of Tibet shamanism still flourishes openly, and Eliade considers that to be evidence for the genuine spiritual value of these archaic practices.

While Nebesky-Wojkowitz might balk at Eliade’s romantic vision of Lamaism being animated by archaic shamanism, he agrees that Lamaism contains various traditions that are survivals of early Bon shamanism:

The exceedingly numerous class of protective divinities comprises many figures who originally belonged to the pantheon of the old Tibetan Bon faith. A study of the Tibetan protective deities and their cult, apart from giving an insight into a little known aspect of Lamaism, reveals new facts regarding the beliefs of pre-

---

67 Eliade, *Shamanism*, p. 437: “These few extracts suffice to show the transformation that a shamanic schema can undergo when it is incorporated into a complex philosophical system, such as tantrism. Important for our purpose is the survival of certain shamanic symbols and methods even in highly elaborated techniques of meditation oriented to goals other than ecstasy. All this, in our opinion, sufficiently illustrates the genuineness and the initiatory spiritual value of many shamanic experiences.”
Buddhist Tibet and their relation to the early shamanistic stratum out of which the Bon religion developed.\(^{68}\)

For Nebesky-Wojkowitz, original Bon can be reconstructed by considering all the weird and overlooked magical practices of Lamaism, including the cult of terrifying protective deities such as Dorje Shugden (Rdo rje shugs ldan), and realizing that they too derived from the ancient shamanic substratum. Much of his ethnographic and textual research is oriented towards reconstructing these elements, in addition to demystifying the shaman’s ecstatic techniques.

There is a marked ambivalence about Nebesky-Wojkowitz’s research on Tibetan shamanism. His scholarship combines scientific disclosure about the esoteric techniques and tricks used by ritual specialists, with the coyness of the historian who is stripping off the veil of time from ancient secrets, seen for instance in his descriptions of the shamanic “séance.” His scientific interest in explaining the oracle medium’s trance reveals some of the pharmacological techniques used to induce the trance state, ranging from the inhalation of juniper smoke to the secret ingestion of hashish and Guinea pepper. His own suspicions about the authenticity of the oracle’s trance state remain unvoiced, but instead he lets us know of well-educated Tibetan skeptics who regard the oracles “if not as impostors, then at least as strange pathological cases.”\(^{69}\) Ironically, his study has attained a certain dark occult status among some well-educated Tibetans today. The author’s sudden untimely death, shortly after the book’s completion, was thought to have been brought about by Tibet’s protective deities, who were avenging his efforts to reveal their secrets and magic power. At the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives in Dharamsala, when I tried to check out Nebesky-Wojkowitz’s text for my research, I discovered that it was not on the shelf with most other books but kept separate under lock and key. Only after offering the Tibetan librarian my American passport as collateral was I permitted access to the work, although not before being warned of its dangerous content.\(^{70}\)

Nebesky-Wojkowitz’s contemporary, Helmut Hoffmann, also presents himself as a historian who is lifting the veil of secrecy from Tibet and its history. At the very outset of *The Religions of Tibet* Hoffmann disparages “the tremendously swollen romantic literature” that has been written by earlier travelers and scholars, “much of it of very doubtful value, and including the curious dissertations of eccentric followers of mysticism and occultism.” Contributing to this mysterious and mystified image of Tibet was the country’s “hermetic isolation,” its geographic and political inaccessibility.

\(^{68}\) Réné de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, *Oracles and Demons of Tibet*, p. vii.

\(^{69}\) Nebesky-Wojkowitz, *Oracles and Demons of Tibet*, pp. 440, 547. He adds that “I have often been asked by Tibetans the question what I thought of their mediums, and whether I had the impression that really some supernatural forces were manifesting themselves in the course of these ceremonies.” While he never tells us his answer, as if doing so would violate his “objectivity” as a scientist and transgress the phenomenologist’s ideal of *epoché*, his own skepticism is apparent.

\(^{70}\) Debunking the Tibetan shaman and his magic may be hazardous to one’s health.
This mythical image is problematic, of course, because it made Tibet appear as if it lacked any “real history.” After explaining why the mystical image of Tibet is mistaken, thereby clearing a space for the historian to reconstruct the real Tibet, Hoffmann declares that only recently have a few Western scholars been able to reveal a truly historical picture of Tibetan religion, one that is scientific and comparative:

Tibet can no longer be regarded as without history. The veil of secrecy is gradually being raised, and we shall come to know more and more about this strange world from within, to understand it in accordance with its own laws of development, and be able to find its place in the total history of Asia major, together with the newly-discovered civilizations along the edge of the Tarim Basin.\(^7\)

For Hoffmann, understanding “this strange world from within” means that Tibetan culture and history should be accessed through Tibetan literature. Indeed, one of his strengths as a philologist and textual scholar is that he used a broad range of Tibetan sources in his survey of Buddhism and Bon. Still, much like his predecessors, his presentation of Bon favors Buddhist apologetic and polemical sources, with *The Crystal Mirror of Doctrinal Systems* featured prominently in his historical narrative about Bon’s development. Hoffmann does not simply reiterate the tri-fold schema of Bon’s development found in the CMDS. He also explains its “own law of development” by using western models of religious evolution and diffusion, always with the intent of explaining what is implicit in the “original” text. Finally, his analysis of Bon is explicitly comparative. He argues that early Bon corresponds quite simply to Central Asian shamanism, though its shamanic motifs are found throughout Asia major, while the second phase of Bon reveals many foreign influences from India and Persia. Since we have seen all of this before, it might seem that the “veil of secrecy” lifted by Hoffmann will disclose only more of the same clichés about Bon shamanism. Yet his views on Bon are often unusual and even startling, and they manifest his biases quite clearly.

Hoffmann identifies two main forces in the formation of Tibetan religious culture: the dominant force of Indian Buddhism, and the indigenous Tibetan worldview of Bon, “which, though outwardly defeated, has nevertheless filled all the spiritual and psychological channels of the country’s national life.” One may well wonder what exactly this “autochthonous” Tibetan tradition entails, since Hoffmann traces everything about it that is recognizable elsewhere in Asia Major. Leaving aside what “autochthonous” might mean, let us see how he distinguishes between the impact of these two forces on Tibet, and how he identifies ancient Bon in particular:

The internal situation of Tibet may be said to turn on a polar reaction between a luminous, dynamic, fructifying and historical element on the one hand, and a sombre, static, and fundamentally unhistorical element—the ancient Tibetan religion—on the other. The origin of the word ‘Bon’ to describe it is lost in the past, and it is not readily definable, but in all probability once referred to the

---

\(^7\) Hoffmann, *The Religions of Tibet*, pp. 13-14.
conjuring of the gods by magic formulas.... Until quite recently, we knew very little about this old Bon religion. Today we are in a position to say with some certainty that the original Bon religion was the national form of that old animist-shamanist religion which at one time was widespread not only in Siberia, but throughout the whole of Inner Asia, East and West Turkestan, Mongolia, Manchuria, the Tibetan plateaux and even China.... Comparative religious historical study of the present-day Shamanist tribes of Siberia, and of the old Turkish, Mongolian and Tungusan peoples of Inner Asia (before the advent of missionary activities) ... promises to afford us valuable assistance in our efforts to understand the autochthonous beliefs of Ancient Tibet.72

Hoffmann’s differentiation between Buddhist and Bon cultural forces, reminiscent of Lévi-Strauss’ binary opposition between “hot” and “cold” societies, denies temporal coevalness between Buddhism and Bon. It also raises questions about how two opposing forces could ever interact or coexist, for it makes Tibetan culture appear somewhat schizophrenic. We might ask why he designates Buddhism as the “luminous, dynamic, fructifying and historical” force, while Bon is “sombre, static, and fundamentally unhistorical.” As a missionary religion that traveled across national boundaries, Buddhism parallels the historical tradition of Christianity. Buddhism is also viewed as a classic literary tradition, with an ethical orientation and philosophical corpus that enables the educated Buddhist to evolve to greater spiritual depths and achieve higher levels of doctrinal sophistication. “Original” Bon, on the other hand, is represented as the non-literate native tradition, the national religion that remains stuck in the mire of animistic beliefs and shamanic rituals. Like Waddell and many others sympathetic to some form of “pure” Buddhism, Hoffmann views Buddhism as a bridge between Tibet’s primitive origins and the post-Enlightenment worldview of the Europeans. Once Buddhism is adopted as the national religion, Tibetan civilization advances along the Buddhist path. But Bon remains nothing more than a “moribund side channel of Tibetan cultural history—one capable of providing us with interesting indications with regard to the past, but not one which played any further role in shaping the life of the nation.” Such an evaluation is sharply at odds with Eliade’s romantic view of Bon shamanism as an active spiritual force animating contemporary Tibetan Buddhist practices.

Hoffmann’s suggestion that the study of contemporary Siberian shamanism will shed light on Tibet’s ancient native tradition is reminiscent of Tylor’s “survival” theory, but with an added comparative component. Like Eliade and Nebesky-Wojkowitz, he finds it remarkable that some Bon priests are depicted with ornate headdresses, blue robes, fur cloaks, and drums, all of which make up the paraphernalia of Siberian shamans.74 Hoffmann would no doubt seek to support his diffusionist theory in the
accounts of the foreign origins of the wild costume and paraphernalia described earlier in the Bon histories. However, it would be a mistake to accept these Bon etiological narratives as accurate historical records. There is simply no evidence from Tibet (aside from these Bon apologetic works) or from neighboring territories to corroborate Tibetan imperial expansion under the early kings and their Bon priests. Moreover, the Bon etiological narratives present the magical powers and ritual prowess of the priests as prior to the headdresses, bird horn crowns, and fur and feathered cloaks offered as gifts by the king to honor his priests. There does not appear to be any link in the Bon texts between the costumes and the Tibetan subjugation of foreign “shamans.” The foreigners are simply described as demons on the frontier who need to be “suppressed” and “tamed,” a common Tibetan euphemism for defeating one’s enemies and converting them to the true religion.

With the death of king Gri gum, Bon is said to undergo a major transformation. It becomes preoccupied with funerary rites, for which Hoffmann offers a diffusionist explanation following the narrative found in Thu’u bkvans’ CMDS. Hoffmann tells how funerary rituals were introduced from Kashmir (Kha che), Gilgit (Bru sha) and Guge (Zhang zhung), along with divination and magical practices. He also notes the syncretic character of this stage of Bon, adding Tantric, Gnostic, and Manichaean influences to Thu’u bkvans’ theory of Śāivite influence. His diffusionism becomes most pronounced in his theory of Manichean influences on “primitive” Bon. “The Bon religion seems to have been a rather primitive animism, but by the time Zhang zhung was incorporated into the new Tibetan empire the religion must have undergone certain changes connected with the adoption of ideas from Iran…. This is not surprising since the western Himalayan districts were at all times open to the neighboring Iranian peoples.” 75 Many of the “Manichean” dualisms that one finds in Hoffmann’s work (good/evil, white/black, sacred/demonic) have their parallels in the insider/outsider distinctions found in Tibetan polemical literature, although they are also compounded by Orientalist binarisms.

Hoffmann claims that the early Bon tradition was transformed yet again once it came into contact with Buddhism. However, these transformations (bsgyur) were merely in imitation of the superior Buddhist doctrines and practices, a process that Hoffmann describes with the rhetoric of the demonic:

> Just as the medieval Satanist desecrated the Host, so the Bon-po turned their sacred objects not in a dextral but in a sinister fashion. For example, the points of their holy sign the swastika did not turn dextrally as that of Lamaism do, but sinistrally, to left

instead of to right. The Bon religion had become ossified as a heresy, and its essence lay largely in contradiction and negation.\footnote{Hoffmann, \textit{The Religions of Tibet}, p. 98. On page 74 he adds: “The later Bon-po led an isolated existence apart from the main stream of spiritual development as a discarded heretical sect, as a provincial tendency in religious belief whose main tendency was and still is a purely negative one, namely anti-Buddhist.” The trope of “reversal” or “inversion” is a common motif used in popular literature to dismiss or disparage Bon. Helmut Hoffmann’s countryman, Ernst Hoffman, better known under his self-appointed name Lama Anagarika Govinda, writes in his \textit{The Way of the White Clouds} (Boulder: Shambhala, 1970), p. 223: “Since it is only the Bon-pos who reverse the direction of the circumambulation or who pass a shrine or sacred place (as for instance Mount Kailas) with the left shoulder towards it, our suspicion that the abbot was not a Buddhist but a Bon-po was confirmed, and when we entered the main temple our last doubt vanished, because everything we saw seemed to be a reversal or at least a distortion of Buddhist tradition. Thus the swastika sign of the Bon-pos points to the left, while the Buddhist one points to the right.” Likewise, Fosco Maraini expresses his sense of discomfort when visiting a Bon temple, where everything is backwards: “If first impressions are to be trusted, I do not like the Bon religion. There is something uncanny about it, though that is only an impression, I repeat. Perhaps it’s the feeling that it is a primitive religion, which only came to have proper temples, scriptures, ceremonial, and art because of contact with its Buddhist neighbor. Finally there is the fact that no great human spirit has expressed himself in it—a sure sign of inferiority. Its spaces have never been illuminated—they have remained gloomy and nocturnal.” Maraini then goes on to describe how savage and “robustly barbarous” ancient Tibet was with its Bon religion. See his \textit{Secret Tibet} (New York: Viking Press, 1952), p. 204.}

In language strikingly similar to that used by Christian theorists of demonic plagiarism, as well as by those European missionaries who first encountered Tibetan lamas as satanic doubles, Hoffmann suggests that the entire thrust of Bon became heretical, a deliberate inversion and perversion of Buddha’s pure teachings. Using this figure of reversal, Hoffmann translates the difference between Buddhists and Bonpos as anti-sameness. It is as if the Bon tradition were a concave carnival mirror whose grotesque distortions invert orthodox Buddhism, but in the process the High Tradition is also flattened out. Positioning himself as the righteous judge condemning Bon heresies, Hoffmann’s harsh verdict is that “transformed” Bon became somewhat less primitive but more sinister. Even though the Bonpos were imitating a “luminous, dynamic, fructifying and historic” tradition, they ultimately never achieve full historicity themselves, becoming instead “ossified as a heresy.” All of Hoffmann’s judgments about Bon and its marginal position in Tibetan culture mirror that of the Buddhist polemists, who place themselves at the center, as the legitimate and orthodox “insiders” in contrast with their heterodox Bon opponents.

Not surprisingly, later European scholars who collaborated with Tibetan Bonpo monks and scholars would come to dismiss Hoffmann’s view of Bon as inadequate because of its Buddhist bias. In his survey of research on Bon, Per Kvaerne sums up Hoffmann’s scholarship thus: “Hoffmann’s work,
originally fruitful, had become ossified and now represented a dead end.”77 Kvaerne’s assessment sounds ironic in that he echoes Hoffmann’s language in order to put him in his place. Hoffmann is recognized as the first scholar to explore the Bon tradition in any serious and systematic way, and his exploration of Bon based on Tibetan literature is said to be fruitful. Yet the fact that he persisted in judging Bon as anti-Buddhist in essence led us down a blind alley. After the ancestor of Bonology is dutifully invoked and praised by Kvaerne, his later work is declared pleonastic, an ossified relic. Such an assessment anticipates a dramatic shift in the evaluation of Bon, one that is more sympathetic to interpreting Bon from its own historical and literary perspective, and that calls into question whether Bon is truly a form of shamanism. It is to this revisionist perspective on Bon that we shall now turn.

Exorcising the Shaman from Bon Studies

During the 1960s and 1970s, Tibetologists such as Rolf Stein, Giuseppe Tucci, David Snellgrove, and Per Kvaerne came to reassess Bon, which consequently lead to the rejection of the category of shamanism by most western scholars specializing in the study of Bon texts. How did such a radical reassessment come about? First, these scholars realized that they cannot follow the dualistic approach of Buddhist purists and regard Bon as Tibet’s only other religion, containing all the leftover, marginal, and “superstitious” elements that do not belong to their own elite tradition. In their surveys of Tibetan religion, both Stein and Tucci introduced a new category to describe the popular religion of Tibet. This religion, sometimes referred to in early Tibetan literature as mi chos, the “religion (or customs) of the people,” is neither Buddhist nor Bon but is understood to be Tibet’s indigenous tradition. Stein names this the “nameless religion,”78 while Tucci

78 Rolf Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 191. Stein addresses the problem of locating Tibet’s indigenous religion, and how it differs from both Buddhism (or Lamaism) and Bon: “It would be a mistake to suppose, however, that all non-Buddhist elements absorbed by Lamaism in Tibet were indigenous. Tibetan historians themselves have clouded the issue by constantly mixing up two separate points: the fact that Bon was there before Buddhism, and the judgment that everything preceding the latter religion was naturally ‘barbarous’, uncivilized and appropriate to an age of darkness. Hence the somewhat over-simplified conclusion drawn by early European students, who tended to present Bon as the primitive religion of Tibet. Further, by equating ‘primitive’ with ‘savage,’ everything in Lamaism that seemed frightening, twisted and demonic or mediumistic soon came to be regarded as Bonpo and primitive. From that to describing it all as ‘Shamanism’ was but a step. The truth is more complex. It is often impossible to tell which of Lamaism’s not specifically Buddhist elements is indigenous and which foreign, which one was really Bonpo and which was not.” Stein here presents a very clear analysis of European misconceptions of
calls it the “folk religion.” 79 For both scholars it serves as the ancient religious substratum of Tibet: all that is not specifically Buddhist or Bon is relegated to this category. This religious substratum was reconstructed from two kinds of historical sources: the ancient Tibetan texts recovered from Dunhuang that had received little attention from earlier scholars, as well as later Bon and Buddhist sources. While we might expect a more precise picture of Bon to emerge, what is interesting about both of their surveys is that the problematic Bon tradition is dealt with last, after Buddhism (or “Lamaism”) and the “folk” or “nameless” religion are carefully delineated. Despite the discovery of another popular religion in Tibet, and its displacement of Bon as the indigenous substratum, the boundaries between Buddhism, Bon and the folk (or “nameless”) religion can hardly be fixed.

One of Stein’s major contributions to the study of early Tibetan religion rests on his distinction between Bon and the substratum of the non-Buddhist folk tradition (mi chos), which he calls “the nameless tradition.” Of course the very fact that Stein names this latter “tradition” at all has important consequences for recognizing and validating it. But the dividing line between all three Tibetan religions can only be murky and obscure, as he remarks in his concluding comments about assimilated Bon:

> The beliefs of systematized and adapted Bon are consequently identical with Nyingma-pa doctrines, apart from names and technical terms. The rest of Bon merges to a large extent with the nameless religion discussed earlier. Is this because Bon by itself really represented that indigenous tradition, as is often thought? Or is it because the Bon sorcerers necessarily had to relate to and integrate with it? It is hard to tell, in absence of any specifically Bon exposé of their religion. 80

These are questions that remain unanswered today, for no “specifically Bonpo exposé” has yet been revealed with the answers to all our questions about the boundaries between Bon, Buddhism, and Tibet’s indigenous religion—nor will this likely ever happen. The very idea that such a Bon exposé exists rests on the assumption that there was once a discrete Bon tradition in the distant past, prior to becoming all mixed up with Buddhism or Tibetan popular religion.

Tucci also notes the difficulty of distinguishing between Buddhism, Bon, and the “folk religion,” but he adds that Bon manifests distinct phases in its development, each in succession reflecting higher degrees of synthesis:

> If we are discussing the Bon religion only at the end of our account it is, among other things, because our preceding descriptions, especially of the folk religion, and of certain special aspects of Lamaism, have in some degree opened the way to understanding Bon. If we can disregard some short texts found in Central Asia, we

---


can deduce that the pre-Buddhist religion of Tibet had to undergo a vast process of evolution to become able to compete with the incomparably more solid doctrinal structure of Buddhism.81

When Tucci turns his attention to analyzing how Bon developed within the context of Tibet’s social transformations, he relies entirely upon the “traditions that have come down to us” in the three-fold system of the Crystal Mirror of Doctrinal Systems.82 Evidently it is the text’s “handed down” or “given” quality (a crucial characteristic of all canonical texts) that keeps Tucci from critically interrogating its content and categories (‘jol bon, ‘khyar bon, ‘gyur bon). Reading Tucci’s analysis of these phases produces an eerie feeling of déjà vu all over again.83

So what exactly is Bon for Stein and Tucci? Together they might answer that Bon includes both of the above (Buddhism and popular religion) and a little more. That is, they agree that Bon is syncretic, adopting and adapting Buddhist and popular religious themes. But what determines the unique identity of Bon is that it has its own canon, a system for classifying its “own” teachings, its own cosmogonies and theogonies, and a lineage stemming from its own founder. There is an important shift here towards recognizing the indigenous categories found in Bon literature as legitimate, or at least as legitimizing a distinct identity. Yet the brief resumes of Bon by Stein and Tucci are still quite indebted to Buddhist polemical literature. The CMDS in particular informs their presentation of how Bon “evolved” from a simple religion preoccupied with apotropaic rites, divination, and magic, to a state-supported religion featuring a royal mortuary cult, and finally to a religion with a sophisticated doctrinal “superstructure,” lifted mostly from Buddhism, as well as from Kashmir Śaivism, Gnosticism, and Manicheanism.84

81 Giuseppe Tucci, The Religions of Tibet, p. 213.
82 Giuseppe Tucci, The Religions of Tibet, p. 224.
83 Tucci himself insists that the model of religious development found in the CMDS corresponds to an “inner law”, namely that the tradition develops naturally from its primordial state to a more sophisticated religion, overseen by a priestly class with unique powers distinct from the king’s. He explains on p. 224 of The Religions of Tibet that “from a primitive starting-point of purely magical or shamanistic character, varying from place to place, we come in the time of Gri-gum (who doubtless indicates an especially significant factor in the development of the Bon religion) to the first beginnings of an organizational process probably brought about through the contrast between the royal authority and the magical powers of Bon.” Such a statement about the “inner law” of religious evolution is revealing, not so much for its insight into the actual development of Bon, nor as an explanation of what Thu’u bkvan “really meant;” rather, it tells us that Tucci (like so many earlier historians of religion) regarded this model as a universal pattern for explaining change in “primitive” religions.
84 Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 232. Stein uses the CMDS historical overview of Bon a bit more critically than the other scholars discussed, although not any more sparingly. His method for reconstructing the history of Bon relies upon the narratives present in Thu’u bkvan’s text as well as in other Tibetan Buddhist histories. He enumerates all three phases of Bon development, but devotes most of his attention to the second and third phases. He refuses to speculate about the
With the displacement of Bon as Tibet’s non-Buddhist popular religion, there developed a much more critical attitude toward labeling Bon simply as a form of shamanism, especially as defined by Eliade and supported by the textual and ethnographic examples of Hoffmann and Nebesky-Wojkowitz. Stein and Tucci both found little evidence of the ecstatic trance state of the shaman in Bon rituals. Likewise, they found no support for the “supreme being ideology” that Eliade argued was so central to shamanism. Tucci explicitly rejected Hoffmann’s claim that Bonpos believed exclusively in Heaven, personified as a celestial being and understood as a deus otiosus; thus Tucci denies that Bonpos ever subscribed to a version of the shamanic “supreme being ideology.” Too, Stein and Tucci recognize that many of the shamanic motifs singled out by earlier scholars are found in Indian Tantric literature, and they question whether these elements were historically disseminated into Tibet from central Asia, as Hoffmann had suggested. Nonetheless, Tucci accepts that many of the shamanic motifs do appear in the ritual roles of early Bon priests, who were described as riding through the air, magically using their drums, and calling back the souls of the dead or dying. Stein, on the other hand, remains more skeptical than Tucci about labeling such practices as shamanic, pointing out that the funerary and healing rites performed by Bon priests were concerned primarily with the details of ritual syntax, with no sign of the priests breaking out into any nature of what he calls “revealed Bon,” and to his credit, he eschews the categories of animism and shamanism altogether. Yet when narrating the second phase of “deviant Bon” he presents the story of the three foreign Bonpos being invited to Tibet as if it were a historical event. Furthermore, he suggests that Thu’u bkvan’s theory of Saivite influence is plausible, adding on page 247 that Taoist, Manichaean, and Gnostic influences are possible as well.

Tucci writes in *The Religions of Tibet*, p. 218: “Nothing however allows one to define Bon as a religion characterized exclusively by the worship of heaven. Such worship only takes place in special circumstances and at particular moments, that is when there is mention of a gnam bon a “Bon of heaven.” Then again on p. 246 he writes: “One scarcely does justice to the old Bon religion if one affirms it is a religion of the sky, although certain Bon concepts (e.g. gnam bon) could justify this name.” Tucci’s criticism here is explicitly directed against Hoffmann, but Hoffmann was simply reinforcing Eliade’s theory that shamanism must have a sky or heaven orientation for its supreme being ideology. In both Buddhist and Bon polemical literature one way the Tibetan writer would dismiss his opponents was to claim that they “like the sky/heaven” (gnam la dga’). This phrase is used by both Nelpa Pandita and Sum pa mkhan po in reference to Bonpos, when Bonpos advance the claim that the very first king of Tibet, Gnya’ khri btsan po, descended from the sky, rather than from a royal lineage traced back to India. In their polemic, “liking the sky” is a mark of primitivism, perhaps comparable to the 19th century images of primitive “nature worship.” The phrase evokes the naïve reverence paid to the skies or heavens, a mundane focus on the visible. Bon writers themselves also used this polemical strategy, as Kvaerne noted in the *Gzi brjid* there is a rejection of Mongolian religious practices as based simply on reverence for heaven. See Per Kvaerne’s article “Mongols and Khitans in a 14th-century Tibetan Bonpo Text,” *Acta Orientalia Hungaricae* 34 (1980), pp. 89.

spontaneous ecstatic trance. Stein also notes that the stereotypical
description of the blue-caped, long-haired Bonpos flying through the air
astride a drum may sound shamanic, but this drum riding feat is also found
among Indian siddhas. Moreover, Tibetan Buddhist writers attribute blue
capes and long hair to any “heretic,” whether it be Bonpos, Śaivites, aberrant
Tantrists, or those generally hostile to Buddhism.

Snellgrove and Kvaerne continue this exacting critique of Bon
“shamanism,” mostly from the standpoint of textual specialists and
philologists who argue that this western category does little to elucidate Bon
literature and rituals. Their close reading of Bon texts paid less attention to
the antagonistic voices of Buddhists and relied instead upon the cooperation
of contemporary Bonpo scholars, who helped them understand these texts
from “inside” Bon orthodoxy. Thus their revisionist representations of Bon
coincided with their cooperation with Bonpo Geshes (Dge bshes), who knew
nothing about the foreign category of “shamanism.” Snellgrove must be
recognized as the first western scholar to “discover” these Bonpo
“treasures” (like a Tibetan gter ston). With the sponsorship of the Rockefeller
Foundation he invited three Tibetan Bonpo monks to study at the University
of London and collaborate with him on a translation of chapters from the Gzi
brjig, which was published as The Nine Ways of Bon.

Snellgrove’s action served to legitimize or “consecrate” the Bon tradition
in at least three ways. First, The Nine Ways of Bon offered a systematic
summary of genuinely “canonical” teachings (from the Bonpos’ perspective)
and its difficult technical terminology was explained with the assistance of
Bonpo scholar-monsks. Second, when two of the Bonpo monks, Tenzin
Namdak and Sangye Tenzin, returned to India they eventually established
the first Bon monastery in exile at Dolanji, with the financial backing of
western aid organizations. Tenzin Namdak and Sangye Tenzin, who
became the chief teacher and the abbot respectively at this monastery, also
initiated a publishing venture so that scores of Bon canonical works were
published and disseminated to western libraries, such as the American
university libraries designated as the repositories for India PL-480 texts.
Third, the remaining Bonpo monk, Samten Karmay, stayed at the University
of London to study under Snellgrove, and he became one of the pre-eminent
scholars of Bon to write in both English and French. In 1972 Karmay
published the first Bon history of Tibet in English, The Treasury of Good
Sayings, followed by “A General Introduction to the History and Doctrines
of Bon” in 1975, both of which superceded the superficial summary of Bon
found in the CMDS. As a result of Snellgrove’s “discovery” then, and due
to the industriousness of these Bonpo monk-scholars, the new historical
picture of Bon that began to emerge in the west during the 1970s came much
closer than any previous portrait to understanding Bon from within. This

87 Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 238.
88 Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 235. Also see note 18 above.
89 Samten Karmay, “A General Introduction to the History and Doctrines of Bon”
transformed Bonpos from mere objects being acted upon to actors in their own right.

Yet the revisionist picture of Bon that Snellgrove and Kvaerne produced was not very sympathetic to the claims made by Bonpos that their tradition was the authentic and original religion of Tibet, predating Buddhism. Rather, they regarded Bon as a heterodox form of Tibetan Buddhism that emerged only as a distinct constituted tradition in the eleventh century. Yet even then it was already syncretic, drawing upon the Buddhist and popular traditions of Tibet, as well as religious elements from other cultures (central Asian shamanism excepted). Snellgrove and Kvaerne dismissed as misdirected their predecessors’ quest to recover a pure Bon prior to Buddhism. While Snellgrove notes the importance of gaining the Bonpos’ own “insider’s” perspective on their history and literature, this becomes problematic in understanding pre-Buddhist Bon. He writes in his Introduction to *The Nine Ways of Bon*:

> In giving an account of any religion we cannot ignore what the practisers say about themselves.... In the case of the bonpos we have to accept them and understand them as they are, while still trying to unravel the historical development of their religion. An understanding of them on their own terms is all the more important nowadays, because we need the assistance of their few remaining scholars in order to understand something of their early texts. Tibetans who can help with these texts are now very rare indeed. Educated bonpo monks are brought up in the dGe lugs pa (‘Yellow Hat’) Way, trained in conventional Buddhist philosophy and logic and receiving after examination by debate the academic degree of dGe bshes. They know their monastic liturgies and the names of their own bonpo gods, but very rarely indeed are they at all experienced in reading the sort of bonpo texts in which we most need assistance, namely material which represents ‘pre-Buddhist’ traditions. This lack of familiarity on the part of present-day bonpos with what Western scholars would regard as real *bon* material, may come as a disappointment.90

Snellgrove here identifies one of the challenges that a philologist or historian faces in working with native scholar informants to read historical texts. The Bonpos’ familiarity with the web of intertextual allusions and with the exegetical commentaries on key concepts found in any work of Bon literature makes them very valuable informants. However, the Bonpos’ lack of interest in or awareness of the historical development of their literature often leads them read ancient texts in an anachronistic manner. Moreover, many of the divination practices (*mo*), astrological calculations (*rtsis*), methods of medical diagnosis (*dpyad*), and rituals for placating gods and demons (*gto*) that one finds in Bon literature employ an archaic vocabulary that is unfamiliar to contemporary Bon scholars, since these practices are no longer part of the living Bon tradition. Here the historian might be better served by comparing the descriptions of these practices to what appears in the archaic Dunhuang manuscripts and ancient epigraphy on these topics.

---

while recognizing how problematic it would be to identify such practices as belonging either to the indigenous religion or to pre-Buddhist Bon.

From the perspective of Snellgrove, Kvaerne, and subsequent scholars of Bon literature like Blondeau and Martin, the interest that earlier European scholars had in locating the Bon “shaman” was misplaced. From their critical perspective the Bon “shaman” becomes somewhat of a scapegoat, representing the ignorance of these earlier scholars, a scapegoat better banished in future discussions of this religion. One of the effects of their collaboration with Bon informants is their desire to police the boundaries of “Bon” as an object of western investigation, and forbid the use of the foreign term “shamanism.” However, the desire to exorcize the “shaman” from discourse on Tibetan religion has proved unsuccessful, as contemporary anthropologists and new-age enthusiasts have redefined the term. “Shamanism” has proved to be an elastic and elusive term, and much like “fetishism” or “totemism” it has been reclaimed from its earlier pejorative connotations by current anthropological usage.91

The desire to delineate and deflate “shamanism” as a powerful yet insubstantial notion echoes the analysis of “totemism” by Claude Lévi-Strauss. In his groundbreaking study on *Totemism*, Lévi-Strauss presented one of the first critical deconstructions and reconstructions of an anthropological category. His chapter on the “Totemic Illusion” opens with the following profound insight:

To accept as a theme for discussion a category that one believes to be false always entails a risk, simply by the attention that is paid to it, of entertaining some illusion about its reality. In order to come to grips with an imprecise obstacle one emphasizes its contours where all one really wants is to demonstrate their insubstantiality, for in attacking an ill-founded theory the critic begins by paying it a kind of respect. The phantom which is imprudently summoned up, in the hope of exorcising it for good, vanishes only to reappear, and closer than one imagines to the place where it was at first.92

For Lévi-Strauss, the category of “totemism” is an illusory one, a reified concept that has haunted the minds of many western anthropologists, both ghostly and ghastly. What disturbs Lévi-Strauss about the ghost of “totemism” is how it has been projected by anthropologists into the unsuspecting minds of “primitive” peoples, marking them as “savage” or “other”, literally akin to animals and plants. Especially repugnant to civilized Christians, the category of totemism affirms continuity between man and beasts, an extremely “primitive” or “pagan” idea.93 Thus “totemism”, much like “hysteria” claims Lévi-Strauss, was created by western scientific minds to distance themselves from the abnormal and

91 For some revisionist interpretations of fetishism as a useful category in anthropological discourse, see Emily Apter and William Pietz, eds. *Fetishism as Cultural Discourse* (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1993).
93 Lévi-Strauss, *Totemism*, p. 3.
immoral other. As self-appointed exorcist, Lévi-Strauss intends to demonstrate the illusory quality of this category. But before he can disillusion his fellow anthropologists he first must reconstruct their images of totemism, which effectively reactivates their potency. Thus the paradox of “entertaining some illusion about its reality,” for merely by paying respect to their illusions, those illusions may come to have a life of their own. Such is the risk Lévi-Strauss runs in debunking this potent western category, which has had the real effect of separating us from them. Yet our author suggests mysteriously that even after the phantom of totemism seems effectively eliminated, it reappears even closer than one imagines to the place where it was at first.

Hitchcock has shown us that to give away the ending does not eliminate all suspense in a narrative, so I will give away his conclusion, in anticipation of another argument advanced by an anthropologist. Lévi-Strauss believes that totemism is in fact not “out there” in the archaic minds of savages, but its truth is found within all our intellects, as a certain mode of metaphorical thinking. For some anthropologists of Tibet too, “shamanism” is to be identified as a mode of analogical thinking that includes “totemism.” Despite the strenuous efforts by textual scholars of Bon to eliminate “shamanism” from scholarship on Tibetan religion, the term has reappeared in the work of anthropologists, New Age enthusiasts, and even among the Bonpos themselves: shamanism appears even closer than one imagines to the place where it was at first.

Soundings of Tibetan Shamanism by Anthropologists

Over the last three decades shamans have resurfaced in numerous anthropological studies on Nepal and Tibet, but the scholar’s perspective on the shaman has changed once again. One of the most important transformations to occur in recent ethnographic studies is that the shaman’s social and religious role is examined in relation to Buddhist lamas, resulting in a dialectical approach to defining the two ritual specialists. To consider shamanism relationally within a contested social arena marks a advance over the free-floating conceptions and definitions of shamanism used by earlier scholars. Since the 1970s there have been numerous dissertations and monographs in anthropology published on shamans in Nepal, but most do not address the historical relationship between Buddhist lamas and the shamans in Tibet.

A few anthropologists such as Robert Paul, David Holmberg, and Stan Mumford have pursued their research among Tibeto-Burman groups in Nepal where shamans and Buddhist lamas compete as ritual specialists. Moreover, their research has an ethno-historical purpose in trying to reconstruct diachronically the tense relationship between Buddhist lamas and their Bon “shaman” counterparts in Tibet. Many of the Nepali shamans in fact claim Tibetan descent, and some even trace their lineage back to the

Tibetan Bonpos, such as the Tamang Bombos studied by Holmberg, Tib the Ghyabrê and Paju shamans researched by Mumford, and the Sherpa shamans described by Paul. These (fictive) lineages give these anthropologists license to reconstruct pre-Buddhist culture in Tibet teleologically, using the contemporary shamans as the basis for recuperating the original form of Bon shamanism. Their ethnography is thus meant to fill in the silences of the Tibetan historical record, and to account for the process of “Lama-ization.” Inevitably, the images they present of the Bon shaman and the Buddhist lama are oversimplified. The anthropologists tend to exaggerate the gap between the complex and hybrid forms of Shamanism and Buddhism that they encounter in the field and the ideal type of the shaman and the lama that are retrojected into the past.

There is a common dialectical model found in the research of Paul, Holmberg, Mumford, and Samuel that places shamans in duel and dialogue with Buddhist clerics. The shaman and lama serve as two opposing “ideal types” with conflicting modes of authority. The modern Nepali and ancient Tibetan shaman is understood to be a practitioner of ecstatic techniques and healing rites, concerned with restoring harmony to their ailing clients. These scholars tend to regard their authority as nearly autonomous, deriving from their ecstatic experiences, their charisma, as well as their understanding of the local deities and demons who require propitiation, a form of “local knowledge” passed down orally by shaman practitioners. Tibetan lamas, on the other hand, are presented as elite representatives of a universal “great” tradition, with its hierarchical monastic institutions and strict moral injunctions. Their clerical authority derives from their institutional affiliation as well as their ability to read sacred texts. Yet despite all their institutional ties, the lamas are preoccupied above all with the “otherworldly” concern of liberation, rather than with achieving harmony in the world. The anthropologists’ shaman/lama dichotomy is identified (and subsequently critiqued) by Brigitte Steinmann as follows:

Nothing differs more than the lama and the shaman. They seem to stand at opposite poles of religious experience. The shaman acts out of a world of irrationality, trance and possession, delirium and dream and forms part of a community ruled by the force of sacrifice, personal powers and a chieftain’s charisma. The lama, in contrast, presents himself as the embodiment of measure and

---


exegesis. He has chosen his vocation within a lineage of men
organized according to hierarchic principles. His deeds are
founded on a doctrine transmitted according to the tradition, and
in writing.99

The formation of these opposing “ideal types” raises a host of interpretive
issues, but here I will limit my analysis to some of the problems with the
representation of the shaman.

Paul argues that many of the characteristic features of Tibetan
shamanism, such as the spontaneous ecstatic experience or the soul journey
to the netherworld, have been transformed in its confrontation with
Buddhist clerical religion. In the institutionalized context of monastic
Buddhism, monks pursue experiences that bear a structural resemblance to
shamanic ecstasy, but the highly ritualized form of Buddhist meditation has
substantially changed the archaic shamanic techniques. Paul contends that
the overlap of spiritual domains and functions resulted in tension between
the shaman and the lama. Because they represent two distinct social strata,
their similar religious powers become opposing social forces. The shaman, a
highly charismatic layperson, unaffiliated with any institution and not
under the jurisdiction of a formal ethical code of behavior, becomes a
subversive threat to his spiritual colleague the lama, who represents the
monastic institution and abides by its strict moral prescriptions. Historical
development, however, favors the lama as the representative of the
institute, over the village shaman. Paul subscribes to a Weberian view of
historical evolution, in which the telic thrust of history is towards greater
rationalization, the growth of institutions, hierarchies, and the routinization
of charisma:

Whereas religious virtuosity may once have coincided for the
Sherpa with magical power or charisma, which could be had by
village shamans, today it corresponds to obedience to a higher
number of moral regulations. I have no particular hypothesis to
put forward as to why this should be the case, other than it seems
to be the overall direction of the movement of history, as Weber
and the Hegelians before him pointed out.100

Paul suggests that the shaman’s future in Nepal and in the Tibetan cultural
context will be insignificant, as he will become drowned out by the rising
wave of historical progress.

While Paul views the shaman’s institutional and ethical independence as
a liability, Mumford, Holmberg and Samuel tend to idealize and overstate

Toit de monde ed. by Samten Karmay and Philippe Sagant (Nanterre: Société
d’ethnologie, 1997), p. 419. Steinmann concludes her analysis of the exorcism
rituals of a Tamang bombo “shaman” and a lama priest by noting their
similarities, since they operate in the same “field of religious representations.”
She concludes that “our vision of the shaman as more original than the lama
consequently seems a highly romantic delusion” (435). Steinmann’s conclusion
here is compatible with those made in this article.

the shaman’s radical and transgressive ecstatic experiences. From their perspective, the shaman’s purported autonomy gives him a privileged place on the boundary, capable of criticizing the official orthodoxy and the hegemonic social authority of the lamas. Sounding much like Ch’an masters,101 the shamans claim that their ecstatic experiences and healing abilities are not dependent on words and scriptures, and they position themselves as the only mediators with direct access to the divine, open to the influence of alien spirits during their spontaneous experiences. For instance, Mumford records how the modern Ghyabrê and Paju shamans in Nepal interpret the story that features the famous competition of magic between Milarepa and the Bon siddha named Naro Bon chung, in which the traditional Buddhist accounts present Milarepa as the victor. According to the Paju shaman’s version of the story, however, after Naro Bon chung was defeated in the contest by Milarepa, the Bonpo destroyed his own written texts by burning them in a fire. As he watched his sacred texts turn into ash, the Bonpo siddha heard a divine voice that commanded him to commit the content of the texts to memory. He proceeded to eat the ashes and “swallow the knowledge,” thereby internalizing it. To this day it is claimed that the Paju shamans who descend from Naro Bon chung have their ritual and magical knowledge safely sealed in their minds, while the rival lamas must rely on texts that they can hardly read in the dark, when exorcism rituals must be performed.102 One can see the shaman’s one-upmanship operating here against the lama, whose knowledge is lost without his texts, while the shaman’s authentic knowledge is based on direct experience and not dependent on texts.

Mumford argues (contra Paul) that shamans are better able to adapt to cultural change, while the lama remains bound to a conservative and hegemonic institutional ideology. His characterization of the shaman turns him into an enlightened social critic, an ironic and elusive trickster who undermines the lama’s moral seriousness, and especially his preoccupation with karma and individual destiny:

[The shamans] do not draw a boundary around their identity.... They embrace the interpenetration of different wills, allowing spirits from the periphery and from previous eras to enter their own being. They enter alien realms on behalf of the community.... Because of this self-image the Paju and Ghyabrê are able to view their own motives and images as unbounded, incomplete, and historically changing.... They view their own truths as partial and in need of further elaboration from other sources.103

Such a view of the shamans’ self-identity as reflexive, dialogical, and decentered tells us more about Mumford’s Bakhtin-inspired idealization than about the Nepali shaman or the Bonpo, who undoubtedly consider their own role and tradition to be centered within the boundaries of the true

The anthropologist perhaps unconsciously identifies his own ambiguous status, moving betwixt and between cultures, with the shaman moving effortlessly between divine and human realms and serving as a mediator for their clients. Anthropologists often succumb to “ethnographic ventriloquism” (to use Geertz’s phrase) when they speak not just about another form of life but speak from within it. While a few anthropologists have sought to become the shaman’s apprentice in order to learn about their trance states, others like Mumford and Holmberg use their ethnographic authorial control to give voice to the shaman’s immediate experience. The idealization of the shaman’s healing role in restoring harmony to the world may also reflect the western anthropologist’s quest for re-enchantment in nature and redemption from modernity, with its repressive bureaucracies and hegemonic hierarchies.

Holmberg’s characterization of Tamang shamans (the Bombos) and their soundings also underscores the immediacy of their experience. He voices their claim to be “less dependent than the lambus and lamas on the formalities of training and the necessity of texts and proper procedures.” One of his Bompo informants tells him that “Lamas read from books, bombos must speak from their mouths. All comes from the innards. It is not poured from a flask or dumped from a basket [the way lamas and lambus practice]. If you have no consciousness you cannot do it.” What seems overlooked here is how the shaman’s “spontaneous” experiences and apparently effortless performance is carefully regulated and ritualized, the result of intense formal training, learned from teachers whose authoritative knowledge has been transmitted through a lineage. While Holmberg notes the importance of lineage for the Bombo shaman, who receives initiation from a preceptor, he finds their rhetoric of immediacy persuasive and the elusiveness of their authority intriguing. He declares that the Bombos are enigmatic figures and masters of paradox and ambiguity, who dwell in the breach “reveling and revealing enigmas of experience and order.” In response to the dominant narratives of the lamas, who impose closure and hegemonic order, the Bombos offer a “deconstructive voice” that fathoms the “arbitrariness of the social order.” Again we see the image of the shaman as a trickster, who offers an alternative and liberating perspective on society, an authentic perspective that he gains through his dreams and from his direct religious experience with the gods.

After Holmberg and Mumford, the most recent anthropologist to use a version of the shaman/cleric dyad model for interpreting Tibetan religions and societies is Geoffrey Samuel. His work *Civilized Shamans* presents an ambitious effort to encompass all of Tibetan religion within the twin categories of shamanic and clerical, taxonomic categories that are sometimes presented as complementary dyads, and other times as tensely balanced relationships.

105 Holmberg, *Order in Paradox*, p. 149.
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For Samuel, the “shamanic” is present in analogical, metaphorical, and mythic modes of thinking, in the visionary states and ecstatic experiences of the spirit medium and tantric siddha, in a sociocentric sense of self with a charismatic form of authority, and in small-scale decentralized societies. The clerical, on the other hand, is present in rational, linear, and goal-oriented modes of thinking, it gains its authority in the mediations of scripture and texts, and it is found in centralized, hierarchical, and bureaucratic societies. Although Samuel repeatedly emphasizes that both shamanic and clerical modes are present in Tibetan religions, it is clear that he values more highly the shamanic mode: “I believe that the sophisticated body of shamanic practices within Tibetan Buddhism probably constitutes Tibet’s most important single contribution to humanity.” In doing so, Samuel reiterates the valorization of the shaman over the clerical monk found in the work of other anthropologists, which also reverses the valorization of the Buddhist monk over the diabolical Bon shaman found in the pioneering studies by Das, Kawaguchi, Waddell, and Hoffmann. The “civilized shamans” found by recent anthropologists are inverted mirror images of the uncivilized shamans found by pioneering Tibetologists.

How does the shamanic-clerical model map onto Tibetan religions? For Samuel, the shamanic is most clearly evident in the folk or “nameless” religion. Both Bon and Buddhism have shamanic and clerical aspects, although he distinguishes Bon and Nyingma as more shamanic because they are less centralized and hierarchical orders, while the Dge lugs pa and Sakya monastic orders manifest the clerical hierarchies. What Samuel finds especially valuable about the shamanic mode of the Bon and Nyingma traditions is their reliance on creative visionary experience and revelation, as manifest in their “treasure literature.” What is neglected or overlooked in Samuel’s somewhat romantic image of direct, unmediated religious experience is the extent to which the practitioners were concerned with legitimizing their treasure texts and revelatory experiences in terms of past precedent, making them more conservative and traditional (and clerical) than he supposes.

Mirroring and Intercultural Mimesis in Discourse about Bon Shamans

My line of argument in this article has involved criss-crossing back and forth between western representations of Tibetan religion and common Tibetan representations of the “other.” My intent is to emphasize how the discourse of Tibetologists repeats (consciously or unconsciously) Tibetan polemics. In his pioneering study on Orientalism, Edward Said sought to grasp the “sheer knitted together strength of Orientalist discourse, its very close ties to the enabling socio-economic and political institutions and its redoubtable durability.” What Said failed to appreciate in that work is the
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extent to which Orientalist discourse may be knitted out of strands found in Asian text(ile)s. By criss-crossing back and forth between western scholarship and Tibetan polemical literature, some of their common discursive strands may come unraveled, revealing that the images of Tibetan religion found in recent scholarship are not fantasies or demonic delusions that western scholars alone have invented. The point of this exercise is to recognize how western representations of Tibetan religion took form, informed at times by Tibetan descriptions of the other religion. I do not intend either to place blame or excuse earlier scholars for their representations. Rather than assuming the moral high ground and criticizing earlier stereotypes of Tibetan religion, my intent is to problematize an assumption made by some Orientalist critics that western scholars and missionaries have invented a discourse unconnected to native representations. The dialogical reading technique promoted here relativizes the cultural identities of Tibet and the west.

The technique of criss-crossing pursued here also relies on metaphors of mirroring and mimicry. The reduplicated term “criss-crossing” itself suggests a reflexive movement. It involves moving betwixt and between the hierarchies and histories of Tibet and the west, showing that the mirror of alterity present in western images of the Tibetan others picks up reflections found in the mirroring historical narratives of Buddhism and Bon. I have focused on the mirror image in particular as an ambivalent trope with its own agency, not because the mirror image functions as a universal archetype, or because it serves as a key to the psychic unity of mankind. Mirror images are deceptive, never identical or fixed. Just as mimicry in the Tibetan context often creates something novel and unusual, so too does the western discourse that mirrors Tibetan polemical categories produce new effects. As we have seen, Waddell is instrumental in codifying the category of “Lamaism” to describe Tibetan Buddhism, while Hoffmann plays a similar role in the codification of the category of “shamanism” to describe Bon. Both of these categories have been appropriated by some Tibetans as legitimate (and legitimating) terms to describe and authenticate their own traditions. Yet once again, these terms are transformed in the process.111

Many more examples could be cited to illustrate the “elective affinities” between the historiography of western Orientalists and Tibetan styles of self-representation. But the above examples are sufficient for my purpose of demonstrating how criss-crossing between the iconic extremes found in Tibetan polemics and western interpretations illustrates a form of “intercultural mimesis.”112 By reading certain regnant images of the other

---

111 Two well-known Tibetan scholars in exile, Samten Karmay and T sultrim Kelsang Khangkar, have accepted the term “Lamaism” as an appropriate term for describing the Lama-based Buddhism of Tibet. See K. Dhondup’s interview of T sultrim Kelsang appearing as “‘Lamaism’ is an Appropriate Term” in Tibetan Review, 13.6 (June 1978), pp. 18-19. Likewise, Tenzin Namdak, the leading scholar of Bon living in exile, has come to embrace the term “shamanism” to describe Bon, as has his student Tenzin Wangyal, who leads weekend retreats on Tibetan shamanic practices.

112 I borrow the phrases “elective affinities” and “intercultural mimesis” from Charles Hallisey’s article “Roads Taken and Not Taken in the Study of..."
cross-culturally, we begin to delineate more clearly the intersection of western and Tibetan forms of history. Criss-crossing is a technique which can illuminate this complex process of intercultural borrowing, bringing out the local flavors and particular cultural culinary genius behind the celebrated “pizza effect.”

Much of what follows in this style of analysis is indebted to the insights of the post-colonial theorist Homi Bhabha. Mimicry is a common ploy used to incorporate the other as almost the same, but not quite, resulting in a stereotype of the aping other as derivative and partial. Bhabha aptly characterizes this effect of mimicry in the western colonial construction of the other as “not quite/not white.” The racist stereotypes found in colonialist discourse about the Simian Black, whose mimicry of the White Man’s manners only makes him more akin to the monkey, or the Lying Asiatic, whose essential duplicity makes him a shady figure according to the white standard of truth, always makes the other recognizable, yet not-quite-white. Such stereotypes appropriate the native into a sub-class only to show how inappropriate he or she really is.

Yet what Bhabha explores is not how crude and simplistic these stereotypes are, but rather their dynamic and ambivalent qualities, which produce some anxiety for those who use them. Aping stereotypes present the other as partial, a somewhat grotesque distortion which, when the mimicking other returns its gaze, is distinctly unsettling to the self-same identity of the stereotyper. Herein lies the menacing side of mimicry. The mimic man inadvertently undermines the authority of the original, and the fixity of the white standard of normality starts to slip. Mimicry always makes a difference that threatens to be total, but not quite, so it must be disavowed, only to bring the other disturbingly close into the presence of the colonialist. As Bhabha puts it,

The discourse of mimicry is constructed around an ambivalence; in order to be effective, mimicry must continually produce its slippage, its excesses, its difference. The authority of that mode of colonial discourse that I have called mimicry is therefore stricken by an indeterminacy: mimicry emerges as the representation of a difference that is itself a process of disavowal.

The ambivalence of mimicry leads to a kind of double-trouble, or better yet, a double agent. Situated in a shifty position between difference and sameness, mimicry assumes an agency all its own, without a subject. As a

---

Theravada Buddhism” in Curators of the Buddha: The Study of Buddhism Under Colonialism, ed. by Donald Lopez (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995), pp. 31-61. Hallisey defines intercultural mimesis as “when some aspect of a culture of a subjectified people influenced or otherwise enabled the investigator to represent that culture.” (p. 34). For a recent application of this model to Buddhist studies, see Richard King’s Orientalism and Religion: Postcolonial Theory, India and ‘The Mystic East’ (London: Routledge, 1999), and especially his section on “Intercultural Mimesis and the Local Production of Meaning,” pp. 148-160.


form of imperfect repetition, mimicry seems to produce unanticipated
effects: “the whole question of agency gets moved from a fixed point into a
process of circulation.... Mimicry at once enables power and produces the
loss of agency.”

The ambiguous nature of mimetic agency can be illustrated in the latest manifestation of Tibetan and Bon “shamanism” to
appear in the west.

With the anthropological studies of Nepali and Tibetan religion,
shamanism appears to have earned a widespread currency in academic
circles. Yet its value is even more inflated in popular spiritual circles,
especially among American New Age adherents. Evidence for the
commodification of shamanism can be found on the Internet, where one can
buy shamanic paraphernalia, and in the popular spiritual literature that has
flooded the American market for consumption by new-age enthusiasts. In
magazines like _Shaman's Drum_ and in popular do-it-yourself shamanic
guidebooks, the experiential benefits of shamanic techniques are touted, and
the ancient wisdom of the shaman, who is in contact with another “separate
reality,” is pursued. The connection between the anthropologist’s fascination
with shamanic experience and the New Age participant in shamanic vision
quests is no mere coincidence. Many neo-shamans read ethnographic
accounts of shamanic experience as a script for enactment. Indeed, it was
Eliade’s proposal that students of religion practice “creative hermeneutics,”
meaning that they ought to strive towards reliving and recreating the sacred
experiences and events of the past. This message has been adopted
wholeheartedly among the contemporary apologists of shamanism, who
read Eliade’s study of _Shamanism_ as a guidebook for their own ecstatic
vision quests.

Understandably, savvy American fashion designers have sought to cash
in on this opportunity to sell Tibetan shamanic exotica as the “latest” in
primitive chic. In a 1995 J. Peterman Company Catalogue, one can find a
“Tibetan Shaman’s Jacket and Cap” for sale, advertised in the section called
“Booty, Spoils & Plunder:”

It’s official. Crystals are out, Tibetan Buddhism is in. The
monasteries are springing up across America; stars of Hollywood,
Rock, and Wall Street are chanting _Om mani padme hum_. But why
play catch-up when you can be a jump ahead? Long before
Buddhism came to Tibet, native Bon shamans were doing quite
nicely without having to give up (as good Buddhists must) a
belief in one’s personal existence. Empowered by ceremonial
jackets like the one you see here, they focused on practical matters
like curing toothaches and assuring a bumper crop of _Hordeum
vulgare_. They could fly through the air, communicate by telepathy
(cheaper than MCI), do interesting things to their enemies. Isn’t
there someone you’d like to torment, perhaps launching nine


kinds of destructive hailstorms against? Authentic Bon shaman’s jacket, handmade in northern India by Tibetan refugees who know how.... Price: $175.

What is striking about the J. Peterman image of the Bon “shaman” is that he is less a master of ecstatic trance and a spiritual healer than a powerful magician whose jacket represents “booty, spoils and plunder.” We might recall that according to Bon histories, the exotic emblems (including the tiger and leopard fur-lined capes and jackets) worn by the Bon priests in ancient times were granted as gifts by the Tibetan kings, in reward for their role in suppressing demonic enemies. The kings decorated the bodies of their Bon priests with the booty and spoils from the defeated countries, and their bold display of these emblems was meant to embellish the priest’s power as a form of metonymic domination. Today, the Bon “shaman” jacket is less a reward for power than a symbol of the aspiration to power. The advertisement even proclaims “You bet you’ll get the table you want when you wear this one.”

What makes the J. Peterman advertisement even more revealing is its suggestion that Tibetan refugees, who fabricate “authentic” Bon jackets, are now active participants in the western consumer’s appropriation of Bon shamanism. Today one can read notices in Shaman’s Drum or attend New Age institutes for retreats with authentic Tibetan masters, where “the ancient shamanic techniques of Bon” are taught. Following in the footsteps of Carlos Castenada, people sign up for Tibetan Bon seminars on Shamanism hoping to meet the Tibetan Don Juan. These examples illustrate how “shamanism” has become commodified into a popular image of Bon, not only for western consumers, but for Tibetan Bonpos who participate as well. The Tibetan Bon teachers have discovered their own identity as “shamans” by looking into the mirror of alterity that western disciples hold up to them.

Rituels aux divinités locales de Kheng 'Bu li (Bhoutan central)

Françoise Pommaret, CNRS (UMR 8047), Paris.

Note d’avertissement de l’auteur:
Cet article a été présenté en 1998 au 8e International Seminar of Tibetan Studies (IATS) qui s’est tenu à l’Université d’Indiana à Bloomington, USA. A cause du délai et du fait que jusqu’en janvier 2004, les Actes n’étaient toujours pas publiés, j’ai décidé de le soumettre dans sa version électronique à la Revue d’Etudes Tibétaines (RET). L’article n’a pas été actualisé depuis 1999 et il représente donc l’état de la recherche à cette date.

Le village de ‘Bu li1 se trouve dans la région historique de Kheng (Kheng), aussi appelée Kheng rigs rnam gsum. Cette région qui englobait une partie du Bhoutan sud central et qui s’étage du nord au sud entre 2400m et 300m d’altitude, fait aujourd’hui partie du district de Zhemgang (Zhel sgang). C’est une des régions les plus pauvres et des plus enclavées du Bhoutan, couverte d’une luxuriante jungle semi-tropicale.

Les Kheng pa parlent un dialecte du Bumthangkha,2 ce qui tendrait à prouver qu’une partie d’entre eux aurait migré depuis Bumthang vers ces régions plus basses et plus chaudes. Il existe une voie de communication directe employée pendant des siècles entre Bumthang et Kheng et utilisée encore aujourd’hui par les troupeaux de bovins qui transhument en hiver de Bumthang à Kheng. Il faut quatre jours de marche depuis Bumthang pour atteindre les premiers villages de Kheng. Aujourd’hui avec le développement des routes goudronnées, beaucoup préfèrent marcher jusqu’à la route qui mène de Zhemgang à Tongsa au nord et ensuite à Bumthang, ce qui fait en voiture un trajet d’à peine six heures.3

Les Kheng pa sont renommés pour leur connaissance des produits de la forêt, pour leur utilisation des plantes sauvages et pour les objets en bambou et rotin qu’ils tressent, et en cela ils sont très proches des Mon pa, population vivant dans la même région, qui selon la tradition bhoutanaise aurait formé le

Tous mes remerciements vont à mon amie, Chime Wangmo qui vient de ‘Bu li et qui m’a beaucoup aidée dans cette recherche.

1 Ce village ne doit pas être confondu avec le petit temple de ‘Bu li qui se trouve dans la vallée de Chumé (Chu smad) à Bumthang, et qui appartient à une lignée de rDo re gling pa. L’orthographe du village semble être indifféremment ‘Bu li ou Bu li.

2 Le Bumthangkha est classé dans la branche “proto-east Bodish of the Bodish section of the Bodic division of the Tibeto-Burman family.” Selon Michailovsky & Mazaudon: “The Bumthang languages are clearly closely related to Tibetan in addition to being heavily influenced by it, but [...] they are not Tibetan dialects, that is, unlike Dzongkha, they are not continuations of (roughly) the language reflected in the Tibetan writing system” (1994:546).
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noyau des premiers habitants du Bhoutan. Il est vraisemblable que Mon pa et migrants de Bumthang se sont mélangés dans cette région.  

Les Kheng pa sont aussi connus pour leur goût pour l'alcool; jusque dans les années 80, ils ne buvaient pratiquement pas de thé qui était de toute façon assez difficile à obtenir, préférant l’ara (a rag) qu’ils distillent essentiellement à partir du millet.

L’histoire de la région de Kheng est mal connue mais selon l’historiographie bhoutanaise, les premiers seigneurs auraient été les gDung de Ura (dBu ra/U ra), une des vallées de Bumthang. Ceux-ci seraient les descendants du prince tibétain ‘Od srungs. A une date non précisée mais qui pourrait être sept générations après ‘Od srungs, donc vers le 11ème siècle, le gDung de Ura, Grags pa dbang phyug, lors de ses voyages annuels à Kheng pour relever les impôts eut un enfant avec bKra shis dbang mo, une femme qui était le chef local (dPon mo). Les descendants de cet enfant furent les gDung de Kheng et dans cette région le gDung de Nya mkhar semble avoir été le plus important. Le sMycs rabs, qui retrace la généalogie des familles du clan sMyos apparentées à Padma gling pa, reprend cette version mais en qualifiant l’enfant d’illegitime (zur sras). De plus, ce texte mentionne les visites à Kheng de deux religieux (chos rje) de Sum phrang, village situé à Ura au Bumthang; ces derniers étaient les descendants de bDe mchog (1179-1265) fondateur du clan sMyos au Bhoutan et ancêtre de Padma gling pa. Il s’agit tout d’abord le chos rje d’Pal ldan bzang po (1447-1507) qui, entre 1494 et 1500, s’est rendu dans toute la région de Kheng; puis, au début du 17ème siècle, de gZi brjid, religieux (chos rje) de Sum phrang vint comme "mari" (mag pa) de la fille du gDung de Nya mkhar. Ceci expliquerait pourquoi, encore aujourd’hui, les gens de ‘Bu li disent que leur chos srung, mGon po Ma ning, est venu de Sum phrang, ainsi que leurs liens avec Ura. D’autre part, je n’ai pour l’instant pas trouvé de source écrite mentionnant les liens entre les gDung de Nya mkhar et ceux de ‘Bu li sinon leur ancêtre commun, mais ces liens devaient certainement être étroits car les deux lieux sont séparés par quelques heures de marche seulement.

Selon le Lo rgyus, au 17ème siècle, le gDung de Nya mkhar avait établi son pouvoir sur toute la région de Kheng, ce qui provoqua la révolte du gDung de sTung la ‘bi. Celui-ci alla trouver les commandants de l’armée ‘brug pa, alors en pleine conquête du Bhoutan de l’est; il offrit de les guider à Kheng et de les aider à soumettre la région à l’autorité ‘brug pa. L’un après l’autre les

---

6 Le terme gDung qui est l'honorifique de rus "os" désigne généralement le lignage. Au Bhoutan, le terme a plusieurs acceptions mais désigne dans ce contexte les lignages nobles issus des descendants de la famille royale tibétaine. Par extension et comme ces derniers avaient pris le pouvoir, gDung est devenu un titre.
7 Aris, 1988 : 50 ; rGyal rigs, 35 b.
8 Bla ma gSang snags, 1983 : 397-398.
9 Ibid., 156.
10 Ibid., 180.
seigneurs (gDung/dpon po)\(^{13}\) de la région se soumirent, y compris celui de 'Bu li, et le gDung de Nya mkhar fut vaincu.\(^{14}\)

Cette mention de 'Bu li n'est pas la première dans les textes bhoutanais. Les premières occurrences de ce nom sont peut-être celles qui se trouvent dans la biographie de Padma gling pa (1450-1521).\(^{15}\) Padma gling pa se rendit pour la première fois à 'Bu li au début de l'année 1478; il raconte d'une façon franche et non sans dérision vis-à-vis de lui-même, la vision qu'il eut de Padmasambhava, mais qu'il ne reconnut pas: "Dans le village de 'Bu li sur le terrain de tir à l'arc où les femmes avaient l'habitude de se rassembler, j'ai planté ma tente. Tandis que j'étais là, un dge bshes est apparu. Il me demanda: " Que faites-vous ici ?"
- Je suis là, c'est tout. Je ne fais rien. Et vous, d'où venez-vous ? Combien de temps avez-vous voyagé car vous êtes arrivé bien loin ici ?
Il répondit: " Je suis un yogi qui vient de nulle part. Je fais de ce monde ma résidence."

Ama Tshe dbang skyid arriva alors à ce moment portant un plat de riz grillé et elle en offrit au moine. Il mangea beaucoup, puis il me raconta beaucoup d'histoires concernant les rencontres que l'on fait et les peurs que l'on éprouve dans le bar do. [...] 

Pendant qu'il parlait, les femmes qui étaient restées dehors, avaient tout entendu et elles me demandèrent: " Lama, qui est avec vous ?" Pensant que je devais leur répondre, je passai ma tête à la porte de la tente et tout d'un coup je ne pus trouver le moine qui était là avant. Je demandai alors aux femmes:
"Il y avait ce moine avec moi mais je ne sais pas où il est parti, vous ne l'avez pas vu ? " Les femmes répondirent: "Vous parliez tout seul en plein jour. Nous avons juste entendu le son de votre voix et nous n'avons vu aucun moine."

J'ai alors pensé: " Étant donné ce que les femmes m'expliquent et le fait que je n'ai pas remarqué qu'il était parti sans laisser de trace, il semblerait qu'il ait été une manifestation miraculeuse de O rgyan Rinpoche." Je devins alors triste à mon sujet; j'étais quelqu'un qui, à cause de son karma obscurci, n'avait pas reconnu son maître alors qu'il lui rendait visite, même après tout ce qu'il lui avait enseigné. La pensée même d'être un tel imbécile me causa une peine profonde.

---

\(^{13}\) Il me semble que dans le contexte de Kheng, le terme est interchangeable, les gDung étant certainement automatiquement les dpon po.


\(^{15}\) Bum thang gter ston Padma gling pa'i rnam thar 'od zer kun mādzes nor bu'i 'phreng ba skal ldan spro ba skye bu'i tshul bris pa. Cette biographie qui est une autobiographie jusqu'en 1482 couvre le vol.14, pha, 510 pages, des œuvres complètes de Padma gling pa publiées en 20 volumes sous le titre général de Rig 'dzin Padma gling pa yi zab gter chos mādzod rin po che, "The revered teachings of the Great Pema Lingpa", Thimphu, 1976. L'édition de la biographie de Padma gling pa que j'ai utilisée, diffère légèrement de celle utilisée par Aris pour son livre Secret teachings and Hidden lives. Aris a utilisé l'édition du vol.14 des œuvres complètes tandis que j'ai utilisé l'édition en 137 folio, imprimée sur papier bhoutanais qui reproduit le xylographe du monastère de Kun bzang brag à Bumthang. Il existe plusieurs publications traitant de la vie de Padma gling pa, cf. bibliographie.
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Mais une nuit, je rencontrai Guru dans un rêve et il me dit: "Je suis encore plus stupide que toi. J’ai fait tout le chemin jusqu’à ‘Bu li-rTali 16 pour constater que tu ne me reconnaissais pas, même après tout ce que je t’ai enseigné !" 17

C’est que presque vingt ans plus tard, en 1497, que Padma gling pa retourne à ‘Bu li et il raconte sa visite en deux phrases: "Je me suis rendu à ‘Bu li-rTali. J’ai établi des rapports de dbang avec les gens, j’ai aussi fait un dbang privé et j’ai reçu beaucoup de donations en nature". 18

Padma gling pa ne mentionne donc pas dans sa biographie qu’il a "ouvert la porte" de ‘Bu li, pays caché (sbas yul) comme le veut la tradition locale. Or, s’il avait accompli une action aussi prestigieuse religieusement, il l’aurait sûrement raconté comme il l’a fait pour mKhan pa ljongs au Bhoutan. 19 Pourtant, pour les habitants de ‘Bu li, leur village est un "pays caché". Il est vrai que la configuration géographique se prête à cette identification et est très proche de celle de *Nabji, 20 un "pays caché" également situé à Kheng. 21 Après plusieurs heures de marche dans une jungle semi-tropicale épaisse, on débouche sur le grand plateau fertile de ‘Bu li, une vision totalement inattendue. Toutes les céréales y poussent: riz, sarrasin, blé, mais et millet, ainsi que la moutarde, et les champs sont en culture de rotation intensive. La forêt fournit beaucoup de produits alimentaires: champignons, fougères, orchidées, petites pommes de terre sauvages, et ignames. Les jardins potagers produisent essentiellement du piment et les villageois ont également des têtes de bétail. Par rapport au reste de la région de Kheng, ‘Bu li bénéficie donc d’une prospérité certaine qui est due selon les villageois aux rituels réguliers qu’ils font pour leurs divinités locales à deux saisons: en été, juste avant la plantation du riz, et en automne, après la moisson.

Enfin, avant d’entamer la description et l’analyse des rituels, et pour la compréhension de la suite de l’article, il faut mentionner que le village de ‘Bu li était composé de trois classes sociales:
- Les "Draps (grwa pa): serfs. 22
- Les "Souma (orthographe: srung ma ?): ils ne payaient pas d’impôts au gouvernement mais directement au Roi ou à des membres de l’aristocratie. 23

16 rTali est un village situé à trois heures de marche de ‘Bu li et les deux toponymes sont souvent associés dans la géographie historique.
17 Pad gling rnam thar, édition xylographique de Kun bzang brag, 36 b- 37 b.
18 Pad gling rnam thar, édition xylographique de Kun bzang brag, 119a.
19 ‘Bu li n’est pas mentionné dans le petit guide des sbas yul du Bhoutan; cf. anonyme.
20 L’astérisque devant un mot signale sa prononciation locale.
22 M. Aris m’a aimablement fourni dans une lettre personnelle du 9 juillet 1997 une explication de ce terme, qui m’a toujours étonnée dans ce contexte: "The etymology as it was always explained to me is simply grwa-pa, "monk", which is odd indeed, but if you recall that most of these "drap" were hereditary serfs tied to the chos-rje (hereditary ecclesiastical nobility) of central and eastern Bhutan, then it is perhaps not so surprising that they were termed "monks", even though they were of course practically indistinguishable from ordinary laymen. Certainly the form grwa-pa (contracted in Dzongkha as usual to a single syllable *grwap*) is the one given to me by numerous informants when I was living in Bhutan."
- Les *Treps (*khar pa*) qui payaient leurs impôts au gouvernement. Ils consistaient en cinq maisonnées/*familles* (*gung khyim*).

**Rituels aux divinités locales**

Ces rituels sont dédiés à trois divinités locales: la *mtsho sman* qui est la divinité du terroir (*yul lha*) et qui vit dans un lac; le *btsan*, "Ap" Rong lha btsan dkar po, qui est la divinité du pays natal (*skyes lha*) et vit dans un rocher de la montagne; et enfin le *nep* (*gnas po*), sans nom particulier, qui est l'acolyte de ce dernier et vit dans un bosquet près du village et face au rocher.

**1- Rite d'été**

Ce rituel a lieu le 15e jour du 5e mois et s'appelle *Shupangla* (*shugs pang lha*?). Son nom dériverait d'un bosquet d'arbres qui sont de la famille des genévriers. Le bosquet qui est appelé *shobrang* est au centre du plateau de 'Bu li non loin du village, et l'on n'y coupe jamais du bois car les villageois pensent que le *nep* (*gnas po*) du village y vit.

Ce sont les familles de *Treps* qui apportent le riz ou le millet qui servira à préparer le chang pour les libations au *btsan* et au *nep*. Le chang est préparé le 10e jour au pied des arbres dans un pot très propre par la maison appelée "Krongmet ce qui veut dire " la dernière maison du village". Puis le chang est laissé à fermenter jusqu'au 15e jour.

Le rituel de *Shupanglha* se déroule en trois étapes: tout d'abord près d'un arbre appelé *Doksin*, puis au bord du lac et enfin près du bosquet d'arbres *Shobrang*. Deux personnages dont nous analyserons le rôle plus tard jouent un rôle important dans le déroulement du rituel: l'officiant appelé *bon po* et le *dpon po* ("seigneur").

- Au *Doksin*

Une maison du village, appartenant aux cinq maisonnées, la maison *Baryong*, "la maison du milieu du village", commence par faire un rituel qui lui est particulier. En effet, sur son terrain pousse un *Doksin*, un pin, qui serait le seul de toute la région de Kheng et où vit un *gnas bdag gzhi bdag* qui est différent du *nep* qui vit dans le bosquet d'arbres *Shobrang*. On dit qu'à une date inconnue, la maison *Baryong* apporta le pin depuis Bumthang - ce que confirmerait les offrandes de sarrasin à la divinité qui sont typiques de la région de Bumthang - et le planta pour l'honorer elle-même car elle était jalouse du prestige de la maison "Krongmet qui préside au culte du bosquet.

---

25. Le nom de "shobrang" pourrait être la prononciation locale de *shugs brang "résidence aux genévriers*", ce qui est possible grammaticalement, linguistiquement (*information de Nicolas Tournadre*), et serait tout à fait approprié en tant que résidence d'une divinité locale.
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Il ne semble donc pas que ce pin soit considéré comme le pho lha du village comme c’est parfois le cas dans d’autres régions. Des offrandes (tshogs) sont préparées avec de la farine de sarrasin et du beurre et les cinq maisonnées viennent offrir de l’argent, appelé snyan dar au Bhoutan. Le bon po offre les gâteaux et l’argent à la divinité en faisant une courte prière de libation (gsar skyems.) Ensuite la maison Baryong va distribuer des gâteaux à tous les habitants du village.

Le bon po est payé avec vingt-cinq gâteaux, une bouteille d’ara et de l’argent (snyan dar) qui valent un Ngultrum27 par personne. Bien plus, jusqu’à une date récente, sa fonction l’exemptait de l’impôt de jours de travail obligatoire (impôt aboli en 1995). Je reviendrai sur ce personnage ultérieurement.

- Près du lac:

Après ce rituel, les cinq maisonnées et le bon po se dirigent vers la falaise qui est près du lac non loin du village. Tout le village se joint alors à eux, ainsi que le seigneur (dpön po) de ’Bu li. Celui-ci, sur lequel je reviendrai également, vient d’une maison appelée ‘Karpa. Tous, hommes et femmes, portent les offrandes qui sont des gâteaux, cette fois-ci faits en farine de riz. Le rituel est destiné à la sman mo (mtsha sman), la divinité qui vit dans le lac avec son entourage (’khor) qu’on appelle ses “ministres” (blon po). Appelée "Aum" mtsho sman rgyal mo28, elle est le yul lha de ’Bu li29 et est mariée au btsan (skyes lha). Tous les villageois doivent être propres et sans pollution (grib), ce qui exclut les femmes en période de menstruations et les personnes ayant eu un décès dans leur maison. Ce lac est en fait le bla mtsho, le lac "âme", support de la communauté.

Au bord du lac, le bon po offre les gâteaux, du lait et même de l’ara ce qui est assez inhabituel pour une sman mo mais ce qui renforcerait son caractère de yul lha, ainsi que l’argent des villageois qu’il gardera ensuite pour lui. Dans ce cas, cela fait une somme rondelette car tout le village est là.

Puis le bon po fait la divination (Khengkha: *pchyala30) pour chaque maison du village. Il demande l’année de naissance et le nom du chef de famille, qui peut être une femme. La personne donne 1 Ngultrum. Le bon po lance ensuite trois feuilles d’arbre (une essence semi-tropicale à larges feuilles) en l’air; elles sont attachées ensemble par trois petites aiguilles de bambou. Si elles retombent face concave vers le haut, c’est bon signe. Sinon, le bon po prescrit un rituel à accomplir.

- Au bosquet * Shobrang

27 Le Ngultrum est la monnaie du Bhoutan et est à parité avec la roupie indienne.
Enfin, tout le village se dirige en une procession conduite par le *bon po et le seigneur vers le bosquet *Shobrang. Juste avant d’y arriver, se trouve une grosse pierre. Le seigneur se tient debout sur la pierre tandis que devant lui, le *bon po offre un gser skyems au skyes lha Rong lha btsan. La pierre représente, selon certains informateurs, le cheval du seigneur mais cette interprétation ne fait pas l’unanimité. Ensuite le seigneur descend de la pierre et le *bon po et lui se saluent avec leurs écharpes de cérémonie (bkab ni).

En arrivant au pied des arbres, au *Shobrang, tous les villageois s’asseyent. Le *bon po fait un gser skyems à Rong lha btsan et au *nep qui vit dans l’arbre avec des offrandes de chang et de *mengye (le mengye est une pâte faite de riz bouilli puis battu et aplati, sur laquelle on met des graines d’amaranthe; c’est un mets de choix qui est long à préparer). Les villageois partagent ensuite les offrandes.

Puis à partir du grand pot de chang préparé dès le 10ème jour, le représentant de la maison Krongmet offre du chang à tous les villageois, femmes et enfants compris. Les adultes donnent des œufs durs peints en rouge aux enfants qui doivent d’abord s’amuser avec les œufs avant de les manger.

A nouveau le *bon po fait la divination pour chaque maison du village avec des feuilles. Ensuite, les hommes tirent à l’arc et les femmes chantent et dansent. Un temps pluvieux est, ce jour-là, considéré de bon augure.

Parfois, mais pas toujours, le lama fera pendant ce temps un petit rituel dans le temple.

2- Rituel d’automne

Appelé communément ’Bu li mchod pa, il se déroule les 15e, 16e, et 17e jours du 10e mois, et le nom du rituel a une connotation bouddhique. En fait, si un rituel bouddhique se déroule bien à cette date, un rituel pour les divinités locales très semblable à celui du 5e mois, a lieu simultanément. La seule différence est l’absence de vénération pour le pin *Doksin près de la maison *Baryong. Les villageois vont au lac et au bosquet *Shobrang.

Le rituel bouddhique a lieu dans le nouveau temple construit tout près du bosquet *Shobrang, le temple ancien étant à l’abri du village. Ce sont les religieux (dge slong) de Nyimalung à Bumthang qui viennent pour faire le rituel de mchod pa pendant lequel ils lisent le texte du Bla ma Nor bu rgya mtsho, accompagnés des gomchen (sgom chen) des environs. Le rituel proprement dit commence le 15e jour au soir. La journée du 15 a été consacrée à la préparation des gtor ma. La divinité protectrice (chos srung) du temple est mGon po Ma ning comme dans la plupart des temples de la région de Bumthang. Beaucoup de villageois assistent au rituel et la cérémonie se termine à minuit et demi. Entre deux lectures de textes les femmes chantent et dansent dans le temple et tous les villageois boivent beaucoup d’alcool (a rag) pendant la cérémonie; ils continueront toute la nuit.

31 Ce texte a été “découvert” par Padma gling pa en 1483 à l’Ho brag sMan mdo.

32 Le sens du mot sgom chen est au Bhoutan bien particulier. En environnement rnying ma pa, il désigne des pratiquants religieux laïcs et souvent mariés. Mais dans un autre contexte, il peut aussi désigner comme au Tibet des méditants.
La cérémonie dans le temple reprend le matin du 16e jour mais ce jour-là, les villageois ne s'y rendent pas. Ils vont en fait participer à une cérémonie très semblable à celle de l'été.

Le matin, conduits par le bon po et le seigneur, ils se rendent au lac pour vénérer la mtsho sman, puis ils reviennent près du bosquet *Shobrang pour vénérer Rong lha btsan et le *nep. Des boules de riz cuit et surmontées une tige d’ail sauvage sont posées sur de grandes feuilles; celles-ci sont ensuite placées sur une pierre plate qui sert de table au pied du plus grand arbre. On dispose aussi sur la pierre de petites tasses remplies de chang et ornées de beurre. D’autres boules de riz placées sur des feuilles sont disposées en lignes à intervalles réguliers sur toute l’aire devant la table en pierre et de l’arbre. Les femmes ont cuit le riz sur place dans un grand chaudron, puis aidées par les hommes, elles ont posé les boules de riz sur les feuilles, une par villageois, et ont disposé les feuilles sur le sol.

Le bon po fait alors un bsang, puis il accomplit à nouveau pour chaque maisonnée la divination avec des feuilles. Tout le monde assiste à la divination et fait preuve d’une réelle attention. Pendant ce temps-là, le rituel bouddhique s’est arrêté dans le temple.

Juste après la divination, tous les villageois s’éloignent de l’aire autour de l’arbre. Le bon po fait alors un gser skyems pendant qu’un assistant lance des poignées de riz dans toutes les directions. Pendant le gser skyems, le seigneur de ’Bu li se tient sur la pierre censée représenter son cheval. Puis il descend, s’approche du bon po et tous deux se saluent cérémonieusement.

Le bon po, le seigneur, et tous les villageois y compris le gomchen du village qui dirige la cérémonie bouddhique, se prosternent alors trois fois devant la table de pierres près de l’arbre où sont posées les offrandes. Tous s’asseyent ensuite sur une jonchée de feuilles et l’assistant du bon po ramasse la nourriture qu’il offre au bon po et au seigneur, puis les villageois mangent les boules de riz qui ont été disposées sur le sol.

Tous, y compris les enfants, reçoivent ensuite du chang provenant du grand pot communautaire placé dans un petit abri de branchages. Le chang a été préparé sur place par la maison *Krongmet avec les grains offerts par toute la communauté villageoise. La journée se termine par du tir à l’arc, des danses et des chants.

La cérémonie bouddhique qui a repris dans le temple va durer encore toute la journée du lendemain, le 17e jour.

**Pouvoirs et divinités locales**

Au terme de cette description, plusieurs éclaircissements sont nécessaires, en particulier sur le rôle du religieux bon po et du seigneur (dpon po).

1- Bon po et dpon po “officiant et seigneur”

Au Bhoutan, l’expression bon chos désigne les aspects religieux qui ne sont pas bouddhiques et impliquent les rituels apotropaiques ainsi que certains

---

rituels aux divinités locales. L'école du Bon organisé telle qu'elle était connue au Tibet ou en Inde aujourd'hui, ne s'est jamais implantée au Bhoutan, bien que des gter ston bon po aient été actifs dans ce pays du 11e au 14e siècles.

Le terme bon chos semble donc être utilisé aujourd'hui comme un terme générique pour "non-bouddhique" et il comporte une forte connotation de mépris et même de "sauvagerie", pour les personnes qui sont profondément bouddhistes. Ainsi une femme qui a passé toute sa vie à 'Buli, et qui se consacre dans sa vieillesse à la religion, m'a-t-elle affirmé avoir toujours refusé de participer à ces rituels. Pour les bouddhistes, ces rituels ne sont que les restes d'un passé honteux où le pays n'était pas bouddhiste, donc "civilisé". Toutefois, si le terme bon chos est fréquemment utilisé par les Bhoutanais pour désigner les rituels aux divinités locales, le terme bon po semble être beaucoup plus rare. Les spécialistes de ces rituels sont plus généralement appelés dpa’ bo, dpa’ mo, *neldjom (rnal 'byor ma) ou pha po. Ce dernier terme est surtout utilisé dans la région occidentale de Shar où l'activité ancienne des gter ston bon po est attestée.

Tous ces officiants ont une particularité: excepté lorsqu'ils font ces rituels bon chos, ils se déclarent bouddhistes dans la vie de tous les jours et ceci explique le mode de recrutement du bon po à 'Bu li. La personne qui officie comme bon po peut venir de n'importe quelle famille du village. Il y eut un bon po *trep et un bon po *drap. N’importe quel laïc du village à condition qu’il ait une bonne diction peut devenir le bon po et il apprend les rituels et la divination auprès du précédent bon po. Il n’existe pas de famille ou de lignée héréditaire de bon po. On a donc l’impression qu’à ‘Bu li, être le bon po, c’est avant tout être investi d’un rôle socio-religieux qui est indispensable au bon fonctionnement de la communauté. Du point de vue économique, l’exonération de la corvée pour le bon po présentait un avantage énorme qui rendait la fonction attirante.

D’autre part, être bouddhiste et faire le "bon po" n’est pas antinomique. En effet, concilier la pratique bouddhique avec ces rituels trouve sa justification dans une histoire attribuée à Padmasambhava et que la tradition orale reprend partout au Bhoutan. Après avoir subjugué les divinités locales, Padmasambhava aurait autorisé les villageois à les honorer quelques jours par an. En outre, cette justification théologique se double d’une vision bien hiérarchisée et pragmatique de la religion : la fonction du bouddhisme est d’aider à acquérir une meilleure renaissance après la mort, la fonction des divinités locales est d’apporter prospérité et fertilité dans cette vie. Toutefois, selon la tradition locale, c’est Padma gling pa qui, ayant décidé que les croyances bon (bon chos) devaient décliner, aurait instauré le rituel de grub

---

35 Aris, 1979 : 151. D’autre part, S.Karmay m’a confirmé que le terme était attesté dans les textes bon po et désignait une catégorie d’officiants qui font des rituels concernant le bon déroulement de la vie quotidienne. Ce même terme est aussi utilisé chez les rNyin ma pa.
36 Ceci est confirmé par Tenzin Rigden & Ugyen Pelgen, 1999 : 53.
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*mchod* qui a lieu en automne en même temps que celui pour les divinités locales.

On perçoit clairement la compétition que se sont livrées dans cette partie du Bhoutan les croyances locales et bouddhiques et le processus de bouddhisation commencé tardivement dans cette région continue aujourd’hui, comme nous le verrons.

Le seigneur (*dpon po*) de ‘Bu li joue un rôle important dans ces rituels aux divinités locales. Il vient non pas de la maison *Krongmet qui prépare le chang communautaire, mais de la maison *Karpa considérée aujourd’hui comme *drap, c’est-à-dire serf. Cette configuration, quelque peu illogique, trouve son origine, selon les informateurs, dans l’histoire relativement récente, qui malheureusement n’est mentionnée, à ma connaissance, dans aucune source écrite. Toutefois, si les circonstances des événements sont donc assez floues historiquement,38 leur séquence permet d’expliquer pourquoi le *dpon po* à ‘Bu li vient de nos jours d’une maisonnée qui est considérée comme *drap.*

Deux explications m’ont été fournies et elles se complètent. La première est religieuse: autrefois, le *dpon po* venait de la maison *Krongmet qui était la plus prestigieuse mais celle-ci n’aurait pas vénéré correctement la *mtsho sman* qui lui avait donné le pouvoir. La divinité aurait alors causé son déclin et transféré le pouvoir à la maison *Karpa, ce qui oblige aujourd’hui le seigneur venu de cette maison à conduire la procession villageoise au lac pour vénérer la divinité. La seconde explication est historique: A la fin du 19ème siècle, Seng ge rnam rgyal, le *dpon po* de ‘Bu li aurait refusé de se soumettre au futur roi, alors Krong gsar *dpon slob*, O rgyan dbang phyug, et il aurait fait tuer des protégés ou des membres de la famille du Krong gsar *dpon slob*. Celui-ci se serait vengé en faisant tuer le seigneur de ‘Bu li et en prenant toutes ses terres qu’il a alors données à l’un des ses nevesux. La famille de ce neveu est venue s’installer à ‘Bu li39 et toutes les maisonnées du village sont devenues les serfs *drap de cette famille venue de Bumthang.*

Pour le *dpon po*, comme pour le *bon po*, aujourd’hui ce n’est pas tant la réalité historique ou religieuse qui compte mais plutôt le rôle qu’ils tiennent afin que les divinités soient honorées et la communauté ainsi assurée de prospérité.

On retrouve donc ici un schéma commun à beaucoup de sociétés.40 Les rituels annuels servent à renouveler un acte d’allégeance, un pacte entre les divinités et la communauté, même si les protagonistes ont perdu leur statut originel et sont plutôt des substituts. C’est l’action même du rituel et son caractère d’échange avec les divinités locales qui ont de la valeur dans ce contexte.

‘Bu li est un bon exemple de la relation de pouvoir entre les divinités locales et les détenteurs de l’autorité. Toutefois, il semble qu’il y ait de fait dans ce village, un glissement dans la significance du rituel aux divinités

---

38 Le ‘*Brug rgyal rabs* (1994) qui est actuellement la seule source bhoutanaise à traiter du règne des rois du Bhoutan, ne mentionne pas cet événement.


locales. A l’origine, ce rituel avait une double fonction: d’une part, réaffirmer le lien entre les divinités locales et le détenteur du pouvoir politique, et donc le légitimiser; d’autre part, honorer ces divinités afin qu’elles assurent la prospérité et la protection de la communauté. Aujourd’hui, à cause des circonstances historiques assez récentes que je viens d’évoquer, le rituel ne semble plus remplir effectivement que sa seconde fonction.

2- Les divinités locales de ‘Bu li: essai d’interprétation

- La mtsho sman

La mtsho sman est arrivée du Tibet via Bumthang; son origine "nordique" est confirmée par son aspect car elle est représenté comme une femme ‘brog pa, c’est-à-dire dans le costume bien particulier de la région de Sakteng (Sag steng). Or, on connaissait la parenté non seulement de la langue mais aussi des rituels et des mythes complexes entre la région de Bumthang, en particulier la vallée de Ura, et celle de Sakteng à l’extrême est du Bhoutan où les habitants s’appellent ‘Brog pa. L’un de ces mythes qui est une version des origines des familles (gDung) de Bumthang, gZhong sgar (aujourd’hui Mongar) et gDung bsam (aujourd’hui Pemagatshel) commence dans la région de mTsho sna au Tibet d’où les gens de Sakteng seraient venus pour échapper à leur seigneur.44 Leur divinité locale était, semble-t-il, la divinité (lha) d’un lac appelé lHo gDung mtscho sKar ma thang mais la divinité n’est pas nommée.45

Ce mythe associe clairement les habitants de Sakteng, de Ura et de Kheng, et sans pouvoir exclure les emprunts successifs aussi bien textuels qu’oraux, il éclaire probablement l’origine ‘brog pa de la mtsho sman de ‘Bu li.46 En l’absence d’informations précises, il serait prématuré de penser que la mtsho sman d’un lac de ‘Bu li est peut-être à rapprocher de la divinité du lac mentionnée dans le mythe, mais c’est un point à garder en mémoire. D’autre part, Padma gling pa visita le site du lac lHo gDung mtscho sKar ma thang, probablement en 1482, lors d’un de ses nombreux voyages au Tibet.47

A son arrivée à ‘Bu li, la mtsho sman a élu domicile en différents endroits mais ceux-ci n’étaient pas propres; elle s’est alors arrêtée dans la maison *Krongmet et comme celle-ci l’avait bien accueillie, la mtsho sman lui conféra une grande prospérité et le pouvoir sur la région de ‘Bu li. Cependant, une fois qu’elle eut élu domicile dans le lac, elle fut négligée par la maison *Krongmet, ce qui engendra sa colère et par conséquent le déclin de cette maison, en particulier la perte de son bétail, au profit de la maison *Karpa qui

41 Aris, 1979 : XV & 122.
42 Aris, 1988 : 51; rGyal rigs, folio 36a-36b. D’autre part, une de mes informatrices me confirme l’existence à Bumthang d’un rituel centré autour du mithun (boeuf indigène de l’est que l’on retrouve en Arunachal Pradesh) et destiné à Jomo Shar btsan, c’est-à-dire au yul lha féminin de Sakteng. Un article sur ce sujet est en préparation. Cf. aussi n. 41.
44 Aris, 1988 : 51; rGyal rigs, folio 36a.
45 Aris, 1988 : 51; rGyal rigs folio 36a.
46 Le yul lha de Sakteng est “Ama Jomo” Jo mo sku mkhar, une femme qui avait guidé son peuple depuis le Tibet et dont la résidence est une montagne. Cf. Pommaret, 1996: 52.
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devint celle des seigneurs. Cette explication mythique doit certainement se
doubler d’une explication historique sur le transfert de dpon po entre les deux
maisons; toutefois, je n’ai pu trouver aucune source écritet relatant ce fait, bien
qu’il soit soit peut-être à mettre en rapport avec les événements qui ont
bouleversé la structure politique du village au 20ème siècle.

Une fois de plus, c’est le caractère ambivalent et anthropomorphe des
divinités locales qui transparaît dans ce récit ainsi que les notions de pouvoir
et de prospérité liées au yul lha.

Le fait que le yul lha soit féminin et ne soit pas associé à une montagne est,
on le sait, attesté dans d’autres régions que le Bhoutan, et en particulier au
Ladakh.48 Comme au Ladakh, bien que féminine, non associée à une
montagne, ni ancêtre de la communauté, le yul lha mtsho sman garde ici son
caractère farouche qui va de pair avec sa fonction de protectrice.49

Au Bhoutan central, la structure de la société révèle une résidence
matrilocal et la terre et le patrimoine appartiennent, majoritairement, aux
femmes.50 D’autre part, on se souvient que, selon le rGyal rigs, dans les temps
anciens toute la région était sous l’autorité d’une dpon mo, c’est-à-dire une
femme seigneur.51 Sans vouloir tirer des conclusions trop hâtives sur la base
de documents partiels, on peut envisager que cette structure sociale,
différente de celle que l’on trouve au Tibet central, ait favorisé l’acceptation
d’un yul lha féminin.

Le rôle que la mtsho sman en tant que yul lha joue dans la prospérité du
village de ‘Bu li est illustré par une anecdote récente qui révèle aussi une
certaine confrontation entre cultes locaux et bouddhisme. Au début des
années 70, le lac commença à s’assécher et sa couleur devint sombre. Les
récéoles furent mauvaises et les animaux sauvages envahirent les champs. La
famille venue de Bumthang qui avait pris le contrôle du village au 20ème
siècle, fit alors venir un lama khams pa, dPon slob mkhan po qui était proche
de la Grand-Mère Royale. Selon mon informateur, ce lama fit le rituel des
"100.000 offrandes" (tshogs ’bum), puis un lha bsang près du lac. Il noua des
coraux et des turquoise dans une écharpe (dar) qu’il lança dans le lac. Celui-ci
enfla et un serpent mort apparut. Le lama interdit ensuite aux gens de ‘Bu li
d’élever des porcs. Depuis, le pays n’a plus connu de sécheresse. Ce rituel au
"lac de l’âme", qui a pour but de rétablir la prospérité et dont les offrandes
sont des pierres précieuses, et en particulier des turquoise, apparaît en fait
comme un rituel de rachat de l’âme, bla bslu et de rappel de la chance g-yang.52
On attribue à Padma gling pa un texte, le Bla bslu tshe ’gugs, dans lequel la
turquoise de l’âme avait été volée et le lac de l’âme s’était asséché.53 Dans le cas
de ‘Bu li, il ne s’agit pas d’un rachat de l’âme d’une personne, mais de celui de
toute une communauté.

51 Cé note 7.
Selon lui, soit l’auteur du texte bon po s’est inspiré de celui attribué à Padma gling
pa, soit les deux textes ont une source commune : 112.
Suivant un schéma maintenant bien connu, la venue de ce lama s'est accompagnée d'une revitalisation du bouddhisme dans cette région, et a démontré sa supériorité dans les cas extrêmes où la communauté est menacée. Dans ce cas précis, la propitiation de la *mtsho sman* ne relève plus des croyances indigènes mais est intégrée aux rituels bouddhiques, et la *mtsho sman* fait partie du panthéon bouddhique. Toutefois, les religieux bouddhistes ne lui dédient pas de rituel annuel.

En outre, cette supériorité démontrée du bouddhisme sert, quoique de façon inconsciente, la famille qui avait reçu les terres de 'Bu li au début du siècle. En effet, avec l'intervention de ce lama invité par ses soins, cette famille venue de Bumthang, descendante de Padma gling pa, extrêmement religieuse, et qui n'est pas impliquée dans les rituels aux divinités locales, est devenue la bienfaitrice du village. Elle a ainsi renforcé son prestige et celui du bouddhisme sur celui du *dpon po* et du *bon po*, témoins d'un ordre politique et religieux ancien.

Pour ne prendre qu'un autre exemple bhoutanais, on trouve une situation assez similaire à Rukubji, village situé près du col de Pelela. Le *btsan Brag dmar dpal bzang* avait été irrité par le déplacement de son *btsan khang* à la suite de péripéties relatives à la construction d'une route, et les malheurs s'étaient abattus sur le village: mort d'hommes et récolte catastrophique. La communauté était donc en péril. Les villageois jugèrent alors que l'officiant local, le *pha jo*, ne pouvait pas faire face à la situation car "son rôle était simplement de prévenir les calamités et d'assurer la fertilité de la terre". Il fallait appeler un lama "qui saurait traiter des rituels de mort et des problèmes de l'après-vie". Gantey Trulku (sGang steng sprul sku), abbé du grand monastère *rnying ma pa* de l'école de Padma gling pa, qui est situé non loin de là, fut consulté et décida de remettre le *btsan khang* à sa place initiale. Comme à 'Bu li, le pouvoir de l'officiant local ne fut pas jugé suffisant et c'est le représentant du bouddhisme qui, intervenant comme médiateur, restaura l'ordre perdu. Bien que les circonstances soient légèrement différentes, l'archétype qui vient à l'esprit est celui de Padmasambhava subjuguant les divinités locales lors de la construction du monastère de bSam yas, et prouvant ainsi la suprématie du bouddhisme.

- Le *btsan*

   Si nous avons insisté autant sur le rôle de la *mtsho sman*, c'est à cause de son caractère et de son importance en tant que *yul lha*. Mais ces rituels d'été et d'automne incluent aussi la vénération des autres divinités locales: le *btsan* et son acolyte le *nep au bosquet*"Shobrang. Le *btsan*, qui est marié à la *mtsho sman* selon un schéma "classique", est le *skyes lha*, "le dieu du pays natal", des gens de 'Bu li.

---

54 Voir à ce sujet les articles de Katia Buffetrille, 1994 et 1998.
57 Les Gantey Trulku sont les réincarnations de Padma 'phrin las, le petit-fils de Padma gling pa qui fonda le monastère de sGang steng en 1613 dans les Montagnes noires, à la limite du Bhoutan de l'ouest et central.
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On pourra juger hardi de vouloir évoquer à propos de divinités vénérées aujourd'hui au Bhoutan sud-central, la situation au Tibet à l'époque royale, faisant ainsi fi de la perspective diachronique, mais je voudrais suggérer une analogie entre ces deux divinités et les divinités anciennes: le _sku bla_ - plus tard assimilé au ‘_khrungs lha_ c'est-à-dire au _skyes lha_ "dieu du pays natal" 59-, et la _mu sman_, probablement de la même classe que les _sman mo_ ou _mtsho sman_. Le fait que ces rituels pour la prospérité de la région de ‘Bu li s'adressent à ces deux divinités simultanément, rappelle que, dès l'époque monarchique au Tibet, les _mu sman_, "comme les _sku bla_, n'accordent leurs faveurs qu'à la condition d'être satisfaites, _dgyes pa_, grâce à des offrandes appropriées; sinon elles envoient démons et calamités aux hommes qui ont négligé de leur rendre hommage." 60 Les fêtes annuelles en l'honneur de ces divinités, qui s'accompagnaient de divination, de joutes et de danses, et qui ont survécu en partie jusqu'à nos jours, étaient un moyen de se concilier les faveurs de ces divinités. 61 Ces caractéristiques et fonctions sont encore parfaitement identifiables dans les rituels de ‘Bu li qui ont lieu aux époques charnières du calendrier agricole.

Même en tenant compte de l'éloignement spatial et temporel, des sédimentations de l'histoire, du processus de bouddhisation et des variations locales, on a ici un nouvel exemple d'un ensemble de croyances et de parties de rituels dédiés aux divinités qui assurent la prospérité et protègent le seigneur et la communauté d'une région bien définie. 62 Ces rites et croyances auraient survécu depuis l'époque royale au Tibet pour être observés aujourd'hui dans une région isolée du Bhoutan, comme d'ailleurs dans d'autres régions du monde tibétain. Cette filiation pourrait être confirmée par la tradition écrite et orale puisqu'un mythe de Bumthang et de Kheng fait remonter l'origine des seigneurs du Bhoutan central, d'abord au fils divin de ‘O de gung rgyal, puis à un descendant de ‘Od srungs de la dynastie royale tibétaine. 63

Cependant, cette filiation tibétaine qui remonterait donc aux migrations de Bumthang aux alentours des 10ème-11ème siècles, ne saurait complètement occulter le fonds tibeto-birman plus ancien dont les Mon pa de Kheng sont toujours les représentants. Les croyances attachées à ce substrat ancien, encore si mal connu au Bhoutan, ont peut-être aussi joué un rôle dans l'élaboration des rituels aux divinités locales de ‘Bu li.

Aujourd'hui à ‘Bu li, _yul lha_ et _skyes lha_ sont complémentaires mais différenciés: par le sexe, la résidence, et la provenance. Alors que la _mtsho sman_ est arrivée du nord, 64 le _btsan_ semble être autochtone, ce qui confirme

---

60 Macdonald, 1971 : 296-297 citant le Pelliot tibétain 1051; Blondeau, communication au séminaire EPHE Vème section.
63 Aris, 1988 : 47-51; rGyal rigs, folio 32a-36a.
64 Dollfus, 1996 : 7-8. Dollfus note qu'au Ladakh central, beaucoup de _yul lha_ sont arrivés "d'ailleurs" et sont considérés par les villageois comme des sauveurs venus de loin et "installed in the town by the enacting of appropriate rituals,
que toutes les divinités locales ne sont pas forcément autochtones. La
nourriture qui leur est offerte lors des rituels souligne peut-être aussi cette
différence. La *mtsho sman* reçoit les mêmes offrandes traditionnelles que les
protecteurs du bouddhisme (*chos skyong*): des galettes de riz et de l’ara que
echaque maisonnée apporte. Le *btsan* et le *nep* sont vénérés de façon
différente: préparation de l’alcool dans un pot commun, repas d’ail sauvage et
de riz, sans aucun légume ou viande d’accompagnement, préparé dans un
chaudron commun sous un abri de branchages construit pour l’occasion. Le
repas est partagé par la communauté villageoise et mangé sur des feuilles,
sans même utiliser les petits paniers en bambou dont la région est pourtant
productrice.

Ce repas offert au *btsan/skyes lha* est chargé de symboles. S’opposant aux
repas élaborés préparés pour les officiants bouddhistes - que la communauté
ne partage pas-, il manifeste un certain retour à la nature sauvage où vit cette
divinité qui, pour les villageois, est originaire de cette région, origine
discernable dans le *rong* de son nom. Ce repas, le *bsang* qui lui est adressé, et
l’échange des salutations entre le *bon po* et le seigneur face au bosquet et au
rocher de la montagne où vit le *btsan/skyes lha* n’ont pas seulement une valeur
socio-culturelle. Ils ont aussi un caractère politique, même si, on l’a vu, la
configuration traditionnelle du pouvoir a changé au cours du 20ème siècle. Ils
témoignent d’un ordre ancien où toute la communauté et son seigneur étaient
impliqués et renouvelaient par ce rituel leur allégeance au "dieu du pays
natal" et, par conséquent, leur sentiment identitaire.

Celui-ci, d’abord centré sur le village, puis sur la région, est très fort au
Bhoutan, et jusque dans les années 1980 primait sur celui d’identité nationale.
Tandis que l’identité régionale était tout d’abord associée à la langue, celle du
village reposait avant tout sur les liens de la communauté avec ses divinités
locales. Aujourd’hui encore, tout Bhoutanais doit rendre un culte personnel et
annuel à son *skyes lha*, sa “divinité du pays natal”, que cette dernière soit ou
non assimilée au *yul lha*. Quant à l’espace villageois, le *yul*, il est défini par
l’étendue géographique du pouvoir de sa divinité et s’arrête là où le pouvoir
d’un autre *yul lha* commence. Les rituels communautaires au *yul lha* sont
encore exécutés à travers tout le pays. A ’Bu li, les rituels d’été et d’automne
permettent la réappropriation de l’espace villageois au moyen de la
procession qui se rend dans les différentes résidences des divinités locales; ce
rite de procession se retrouve dans toutes les sociétés, et pas seulement dans
celles de l’aire tibétaine.

Mais cette procession ne passe jamais par les deux temples de ’Bu li, celui
du milieu du village et celui situé près du bosquet *Shobrang*; ceci n’est pas
surprenant étant donné le contexte. L’absence de référence au bouddhisme,
que ce soit au niveau des divinités vénérées, des éléments des rituels, et de l'officiant bon po, est particulièrement intéressante.

La cérémonie bouddhique de l'automne semble être venue en surimposition de ces rituels, comme si le bouddhisme avait voulu marquer son territoire et sa présence, faute d'avoir pu empêcher ce type de culte. La cérémonie bouddhique s'arrête lorsque la communauté célèbre son skyes lha, et seul le gomchen du village assiste à ce rituel, laissant les moines bouddhistes venus de Bumthang à l'intérieur du temple.

**Conclusion**

Le cas de 'Bu li illustre bien cette dichotomie de la vie religieuse bhoutanaise, que l'on retrouve dans d'autres villages. Il est probable que la bouddhisation effective et donc l'entrée dans une aire "civilisée" de cette région "sauvage", de ce "pays caché", remonte sinon à Padma gling pa lui-même, du moins à des religieux qui se réclamaient de lui, c'est-à-dire à la fin du 15ème siècle au plus tôt.

L'histoire et les mythes, même s'ils ne constituent qu'un apport fragmentaire, s'ajoutent à la description contemporaine des rituels pour aider à l'identification des éléments qui les constituent. Comme ailleurs, les couches successives et enchevêtrées, les questions sans réponse ne permettent pas d'arriver à une analyse totalement cohérente. Cette sorte d’"archéologie des rituels" a ses limites; elle permet néanmoins d'éclairer le contexte religieux et politique d'une région de "marche" en la rattachant à un grand ensemble culturel et pose la question d'un substrat plus ancien.
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Pommaret, Françoise.


L'étude systématique de la syntaxe Tibétaine n’a commencé que très récemment. Ce livre est donc un événement très attendu. La démarche de l’étude de M. Hackett sur la syntaxe tibétaine s’inspire au départ de la linguistique informatique et de la traduction automatique. Les lecteurs de son livre seront vraisemblablement des êtres humains et non pas des machines. Par conséquent, il semble étrange que son approche de la grammaire tibétaine suive cette perspective. N’étant pas un linguiste, et certainement pas un linguiste avec des inclinations informatiques, je ne peux évaluer la contribution substantielle que ce travail apporte à telle ou à telle théorie. Je me limiterai plutôt à une discussion de la façon dont il contribue ou non à une compréhension effective de la grammaire tibétaine.

En l’état actuel des recherches sur la syntaxe tibétaine beaucoup de questions de base restent encore sans réponse. Il eût été plus utile que Hackett consacrât ses efforts à l’établissement des réalités de la syntaxe tibétaine, et moins de temps aux questions de traduction du tibétain en anglais. Une analyse factuelle de la grammaire tibétaine devrait être un préalable à toute traduction saine, particulièrement pour ce qui est des traductions effectuées par une machine manquant de Sprachgefühl.

L’auteur a choisi pour son corpus exclusivement des textes bouddhiques dont la plupart sont traduits du Sanscrit. On peut se demander si la description grammaticale d’une langue peut effectivement être faite en utilisant de telles sources. Il serait peut-être plus simple de commencer avec des textes narratifs. Si la grammaire anglaise n’était pas déjà bien étudiée, serait-ce une bonne idée que de la décrire exclusivement avec des traductions de Hegel? Ce choix est d’autant plus regrettable que le corpus philosophique sanscrit est en train d’être étudié lexicographiquement par J. S. Negi (1993-) de pair avec la rédaction de son dictionnaire exhaustif tibétain-sanscrit. Enfin, d’après moi, la forme verbale la plus intéressante aussi bien dans le domaine morphologique que syntactique est certainement l’impératif. Or les impératifs se trouvent rarement dans la littérature philosophique si on la compare à la littérature narrative. En fait, je ne trouve aucun impératif dans le dictionnaire mais je n’ai pas lu chaque lemme. S’il n’est pas erroné en soi d’étudier la syntaxe verbale dans une telle littérature, ce n’est néanmoins pas du tout le choix naturel.

Un regard sur sa bibliographie montre une faiblesse particulière dans les références à la littérature tibétologique.2 Les deux livres jusqu’ici consacrés à l’étude de la syntaxe tibétaine (Tournadre 1996, et Zimmerman 1979) semblent avoir échappé à Hackett. En particulier, le travail de Zimmerman aurait mérité d’être consulté parce que Zimmerman s’intéresse également à “la linguistique théorique”. En fait, la bibliographie ne contient...
que des ouvrages en anglais, à l'exception de trois dictionnaires tibétain-tibétain (en fait seulement deux, vide infra). S'il ne peut pas consulter les travaux susmentionnés, au moins aurait-il dû consulter les travaux de Tournadre en anglais, ainsi que le compte rendu de Zimmerman par Miller (1982, en anglais) qui explique clairement certains problèmes méthodologiques avec "la linguistique théorique". Le seul prédecesseur qu'il ait consulté est Wilson (1992). Cette décision était certainement une erreur.

Wilson et Hackett ont décidé de suivre la tradition tibétaine sur le nombre de cas en Tibétain. La tradition indigène grammaticale énumère huit cas en imitant les huit cas du Sanscrit. Malheureusement, les systèmes d'inflexion nominale des deux langues ne sont pratiquement pas du tout comparables. Hackett et Wilson donnent les cas suivants: 1. nominative (ming tsam), 2. objective (las su bya bu'i sgra), 3. agentive (byed sgra), 4. beneficiary/purposive (dgos ched kyi sgra), 5. originative ('byung khung kyi sgra), 6. connective ('brel sgra), 7. locative (rten gnas kyi sgra), 8. vocative (bod sgra) » (Wilson 1992: xii). Leur choix de maintenir dans certains cas les termes traditionnels latins et dans les autres de calquer le terme tibétain reste totalement arbitraire. On se demande pourquoi "nativie" et "callitive" ne sont pas préférables à "nominative" et "vocative" quand "beneficiary/purposive" remplace le terme plus simple et mieux connu de "datif". Sur son choix terminologique Wilson dit:

What I wish specifically to avoid in the traditional Western approach to Tibetan is the use of Latin grammatical categories, for example the use of the terms accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative and so on as names of the Tibetan declensions. These came into Western grammars of Tibetan by way of Western grammars of Sanskrit. The rationale for using these terms for Tibetan is clear and seems sensible but, in fact, is not. Sanskrit and Latin are both Indo-Aryan languages; they share a common root, and thus are grammatically similar. ... Tibetan, however is a member of the Tibeto-Burman group of languages, a group not related to the Indo-Aryan group. (xxx italiques dans l'original)

Il écrit indo-aryen quand il veut écrire indo-européen, et les langues génétiquement liées ne sont nécessairement grammaticalement semblables. Par exemple, le gaélique et le népalais sont tous deux des langues indo-européennes mais ne sont pas proches par leur structure grammaticale. Mais ce n'est pas suffisant de changer les noms des cas : il faut aussi en modifier l'analyse. En donnant la même analyse, mais avec un changement terminologique, Wilson ne fait que confondre sa description.

Par contre Hackett dit:

Some scholars have objected to the uses of Sanskrit or Latin equivalent grammatical terms in reference to Tibetan linguistic categories. I do not consider their objections to be substantially grounded... I will use these Latinate terms freely in the body of this text (xiii n. 2)
Evidemment, ces chercheurs sont anonymes et leurs arguments ne nécessitent pas une réfutation. Les sentiments de Hackett et Wilson sont donc tout à fait différents, bien qu’ils donnent exactement la même description. Il est clair que ces auteurs n’ont pas étudié le Latin. Le cas tibétain appelé “nominative” par Hackett et Wilson serait traduit en Latin par un accusatif dans la moitié des occurrences.

Le rapport entre le système casuel Latin et Tibétain est bien expliqué par Giradeau dans la préface de son dictionnaire Latin-Tibétain. Son explication est aussi la première explication correcte de l’ergativité en Tibétain. Concernant le cas nominatif il écrit :

1. — **Nominativus** simplex est vocabulum ipsum sine additamento, vel cum particulari ephatica *ni*.

   Si est subjectum verbi, cui adest complementum, scribitur cum signo instrumentalis : V. g. nominativus simplex : *bdag po yin dominus est* ; *dpon pos yi ge ’bri dominus scripturam exarat*.

   Nominativus qui facit actionem verbi habentis complementum, ceu nominativus instrumentalis aut agens, notatur variis signis, juxta sequentes regulas...(1916 : iv italiques et type en gras dans l’original).

Et sur l’accusatif, il écrit :

5. — **Accusativus** vel nullum signum habet, vel utitur *la* præsertim post verba indicantia mentis operationes : V. g. *shing rmo agrum arare* : *pa ma la dga’ parentes amare* (1919 : v italiques et type en gras dans l’original).

Hackett consacre une petite section à la description de l’ergativité. Il explique brièvement mais clairement ce qu’est l’ergativité. Mais malgré cette description, il appelle toujours absolutif le nominatif. Il donne même les termes “absolutif” et “ergatif” entre guillemets comme s’ils étaient moins précis. Il est ainsi surprenant de lire une phrase comme « In addition, Class V verbs take their objects in the nominative » (4). Le terme “absolutif” est déjà un classique employé dans les descriptions des langues ergatives, et je ne vois aucune raison pour ne pas l’employer en Tibétain. Quant au sujet qui consiste à donner des étiquettes à une structure grammaticale, van Driem (2001: 649) dit sagement :

The advantage of any conventional label is that it has a tradition of application to a more or less well-defined set of analogous, albeit non-equivalent grammatical categories.

Par contraste, Hackett (en suivant Wilson) maintient des étiquettes latines quand il n’existe pas d’analogie bien défini et innoe ainsi sans aucune raison.
Il semble que nos deux auteurs pensent que les grammairiens indigènes ont raison du fait même qu’ils sont indigènes. Il faut noter que la tradition tibétaine grammaire n’est pas vraiment indigène au sens où la grammaire de Pāṇini ou de Fujitani Nariakira (1738-1779) est indigène. Le système sanscrit décrit parfaitement bien la langue sanscrite mais ne décrit pas bien le Tibétain ni le Français, ni aucune autre langue. Le phénomène qui consiste à décrire une langue comme si elle en était une autre est relativement commun. On peut citer l’exemple classique du grec par rapport au latin. Le nom du cas accusatif (accusativus du verbe accuso) est une traduction du mot grec έκτια du mot έκτια (lui-même de έκτεω “demander”) qui signifie dans ce cas “une cause” mais peut signifier aussi “une accusation”. Mais les grammairiens latins l’ont traduit par “accusativus” bien que sa fonction n’ait aucun rapport avec l’action d’accuser (Allen et Greenough §338). Également, quand le savoir hollandais arriva au Japon, les grammairiens japonais quittant leur tradition propre décrivirent leur langue comme s’il s’agissait du Néerlandais (Miller 1975: 1249-53). Les langues indo-européennes comme le sanscrit sont radicalement différentes des langues tibéto-birmanes et c’est simplement une erreur que de décrire le tibétain comme s’il s’agissait du sanscrit.

Le choix de la tradition grammaticale tibétaine d’analyser l’absolutif tibétain comme un premier cas sanscrit (c’est-à-dire nominatif) est peut-être plus sage qu’il n’y paraît au premier abord. Pour nous, le cas nominatif signifie le sujet du verbe, mais d’après le système de kāraka, le premier cas a une fonction nulle. Le troisième cas (c’est-à-dire l’instrumental) indique l’agent du verbe et le deuxième cas (c’est-à-dire l’accusatif) indique le patient du verbe ; mais il y a une règle qui dit qu’une phrase ne peut avoir les deux. En conséquence, la voix active donne le patient dans son cas propre et l’agent doit être placé dans le premier cas. Par contre, la voix passive donne l’agent dans son propre cas et le patient doit être placé dans le premier cas. Ainsi, une phrase sanscrite passive ressemble beaucoup une phrase tibétaine biactancielle ergative (Verhagen 2001: 279-283). La décision d’analyser l’accusatif sanscrit analogiquement avec les la don semble moins correcte, mais il convient de se rappeler que le deuxième cas du sanscrit (c’est-à-dire l’accusatif) a plusieurs fonctions en dehors de son emploi consistant à marquer l’objet d’une phrase transitive : il est possible que cette analyse ne soit pas aussi bizarre qu’elle paraît (Kaschewsky 1978, Zeisler 2003). Même si les grammairiens tibétains avaient de bonnes raisons de décrire le système casuel comme ils l’ont fait, le mot anglais “nominative” n’a aucun rapport avec le système de kāraka et le mot anglais “accusative” n’implique pas forcément tous les emplois sanscrits : c’est donc une erreur grave pour nous de suivre les grammairiens tibétains dans leur analyse.

Bien sûr, l’étude de la tradition grammaticale traditionnelle est très importante, et pourrait ajouter beaucoup à notre connaissance de la grammaire, mais les deux sujets ne sont pas les mêmes. En mélangeant les deux, Wilson et Hackett ne contribuent pas beaucoup à l’une ni à l’autre. Inaba (1954) reste le meilleur en employant une étude des grammaires traditionnelles tout en étudiant la grammaire elle-même. Sa mention manque dans la bibliographie de Hackett. Miller n’est pas non plus cité malgré plusieurs de ses articles sur l’histoire de la grammaire au Tibet.
L'étude en deux tomes par Verhagen sur la tradition grammaticale est mentionnée, mais il ne semble pas que Hackett l'ait lue soigneusement. Bien que la plupart des grammaires indigènes soient des commentaires sur le Sum cu pa et Rtags kyi 'jug pa attribués à Thon mi Sambhota, il est erroné de dire que les « Tibetan discussions of grammar date back to the two grammatical treatises attributed to Thon mi Sambhota » (4) parce que les deux textes Tibétains grammaticaux les plus anciens ne sont pas des commentaires sur Sum rtags. Ni le Smra ba'i sgo mtshon cha lta bu zhes bya ba de Smṛti辇akirti (Verhagen 2001: 37) ni le Yi ge'i sbyor ba de Sa skya Pa'nita Kun dga’ rgyal mtshan (1182-1251) (Verhagen 2001: 69) n’en sont des commentaires, bien que le dernier partage des passages in extenso avec le Sum cu pa et le Rtags kyi 'jug pa. Les premiers textes explicitement écrits comme des commentaires sur Sum rtags sont à ma connaissance les commentaires de Dbu pa blo gsal (florit ante 1253 ad post 1310)3 (Mimaki 1992).

De plus, Hackett dit

> In these [c’est-à-dire Sum rtags] and subsequent commentaries, Tibetan verbs are divided into three categories based on the dominant relational characteristics of their arguments: tha dad (“different”), tha mi dad (“not different”) and rje mthun (“concordant”). (4-5)

Ni le Sum cu pa ni le Rtags kyi 'jug pa n’emploient le terme tha dad pa. Ces mots se trouvent parfois dans le célèbre commentaire de Si tu pa’ chen Chos kyi 'byung gnas (1699/1700-1774) mais n’y apparaissent pas comme des termes techniques.4 L’emploi de ces termes comme termes standards est assez récent. Il existe aussi des termes équivalents byed ’bral las tshig et byed med las tshig qui sont plus communs dans les textes traditionnels et sont les termes actuels employés dans l’est du pays. L’histoire de la terminologie grammaticale Tibétaine mérite une étude spécifique. On peut dire au moins sur ce point que ces termes ne viennent pas directement de Thon mi Sambho.ta.

Pour en revenir au système casuel, le système sanscritique consistant à énumérer les cas pour le tibétain confond complètement des cas qui s’avèrent en fait indépendants, et crée ainsi des distinctions non existantes. Parmi les marques casuelles pour le “purposive” (c’est-à-dire le datif), nous trouvons -su, -ru, -r, -tu, -du, -na, -la ainsi appelés la don mais de manière surprenante la même suite se retrouve avec les marques casuelles du cas “locative”. Quelle est donc la différence entre le “locative” et le “purposive”? La réponse est semble-t-il purement de nature sémantique. Il est évident qu’une telle classification est tout aussi erronée que si le datif du grec était divisé en instrumental et en datif, ou si l’instrumental du sanscrit était divisé en instrumental et en comitatif. Les critères à partir desquels les cas doivent être énumérés sont la morphologie et la syntaxe mais pas la
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4 Je remercie ici le Prof. Tom Tillemans pour cette précision.
Compte-rendu

sémantique. S'il y a des fonctions du même cas qui diffèrent beaucoup sémantiquement, il est préférable de les indiquer séparément, comme “datif instrumental” (pour le grec) ou bien “instrumental d’accompagnement” (pour le Sanscrit) et non pas de créer ex nihilo des cas nouveaux.

L’erreur consistant à ne pas distinguer assez de cas est également commise par les auteurs qui ne suivent pas aveuglément le système sanscritique. Tournadre (1996: 115) dans sa monographie brillante sur l’ergativité distingue cinq cas : 1. l’absolutif -Ø, 2. l’ergatif-instrumental -kyis, -gyis, -gyi, -s, 3. le génitif-relatif -kyi, -gyi, -gi, -‘i, 4. l’oblique -su, -ru, -r, -tu, -du, -na, -la, et 5. l’ablatif-ergatif -las, -nas. Cette description est valide pour la langue moderne de Lhasa (le sujet de son étude), et bien qu’il s’agisse sans doute d’une amélioration énorme, parmi les marques casuelles du cas oblique (la don), on remarque que cinq sont des alternatives allomorphiques l’une de l’autre (-su, -ru, -r, -tu, -du) alors que les autres deux (-la et -na) sont des morphèmes complètement différents qui n’ont pas la même fonction que les cinq susmentionnés.

La plupart des chercheurs (y compris Tournadre) traitent ce problème en faisant des la don des marques du même cas, et en décrivant ensuite toutes les nuances de leurs différents emplois. Méthodologiquement ceci n’est pas justifiable; des morphèmes distincts qui ne sont ni lexiquement ni allophoniquement déterminés doivent avoir leur propre cas. La situation est exactement parallèle avec les deux ablats -las et -nas qui sont clairement distincts par leur forme et leur fonction, malgré leurs classifications fréquentes comme marques du même cas.


Il convient par ailleurs de considérer le -dang comme marque casuelle et non comme une conjonction. Ceci a été suggéré pour la première fois par Beyer (1992: 270) mais défendu de façon convaincante par Tournadre qui mérite la longue citation suivante:


5 Les marques casuelles doubles apparaissent de temps en temps; voici deux exemples tirés de le Mi la rnam thar:

Une synthèse de Tournadre et DeLancey produit un total de neuf cas :

![Figure 1 Le Système Casuel Tibétain](image)

1. absolutif -Ø
2. génitif -kyi, -gyi, -gi, -‘i
3. agentif -kyis, -gyis, -gyi, -s
4. allatif -la
5. locatif -na
6. terminatif -r ~ -ru, -su, -tu, -du
7. ablatif -las
8. elatif -nas
9. associatif -dang

Hackett discute fréquemment de termes linguistiques tels que sujet et objet (4, 8, 10) bien qu’il ne définisse jamais ces termes, et il semble croire qu’ils sont applicables universellement aux langues. Ni Tournadre (1996: 66-74) ni Tillemans (1989: 77) ni la tradition indigène ne trouvent utiles de telles notions (Tournadre 1996: 74). De plus, Hackett parle de gérondif et du participe en général sans aucune référence à une langue spécifique (12). Par exemple, il dit « The future participle is a verb form which does not exist as such in English » (20) ; le participe futur n’existe nulle part. Il est peut être


Mais il est intéressant de remarquer que *dang* se retrouve rarement avec d’autres marques casuelles. Il y a plusieurs exemples de *dang la*, *na dang*, *la dang*, et *dang na* dans Imaeda et al. (2001).
utile de décrire λυοîtreς et dāsyámānas avec la même étiquette parce qu’ils sont proches en termes de fonction et de dérivation morphologique, par contre le formation latine optaturus est similaire en terme de fonction mais pas en terme de dérivation morphologique. Dans les trois langues, le participe est un adjectif verbal qui s’accorde en cas, nombre, et genre avec le nom qu’il modifie ; puisque ce n’est pas vrai pour la formation Tibétaine, alors cette description est méthodologiquement indéfendable. Si thob kha ma est un participe futur, alors “prêt à faire” l’est aussi et nous découvrirons qu’en fait un tel “participe” existe également en anglais : “about to do”. Chaque langue doit être expliquée selon sa propre structure. Citons ici l’avis de Tournadre :

... le spectre de l’ethnocentrisme nous guette imperceptiblement et il ne faut pas, sous prétexte d’universalité, sacrifier à la réalité du système linguistique étudié. (1996: 66)

Ou encore un sentiment similaire de van Driem:

linguistics must be on guard against believing in the metalinguistic reality of putative categories of grammatical meaning... this type of exercise is fundamentally exegetical and not the best way to describe and document meanings. (2001: 646 et 647)

A un endroit de son ouvrage, Hackett identifie tha dad pa avec “transitif” et tha mi dad pa avec “intransitif” (6) mais plus loin, il objecte que « this rendering of the term [tha dad pa] is problematic because some tha dad verbs have “intransitive” uses » (31 n. 14). Il ne définit jamais ce que “transitif” veut dire. Ce terme pose des problèmes même dans la description des langues accusatives bien étudiées.6

La terme “transitif” dans des langues ergatives devient plus problématique, et il est inadéquat de l’utiliser comme un autre “universel linguistique” non défini. Je ne peux pas discuter de l’utilisation du terme “transitif” par Hackett parce que je ne la comprends pas, mais en tous cas, les termes “transitif” tha dad pa et “intransitif” tha mi dad pa sont inutiles dans la description du Tibétain. Le terme “transitif” tha dad pa indique les verbes biactanciels volontaires, alors que “intransitif” tha mi dad pa inclut tous les verbes monoactanciels (volontaires ou involontaires), ainsi que les verbes involontaires biactanciels (Tournadre 1996: 191 n. 200). Beaucoup d’auteurs ont combiné l’actance et la volition sous la rubrique “transitivité” — le premier est essentiellement une question de syntaxe, et le second de sémantique. Bien que la plupart des verbes biactanciels soient volontaires (par exemple gsod “tuer”) et la plupart des verbes monoactanciels involontaires (par exemple na “être malade”), il y a des verbes biactanciels involontaires (par exemple mthong “voir”), et verbes monoactanciels
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6 Pour une discussion de ce problème en Sanscrit, voir Jamison (1983 : 25-31).
volontaires (par exemple ‘gro “aller”). Ainsi, analyser le verbe dans ces deux seules catégories est une simplification brute.

Comme exemple de cet abus terminologique, on peut citer la phrase « The participle form of the verb is used in forming the present active and the past passive constructions » (11) qui ne veut strictement rien dire. Aucun savant ne trouve une opposition de voix en Tibétain (Tillemans 1989 : 86 ; Tournadre 1996: 98). Si Hackett pense qu’il y a une opposition de voix il faut la démontrer au préalable.

Les lemmes individuels commencent avec la suite de quatre formes morphologiques du verbe tibétain. Les divers lexiques actuels ne s’accordent pas sur ces formes morphologiques. Dans une note, Hackett mentionne les différents lexiques d’où il prend ses formes morphologiques (xiii n.3) mais dans les lemmes individuels, il ne mentionne pas la source de ses informations. Cette absence de mention est regrettable car tous les dictionnaires tibétains ne sont pas aussi fiables en ce qui concerne les conjugaisons.

Il cite des exemples de la littérature et mentionne la source de ces citations mais il ne donne ni page ni ligne, et on doit lire tout le livre cité pour vérifier ces citations. Peu de dictionnaires tibétains ont des exemples pris dans la littérature, et parmi ceux qui donnent une citation, pratiquement aucun d’eux n’indiquent la page et la ligne. Le dictionnaire de Hackett est parmi les meilleurs pour ses exemples textuels, mais il aurait été relativement facile d’ajouter une citation spécifique.

Il semble que Hackett pense que le Tshig mdzod chen mo (Zhang 1985) et le Bya tshig tshig mdzod (Li 1985) sont indépendants (xiii n. 4). Mais, la seconde est simplement un extrait de la première et n’a aucune valeur indépendante comme on peut facilement s’en rendre compte dans la préface :

« bya tshig tshig mdzod » ‘di ni « bod rgya tshig mdzod chen mo » de’i nang gi bya tshig tha snyad rnam ‘dens sgrig byas pa zhig yinj [Ce bya tshig tshig mdzod a sélectionné ses entrées verbales dans le tshig mdzod chen mo] (Li 1988: 2).

Juste après les formes morphologiques, il donne la classe syntaxique du verbe. C’est là la vraie contribution de cette œuvre. Hackett est le premier auteur qui prend la peine de classifier syntaxiquement tous les verbes de la langue. Il divise les verbes en huit catégories différentes, chacune déterminée par les deux cas qui sont requis par les arguments du verbe dans une phrase. Dans la mesure où l’on peut convertir cette classification en une classification meilleure, son travail est partiellement réutilisable, mais il

7 Sauf pour le verbe ‘byang auquel il manque une indication de classe syntaxique.
convient de garder à l’esprit les défauts de son analyse des cas, influant évidemment sur l’analyse du verbe.

La nature de ces classes syntactiques n’est pas clairement expliquée et l’on doit consulter Wilson pour mieux les comprendre. Au tableau synoptique de Hackett (5) j’ajoute les exemples donnés par Wilson.

Figure 3 Les emplois des verbes d’après Wilson et Hackett

I. Nominative-Nominative Verbs
   yin “être”

II. Nominative-Locative Verbs
   2.1 simple verbs of existence
      yod “exister”
   2.2 verbs of living
      gnas “rester, être”
   2.3 verbs of dependence
      rten “dépendre de”
   2.4 verbs expressing attitudes
      chags “désirer, aimer”

III. Nominative-Objective Verbs
   3.1 verbs of motion
      ’gro “aller”
   3.2 nominative action verbs
      snang “apparaître”
   3.3 rhetorical verbs
      rung, rig “être capable”

IV. Nominative-Syntactic Verbs
   4.1 separative verbs
      grol “être libéré”
   4.2 verbs of containment
      stong “être vide”
   4.3 conjunctive verbs
      ’brel “connecter”
   4.4 disjunctive verbs
      bral “se séparer”

V. Agentive-Nominative Verbs
   ston “démontrer”

VI Agentive-Objective Verbs
   lta “regarder”

VII Purposive-Nominative Verbs
   dgos “avoir besoin de”

VII Locative-Nominative verbs
   8.1 verbs of possession
      med “ne pas avoir”
   8.2 attributive usage
      zer, byed, gsung “être appelé”

En général, ces sous-classifications sont seulement des étiquettes sémantiques arbitraires, peut-être utiles pour les élèves débutants, mais elles ne reflètent aucune réalité structurelle de la langue, et je n’en tiendrai donc pas compte. Le “locative”, l’”objective” et le “purposive” ne peuvent pas être distingués morphologiquement l’un de l’autre, comme s’ils étaient un mélange du terminatif, de l’allatif, et du locatif.

En discutant la raison nécessitant de distinguer le “purposive” et le “locative” Wilson dit:

Since the particles that mark the seventh and fourth cases (the 1a-group of particles) are the same, both classes are structurally similar.

Verbs of necessity—following traditional Tibetan grammarians—require fourth case subjects, since the fact of needing something shows purpose (dgos pa) or potential benefit. (1992: 594)

Malheureusement, il ne donne aucune citation de grammaire indigène, et si l’on se rappelle la remarque de Tounadre que « les grammaires indigènes ne possèdent pas de terme équivalent à notre sujet » (1996: 74), on est en droit
de s’interroger sur la validité d’une telle définition. Pour le moment, je suis Tournadre en appelant conjointement ces trois cas (terminatif, allatif, et locatif) “l’oblique”.


Malheureusement, Hackett insère dans son dictionnaire tous ces verbes dans la classe IV, si bien que ces différences importantes mises en évidence par Wilson sont complètement omises.

Un rappel de la liste susmentionnée avec les changements terminologiques nécessaires donne les catégories suivantes :

8 Hackett donne aussi rtsal ‘avoir puissance’ mais son exemple suggère [Erg. Abs.] pour la syntaxe, et il est l’unique auteur à donner ce mot comme verbe et non comme un nom.
Cette classification ne prend en compte que les verbes biactanciels. C'est là une importante lacune dans ce travail, car il existe également en tibétain des verbes monoactanciels et triactanciels. Hackett a analysé tous les verbes mono- et triactanciels comme s'il s'agissait de verbes biactanciels. Par exemple il cite \textit{na “être malade”} et \textit{‘chi “mourir”} tous deux comme III (c'est-à-dire, abs. obl.). Quel est alors le nom à l'oblique? L'auteur ne cite aucun exemple. On peut bien dire « il meurt à l'hôpital » mais ce n'implique pas que "mourir" soit biacticiel. Un complément de lieu peut accompagner un verbe quelconque, comme dans : « Il donne un cadeau à sa mère à la gare ». Alors que Tournadre analyse les verbes de mouvement comme monoactanciels, Hackett les classe comme biactanciels. Bien sûr, ils se retrouvent fréquemment avec une destination mais la destination n’est pas du tout obligatoire. Par contre, pour les verbes affectifs comme \textit{dga’ “aimer bien"}, un complément à l'oblique est au moins toujours sous-entendu. Tournadre mentionne aussi que certains verbes (résultatif notamment) qui sont monoactanciels admettent parfois des emplois biactanciels. …

Il décrit de tels verbes comme étant à demi actanciels. Peut-être la solution se trouve-t-elle dans un système à quatre degrés avec des verbes purement monoactanciels, des verbes monoactanciels compatibles avec un syntagme locatif, des verbes monoactanciels qui ont des utilisations biactanciels occasionnelles, et des verbes qui doivent s'accompagner d’un deuxième syntagme nominal, c'est-à-dire des verbes biactanciels proprement dit. Je ne suis pas exactement certain de savoir comment aborder le problème des verbes de mouvement avec des compléments de lieu. Mais il est certainement erroné de considérer tous les verbes tels que \textit{na et ‘chi} comme biactanciels.

L’erreur consistant à traiter tous les verbes triactanciels comme s’ils étaient biactanciels n’est pas aussi grave, parce qu’en fait ils sont tous biactanciels, mais la triactancialité est toujours un aspect important de la grammaire tibétaine. Hackett donne "bul “donner” comme classe V (c'est-à-dire Erg. Abs.) bien que son exemple: « 'jig rten mgon la phul [I] offer [this] to the protector of the world (the Buddha). [ALP] » ne contienne aucun ergatif. En fait, il a seulement montré que le verbe sous-catégorise [Abs. Obl.], ce qui
montre qu’il n’a pas tenu compte des verbes triactanciels. Afin d’analyser tous les verbes comme biactanciels, il a été forcé d’inventer des compléments pour les verbes monoactanciels (na et ‘chi) et de les ignorer pour les triactanciels (’bul).

Actance, volition, et structure casuelle sont récapitulées brièvement par Tournadre (2001 : 55) en employant le diagramme suivant. Puisque quelques verbes peuvent participer à plus d’un type, il n’est pas nécessaire de différencier entre ces types — par exemple verbes monoactanciels volontaires du type absolutif et ergatif — (Tournadre 2001: 55):

Figure 5 Le résumé de actance, volition, et structure casuelle d’après Tournadre (2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Volonté</th>
<th>Actant</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-valence</td>
<td>+volonté</td>
<td>sleb “arriver”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-valence</td>
<td>-volonté</td>
<td>‘bab “tomber”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-valence</td>
<td>+volonté</td>
<td>gsod “tuer”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-valence</td>
<td>-volonté</td>
<td>lta “regarder”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-valence</td>
<td>-volonté</td>
<td>dran “se souvenir”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-valence</td>
<td>-volonté</td>
<td>rnyed “trouver”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-valence</td>
<td>-volonté</td>
<td>dga’ “aimer bien”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Etant donné que Hackett ne tient aucun compte de la volition, ce système est trop nuancé pour être utile en employant son livre. Évidemment, la volition est un facteur plus important dans la langue parlée qu’en tibétain classique qui est l’objet d’étude choisi par Hackett. Cependant, il eût été préférable qu’il la prit en considération. En combinant les analyses de Tournadre et de Hackett, nous obtenons les classifications syntactiques suivantes :

Figure 6: Résumé provisoire de toutes les classes syntactiques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monoactanciel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1-valence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1-valence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1-valence]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polyactanciel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[copule]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ergatif]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mixe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[poss./bene.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[affectif]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[séparatif]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[contenir]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cette description des catégories syntaxiques est la meilleure que je puisse fournir à l’heure actuelle; à l’avenir, il sera nécessaire de différencier l’oblique dans ses trois cas respectifs, et de différencier l’élatif et l’ablatif. Un dictionnaire effectif et utilisable devrait indiquer la volition de verbes puis la catégorie syntaxique du verbe employant les abréviations des cas mentionnés ci-dessus. L’ouvrage qui s’approche le plus de ce but est actuellement le glossaire du manuel de Tournadre (2003), mais nous pouvons espérer que viendra un jour où tout dictionnaire de tibétain sera considéré comme inadéquat sans de telles classifications. Malgré ses nombreux défauts, le livre de Hackett est une étape importante dans cette direction.

Dans la préface, on trouve fréquemment des erreurs importantes. Déjà dans le deuxième paragraphe, il écrit:

A unique feature of Tibetan literature is its unprecedented level of morphological, grammatical, and semantic consistency over the span of more than twelve centuries, from the earliest translations of the bka’ ’gyur and bstan ’gyur through to compositions of the twentieth century (ix).

Ce sentiment est très répandu mais inexact. Il existe de nombreuses langues conservatrices, parmi elles le latin, le grec, et le sanskrit. Hackett connaît manifestement au moins la dernière des trois. Mais malgré son conservatisme, le tibétain comme toutes les langues du monde a connu et demeure continuellement dans un processus de changement. L’opinion de Hackett est très difficile à tenir en particulier dans le domaine sémantique. Bien que les auteurs tibétains s’emploient vigoureusement à écrire avec la morphologie et la syntaxe du huitième siècle, ils n’écrivent pas sur les mêmes sujets qu’au huitième siècle. Les emprunts, notamment mongols, venant de la dynastie Yuan par exemple ‘ja’ sa (<Mong. jasay>) ou bien ’u lag (<Mong. ulaγa’), démontrent que le lexique tibétain a changé. La description scientifique du changement linguistique en tibétain n’est pas aussi développée que dans les langues classiques européennes ou en sanscrit, mais quiconque a lu les inscriptions de l’époque impériale et des textes modernes remarque des changements importants. De plus, ce paragraphe donne l’impression que le bka’ ’gyur et bstan ’gyur auraient été des collections préexistantes de textes sanscrits qui auraient été traduites en tibétain. Ceci n’est pas vrai (vide Eimer 2002).

Par ailleurs, les abréviations employées par Hackett sont trop compliquées. Pour chaque cas, il donne seulement un C majuscule et le numéro équivalent du cas sanscrit, par exemple C3 pour l’agentif. Mais pour chacune, il précise des sous-catégories superflues, dont douze pour l’absolutif. Personne ne peut se rappeler toutes ces abréviations en utilisant le dictionnaire, et on doit en permanence consulter la table des abréviations. Il aurait été possible de rendre les abréviations beaucoup plus simples. Citons par exemple l’entrée pour ‘bab’:

‘bab’ III bab/ ‘bab/ to descend; to fall; to flow downward; AP(), S(), RPN(), NP(), PN(U13.1, NO(), C6.3, RCM, NP(), C2.3.1, C1, VP() mdo rna bdong gi don gyi phyir/ khyod kyis gzhan la gnod byas gang / gnod
In brief, for the sake of sentient beings, may [all] those harms – whatever harms that I have caused to others in order [to accomplish] my own purposes – fall upon me. [BCA].

Dans la notation que nous proposons, cette entrée aurait été :

‘bab¹ [Abs. Obl.] bab/ ‘bab/ descendre; chuter; tomber; couler en bas. mdor na bdag gi don gyi phyir/ khyod kysis gzhan la gnod byas gang / gnod de sems can don gyi phyir bdag nyid la ni ‘bab par gyis / en-bref-ADV soi-GEN intérêt-GEN à-cause-de-POST / toi-ERG autres-AL mal-ABS faire-V quelconque / mal ce-ABS créatures intérêt-GEN à-cause-de-POST soi-même-AL TOP chuter-V-{pres}-NOM-TERM faire-V-{imp} / En somme, quelque mal que tu fasses à d’autres dans ton intérêt, que ce mal retombe sur toi-même pour l’intérêt des créatures.


Dans la liste d’abréviations (37), il donne la particule ni comme marqueur explicite du cas absolu (pour lui nominatif). Ce n’est certainement pas correct. La compréhension conventionnelle est que ni « can be placed anywhere in a sentence » (Nagano 1997) et n’affecte aucunement la syntaxe de la phrase. Voici quelques exemples trouvés dans les inscriptions royales anciennes montrant l’emploi de ni avec la majorité de cas distincts.

1. absolutif -Ø
Sur la face sud de l’inscription de Zhol, nous trouvons: 'bal dang / lang glo ba / bden bar gyurd te / khong ta nI bkyon phab ste // 'Bal and Lang were proven truly to be disloyal and they were punished (Li et Coblin 1987: 143, 158).

2. génitif -kyi, -gyi, -gi, -'i
Sur la face est du traité sino-tibétain, nous trouvons: gtsIgs kyi yl ge zhlb mor / brls nas // rgyal po chen po gnyIs kyi ni phyag rgyas btab // bloi po gtsIgs gtsIgs / 'dzin pa la gtsogs pa rnams kyi ni lag yig du bris te // gtsIgs kyi yl ge akor gyi phyag sbal du bzhag go // After the text of the treaty was accurately written, the two great rulers affixed their seals. It was signed by the various officials who participated in concluding the treaty. The treaty document was preserved in the treasury (Li et Coblin 1987: 74, 76).

3. agentif -kyis, -gis, -gyi, -s
Sur la face est du traité sino-tibétain, nous trouvons: thugs rje chen pos nI // bka’ drIn gyis dgab pa la phyI nang myed pas // with great compassion they do not discriminate between the interior and exterior in protecting [the people] with their favors (Li et Coblin 1987: 38, 78).

4. allatif -la
Sur la face sud de l’inscription de Zhol, nous trouvons: btsan pho khrl srong lde brtsan gyi sku la ni dard du nye // / The life of the btsan-po Khri-srong-Iden-bstan, the son, was almost endangered (Li et Coblin 1987: 143, 158).

5. terminatif -r ~ ru, -su, -tu, -du
Sur l’inscription du pont de 'Phyong rgyas, nous trouvons: yar ni ta zhig gyi mtshams man chad mar ni long shan gyi la rgyud yan cad / chab 'eg du tse Upwards, as far as the border of Ta-zhig and downwards all the way to the chain of passes of Long-shan, they came under his sway (Li et Coblin 1987: 229, 232). Ou bien sur l’inscription de Zhwa’i lha khang nous trouvons: gtsIgs snga ma’l steng du phyIs gtsIgs bsnan bskyed de / gnang ba yang / zhib tu nI gtsIgs gyl yl ge la brls te // What was granted subsequently, adding to and expanding the decree, over and above the former decree, has been carefully written (Li et Coblin 1987: 272, 294).

6. associatif -dang
Sur l’inscription du pont de 'Phyong rgyas, nous trouvons: lha btsan po khri srong lde brtsan gyi zha snga nas kyang / yab myes kyi lugs bzhin lha'i gtsig la ni ma nyams /gnam sa’i chos dang ni ‘thun par mdzad The god, btsan-po, Khri-srong-Iden-brtsan in accordance with the customs of the ancestors, did not injure the belief system of the gods but acted in harmony with the laws of heaven and earth (Li et Coblin 1987: 229, 232).

Dans les documents historiques trouvés à Dunhuang, il y a des exemples des trois autres cas (locatif, ablative, elatif) bien qu’on ne trouve que trois exemples de las ni.
5. locatif - *na
La combinaison *na ni apparaît plusieurs fois dans la chronique ancienne tibétaine, par exemple (P1287, 0251) : *da ro las bta's na ni *nyam chung // rma las bta's na phog snya che zhing mchis *na / Aujourd’hui, à la vue d’un cadavre, on est intimidé ; à la vue d’une blessure, on mesure le coup (Bacot et al. 1940 : 143).

7. ablatif - *las
La combinaison *las ni apparaît dans une section en vers de la chronique ancienne (P1287, 0234) : *nya *las ni *kham du bkon / kham *las ni *rme di bta’// Dompté de la cheville à la bouche, Détruit de la bouche à la racine (Bacot et al. 108, 142).

8. élatif - *nas
La combinaison *nas ni apparaît dans une section en vers de la chronique ancienne (P1287, 0412) : *byang ’brog ni ’brong *dgum *na / pu *nas ni *khus ’debs pa’// pour tuer le yak aux solitudes du nord, on appelle : « khus ! » du haut de la vallée (Bacot et al. 1940 : 116, 156).


Comme Hackett l’avoue lui-même : « Finally, I should state that this edition of A Tibetan Verb Lexicon is consciously thought of as a “First Edition” … it is hoped that any inadequacies of this first edition will be outweighed by its usefulness ». Une deuxième édition serait une bonne idée, si certaines des suggestions proposées dans ce compte-rendu peuvent être prises en compte.

Addendum
Les lecteurs pourront être intéressés par le livre suivant qui est paru après l’écriture de ce compte rendu.

Languages and Cultures of Asia and Africa, Tokyo University of Foreign Studies, 2003.
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